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Remarks from the Chair
Thank you, EASL! After 25
years, you are still as vibrant
and welcoming as ever, and
you know how to celebrate
with style.
On May 6th, EASL formally celebrated its 25 years as a
Section with a day-to-evening
event to remember. During
the day, members gathered at
The Warwick Hotel for some
engaging CLE, a fabulous
luncheon, and collegiality at its best. The evening was
reserved for cocktails, dinner and entertainment in the
company of colleagues, friends, spouses, and the like.
The day started with an
“Introduction to Art Law,”
presented by EASL Past Chair
Judith Bresler, and Assistant
Secretary Carol Steinberg.
Judith led us through a challenging hypothetical involving
a wealthy, art-collecting client,
his acquisition of an expensive painting via auction, an
aggressive auctioneer, and a
challenge to the authenticity of
the work. The
audience was intrigued as Judith invited
members to use their lawyering skills to
predict the outcome. The audience complied and the exchange among colleagues
was lively (and fun!), with Judith summing up and presenting the result. Carol
Steinberg followed with an absorbing
discussion on what might be considered
transformative (and fair use) in appropriation art, using Cariou v. Prince, et al. as an
example.1 Both segments were dynamic,
enlightening and enjoyable.

4

During the luncheon that
followed, we acknowledged
our appreciation to all of the
Past Chairs of EASL, each of
whom has made his or her
mark on the Section’s evolution and success, building on
what had come before and
innovating along the way. Past
Chairs in attendance were Alan
Barson, Tim DeBaets, Judith
Bresler, and Marc Jacobson, the
last of whom was our Founding Chair. As a surprise, we
presented Marc with a gift and
commended his early vision
of EASL—that of fostering
dialogue among entertainment
attorneys in an atmosphere
of inclusion and purpose. It
was quite touching when all
those in the room stood and
applauded him in heartfelt
appreciation; it was a great moment for EASL.
The program continued with our featured luncheon
speaker, Jeff Gewirtz, Executive Vice President of Business Affairs and Chief Legal Officer of the Brooklyn Nets
and the Barclays Center. Interviewed
by our own Jessica Thaler, Jeff gave us a
peek inside professional sports, live-event
arenas, and the myriad of disciplines one
has to be familiar with to keep all the balls
in the air, so to speak. Jeff’s eloquence
and humor, and the animated exchanges
between him and Jessica, were thoroughly
enjoyed by all.
After lunch, we all learned how to
be ethical online under the tutelage of
our own Pery Krinsky, and panelists
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Douglas Wood (Reed Smith, LLP)
and Michael Graif (Curtis, MalletPrevost, Colt & Mosle LLP). Thanks
to their talents, this ethics panel was
no sleeper. Full of valuable advice,
real-life situations and examples of
attorney advertising that bordered
on the offensive, we learned what
not to do and, more importantly,
what we can do in the cloud, on
Facebook, or LinkedIn, or Twitter, or
our own blogs, and what is permissible in promoting our services.
Once we had our own
ethics in check, Kathryn Ferrara (Unilever and New York
Law School’s Institute for
Information Law and Policy)
brought us up to speed on how
to assist our clients in advertising and promoting their
brands through social media.
We learned that it is a slippery
slope for the online endorser
and the brand if the testimonial
contains false or unsubstantiated claims—a true challenge for
legal counsel when the online
dialogue occurs in real-time,
24/7.
While
many of us
were still
grasping the
legal complexity of online affairs, Jason W.
Gordon (Winston & Strawn
LLP) introduced us to Big Data and illustrated how our every move in cyberspace
is being tracked, collected, dissected,
categorized, and organized, and how that

data is churned out and scooped up by advertisers to
better target ads relevant to their mark (us), better known
as Online Behavioral Advertising. Tracking transparency
and consumer choice (to be or not to be tracked) continue
to be hotly debated issues, and time will tell whether sufficient consumer privacy protections will be developed by
the Online Behavioral Advertising industry or imposed by
government regulation.
As the day folded into
evening, our members strolled
down to Broadway’s Night
Club, 54 Below, for cocktails,
dinner, camaraderie, and the
delightfully funny and engaging performance of songstress
and comedienne Jackie Hoffman. A perfect ending to a
wonderful day.
Sincere thanks and appreciation go to
all who shaped the events of the day and
evening, particularly our 25th Anniversary
Committee Co-Chairs, Jason Aylesworth,
Marc Jacobson, Pamela Jones, and Megan
Maxwell, and committee members Anne
Atkinson, Jason Baruch, Ethan Bordman,
Judith Bresler, Elissa Hecker, Ezgi Kaya,
Diane Krausz, Judith Prowda, Steve Rodner, Barry Skidelsky, Carol Steinberg, Irina
Tarsis, Jessica Thaler, Mary Ann Zimmer,
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Shannon Zhu, and our NYSBA liaison, photographer, and
chief of all things EASL, Beth Gould. Special thanks to all
of the Past Chairs of EASL, Marc Jacobson, Eric R. Roper,
Howard Siegel, Philip M. Cowan, John R. Kettle III,
Samuel L. Pinkus, Timothy J. DeBaets, Judith A. Bresler,
Jeffrey R. Rosenthal, Elissa D. Hecker, Alan D. Barson,
Kenneth N. Swezey, and Judith B. Prowda, for keeping
our Section focused, forward-thinking, and fun.
As the main event for our 25th Anniversary lingers
in our memory, we continue to celebrate EASL with the
debut of our Section’s latest publication, In the Arena: A
Sports Law Handbook, edited by EASL Past Chair Elissa D.
Hecker and David Krell, and a slate of interesting programs for the fall season, including “Sports and Arena
Financing” in September, “The Entertainment Business
Law Seminar” at the CMJ Music Marathon on October
18th, and our 25th Anniversary Finale event on November 14th which will be an afternoon CLE followed by a
cocktail reception.
In the meantime, enjoy your summer, and thank
you, EASL, for being the common thread that brings us
together and keeps us in good company.
Rosemarie Tully

Endnote
1.
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See p. 17 for more information about this case.
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Editor’s Note
Now is the perfect opportunity to grab a copy of EASL’s
latest book, In the Arena: A
Sports Law Handbook, for your
summer reading pleasure.
As the world of professional
athletics has become more
competitive and the issues
more complex, so has the need
for more reliable representation in the field of sports law.
Written by dozens of the top
sports law attorneys, and edited by David Krell and myself, In the Arena: A Sports Law
Handbook is a reflection of the multiple issues that face
athletes and the attorneys who represent them. Whether
the reader is a novice to the sports industry or a seasoned
veteran, he or she will find this book to be a valuable
resource.
NYSBA members receive a discounted rate of $60,
and non-members may purchase the book for $75. Visit
www.nysba.org/inthearena to order yours.
Chapter topics include:
• Intellectual property and licensing
• Agency
• Collective bargaining
• Advertising and sponsorship
• Doping
• Concussions
• Title IX
• Rights of Publicity, and Privacy of athletes
• EU sport law
• Sweepstakes and promotions
• NCAA

• Torts, sports and criminal law
• Mascots
• Dental medical safety
• Dozens of useful appendices
Grab your copy now!
Have a wonderful summer.
Elissa
Editor’s Correction: All references to Ken Davenport in the
EASL Annual Meeting Transcript on pages 89 and 91 and the
first two references to him on page 94 of the Spring 2013 issue
should have been to Jason Aylesworth. The online PDF version
is correct.

The next EASL Journal deadline is
Friday, August 30, 2013
Elissa D. Hecker practices in the fields of copyright,
trademark and business law. Her clients encompass
a large spectrum of the entertainment and corporate
worlds. In addition to her private practice, Elissa is
Chair of the Board of Directors for Dance/NYC (http://
dancenyc.org/). She is a Past Chair of the EASL Section.
She is also Co-Chair and creator of EASL’s Pro Bono
Committee, Editor of the EASL Blog, Editor of the books
Entertainment Litigation, Counseling Content Providers
in the Digital Age, and In the Arena, a frequent author,
lecturer and panelist, and a member of the Board of Editors for the NYSBA Bar Journal. Elissa is a member of
the Copyright Society of the U.S.A (CSUSA), a member
of the Board of Editors for the Journal of the CSUSA
and Editor of the CSUSA Newsletter. She is a Super
Lawyers Rising Star, the recipient of the CSUSA’s inaugural Excellent Service Award, and recipient of the New
York State Bar Association’s 2005 Outstanding Young
Lawyer Award. Elissa can be reached at (914) 478-0457,
via email at eheckeresq@eheckeresq.com or through her
website at http://eheckeresq.com/.
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The New York State Bar Association
Entertainment, Arts and Sports Law Section

Law Student Initiative Writing Contest
Congratulations to the LSI winners:
TIMOTHY J. GEVERD, of George Mason University School of Law, for his article entitled:
“Failure to Warn: The National Hockey League Could Pay the Price for Its Pursuit of Profit at
the Expense of Player Safety”
and
CRAIG TEPPER, of Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law, for his article entitled:
“A Model for Success: Why New York Should Change the Classification of Child Models
Under New York Labor Laws”
The Entertainment, Arts and Sports Law (EASL) Section of the New York State Bar Association offers
an initiative giving law students a chance to publish articles both in the EASL Journal as well as on the
EASL Web site. The Initiative is designed to bridge the gap between students and the entertainment, arts
and sports law communities and shed light on students’ diverse perspectives in areas of practice of mutual interest to students and Section member practitioners.
Law school students who are interested in entertainment, art and/or sports law and who are members of the EASL Section are invited to submit articles. This Initiative is unique, as it grants students the
opportunity to be published and gain exposure in these highly competitive areas of practice. The EASL
Journal is among the profession’s foremost law journals. Both it and the Web site have wide national
distribution.

Requirements
• Eligibility: Open to all full-time and part-time J.D. candidates who are EASL Section members.
• Form: Include complete contact information; name, mailing address, law school, phone number
and email address. There is no length requirement. Any notes must be in Bluebook endnote form.
An author’s blurb must also be included.
• Deadline: Submissions must be received by Friday, August 30, 2013.
• Submissions: Articles must be submitted via a Word email attachment to eheckeresq@eheckeresq.
com.

Topics
Each student may write on the subject matter of his/her choice, so long as it is unique to the entertainment, art and sports law fields.

Judging
Submissions will be judged on the basis of quality of writing, originality and thoroughness.
Winning submissions will be published in the EASL Journal. All winners will receive complimentary
memberships to the EASL Section for the following year. In addition, the winning entrants will be featured in the EASL Journal and on our Web site.
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The Phil Cowan Memorial/BMI Scholarship
Law students, take note of this publishing and
scholarship opportunity: The Entertainment, Arts and
Sports Law Section of the New York State Bar Association (EASL), in partnership with BMI, the world’s largest
music performing rights organization, has established
the Phil Cowan Memorial/BMI Scholarship! Created in
memory of Cowan, an esteemed entertainment lawyer
and a former Chair of EASL, the Phil Cowan Memorial/
BMI Scholarship fund offers up to two awards of $2,500 each
on an annual basis in Phil Cowan’s memory to a law student who is committed to a practice concentrating in one
or more areas of entertainment, art or sports law.
The Phil Cowan Memorial/BMI Scholarship has been
in effect since 2005. It is awarded each year at EASL’s Annual Meeting in January in New York City.

The Competition
Each Scholarship candidate must write an original
paper on any legal issue of current interest in the area of
entertainment, art or sports law.
The paper should be twelve to fifteen pages in length
(including Bluebook form footnotes), double-spaced and
submitted in Microsoft Word format. PAPERS LONGER
THAN 15 PAGES TOTAL WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.
The cover page (not part of the page count) should contain the title of the paper, the student’s name, school, class
year, telephone number and email address. The first page
of the actual paper should contain only the title at the top,
immediately followed by the body of text. The name of
the author or any other identifying information must
not appear anywhere other than on the cover page. All
papers should be submitted to designated faculty members of each respective law school. All law schools will
screen the papers and submit the three best to EASL’s
Phil Cowan Memorial/BMI Scholarship Committee. The
Committee will read the papers submitted and will select
the Scholarship recipient(s).

membership in EASL (with all the benefits of an EASL
member) for a one-year period.

Yearly Deadlines
December 12th: Law School Faculty liaison submits 3
best papers to the EASL/BMI Scholarship Committee.
January 15th: EASL/BMI Scholarship Committee will
determine the winner(s).
The winner will be announced, and the Scholarship(s)
awarded, at EASL’s January Annual Meeting.

Prerogatives of EASL/BMI’s Scholarship
Committee
The Scholarship Committee is composed of the current Chair of EASL, all former EASL Chairs who are still
active in the Section, all Section District Representatives,
and any other interested member of the EASL Executive Committee. Each winning paper will be published in the
EASL Journal and will be made available to EASL members on
the EASL website. BMI reserves the right to post each winning paper on the BMI website, and to distribute copies of
each winning paper in all media. The Scholarship Committee is willing to waive the right of first publication so that
students may simultaneously submit their papers to law
journals or other school publications. In addition, papers
previously submitted and published in law journals or other
school publications are also eligible for submission to The Scholarship Committee. The Scholarship Committee reserves the
right to submit all papers it receives to the EASL Journal
for publication and to the EASL website. The Scholarship Committee also reserves the right to award only
one Scholarship or no Scholarship if it determines, in any
given year that, respectively, only one paper, or no paper,
is sufficiently meritorious. All rights of dissemination of
the papers by each of EASL and BMI are non-exclusive.

Payment of Monies
Eligibility
The Competition is open to all students attending eligible law schools. “Eligible” law schools mean all accredited law schools within New York State, along with Rutgers University Law School and Seton Hall Law School
in New Jersey, and up to 10 other accredited law schools
throughout the country to be selected, at the Committee’s
discretion, on a rotating basis.

Free Membership to EASL
All students submitting a paper for consideration
will immediately and automatically be offered a free

Payment of Scholarship funds will be made by
EASL/BMI directly to the law school of the winner, to be
credited against the winner’s account.

About BMI
BMI is an American performing rights organization that represents approximately 350,000 songwriters,
composers and music publishers in all genres of music.
The non-profit-making company, founded in 1940, collects license fees on behalf of those American creators it
represents, as well as thousands of creators from around
the world who chose BMI for representation in the United
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States. The license fees BMI collects for the “public performances” of its repertoire of approximately 4.5 million
compositions are then distributed as royalties to BMImember writers, composers and copyright holders.

have continuously served the public and improved the
justice system for more than 125 years.

About the New York State Bar Association / EASL
The 76,000-member New York State Bar Association
is the official statewide organization of lawyers in New
York and the largest voluntary state bar association in the
nation. Founded in 1876, NYSBA programs and activities

The more than 1,700 members of the Entertainment,
Arts and Sports Law Section of the NYSBA represent varied interests, including headline stories, matters debated
in Congress, and issues ruled upon by the courts today.
The EASL Section provides substantive case law, forums
for discussion, debate and information-sharing, pro bono
opportunities, and access to unique resources including
its popular publication, the EASL Journal.

Initiative: The Phil Cowan/BMI Memorial Scholarship
Toward the end of Judith Bresler’s tenure as the
Millennium Chair of EASL (2000-2002), Phil Cowan, a
founding member and former Chair of EASL, died after
a courageous battle with cancer. Phil was an exceptional human being in so many respects and to honor his
memory the EASL Section, including a number of former
Section Chairs—Founding Chair Marc Jacobson, Eric
Roper, Howard Siegel, John Kettle, Sam Pinkus and Tim
DeBaets—took steps to implement what is now the Phil
Cowan/BMI Memorial Scholarship which, on a yearly basis, awards monies to as many as two deserving law students who are committed to practicing in the legal fields
of entertainment, art, sports or copyright—practice areas
central to Phil’s interests. BMI came onboard as a partner
through the sustained—and enormously appreciated—
efforts of Gary Roth, who has ably chaired a number of

EASL committees as well as having served the Section
as Member-at-Large. Through this Scholarship initiative,
EASL has awarded such Scholarships each year since
2005, based on a writing competition open to law students
enrolled in all the accredited law schools throughout New
York State as well as Rutgers University Law School and
Seton Hall University in New Jersey. In addition, BMI
selects on an annual rotating basis up to 10 other law
schools throughout the United States to participate in the
Scholarship writing competition.
The Committee is co-chaired by former Section Chair
Judith Bresler of Withers Bergman LLP, Acting Justice Barbara Jaffe of the Supreme Court of the State of New York
and Richard Garza, Senior Director, Legal and Business
Affairs, Performing Rights, BMI.

Request for Articles
If you have written an article you would like
considered for publication, or have an idea for one,
please contact Entertainment, Arts and Sports Law
Journal Editor:
Elissa D. Hecker
Editor, EASL Journal
eheckeresq@eheckeresq.com
Articles should be submitted in electronic
document format (pdfs are NOT acceptable), along
with biographical information.

www.nysba.org/EASLJournal
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NYSBA Guidelines for Obtaining MCLE Credit for Writing
Under New York’s Mandatory CLE Rule, MCLE
credits may be earned for legal research-based writing,
directed to an attorney audience. This might take the
form of an article for a periodical, or work on a book. The
applicable portion of the MCLE Rule, at Part 1500.22(h),
states:
Credit may be earned for legal research-based
writing upon application to the CLE Board,
provided the activity (i) produced material
published or to be published in the form of
an article, chapter or book written, in whole
or in substantial part, by the applicant, and
(ii) contributed substantially to the continuing legal education of the applicant and other
attorneys. Authorship of articles for general
circulation, newspapers or magazines directed
to a non-lawyer audience does not qualify
for CLE credit. Allocation of credit of jointly
authored publications should be divided
between or among the joint authors to reflect
the proportional effort devoted to the research
and writing of the publication.
Further explanation of this portion of the rule is provided in the regulations and guidelines that pertain to the
rule. At section 3.c.9 of those regulations and guidelines,
one finds the specific criteria and procedure for earning
credits for writing. In brief, they are as follows:
• The writing must be such that it contributes substantially to the continuing legal education of the
author and other attorneys;
• it must be published or accepted for publication;
• it must have been written in whole or in substantial
part by the applicant;

• one credit is given for each hour of research or writing, up to a maximum of 12 credits;
• a maximum of 12 credit hours may be earned for
writing in any one reporting cycle;
• articles written for general circulation, newspapers
and magazines directed at nonlawyer audiences do
not qualify for credit;
• only writings published or accepted for publication
after January 1, 1998 can be used to earn credits;
• credit (a maximum of 12) can be earned for updates
and revisions of materials previously granted credit
within any one reporting cycle;
• no credit can be earned for editing such writings;
• allocation of credit for jointly authored publications shall be divided between or among the joint
authors to reflect the proportional effort devoted to
the research or writing of the publication;
• only attorneys admitted more than 24 months may
earn credits for writing.
In order to receive credit, the applicant must send
a copy of the writing to the New York State Continuing Legal Education Board, 25 Beaver Street, 8th Floor,
New York, NY 10004. A completed application should
be sent with the materials (the application form can be
downloaded from the Unified Court System’s Web site,
at this address: www.courts.state.ny.us/mcle.htm (click
on “Publication Credit Application” near the bottom of
the page)). After review of the application and materials,
the Board will notify the applicant by first-class mail of its
decision and the number of credits earned.

ENTERTAINMENT, ARTS AND SPORTS LAW SECTION
Visit us on the Web at www.nysba.org/EASL
Check out our Blog at http://nysbar.com/blogs/EASL
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Pro Bono Update
Pro Bono Legal Clinic

institutions throughout New York City and
Washington, D.C. NYFA representatives
thought that it would be invaluable for these
leaders to meet with their U.S. counterparts,
not just to learn about how successful arts
institutions function in the U.S., but to begin
a dialogue between arts leaders in the two
countries that will create awareness of how
both countries’ arts communities survive
and thrive. Its hope is that lasting connections will be made during these visits.

On July 31st, the EASL and IP Sections
co-sponsored a successful Pro Bono Clinic
at the New York Foundation for the Arts
(NYFA). The Clinic took place between 4:00
and 7:00 p.m. at NYFA’s offices in at 20 Jay
Street, Brooklyn, with over 30 volunteers.

Speakers Bureau Members Participate
in NYFA’s Legal Day for Chinese Arts
Professionals
The Speakers Bureau presented an exciting day of legal issues (as they affect artists in the United
States) for Chinese arts professionals who were in the
U.S. in July, pursuant to a NYFA-sponsored program, to
learn about the arts and arts administration practices in
this country. We were pleased that NYFA requested that
EASL’s Speakers Bureau plan the day and provide attorneys to speak about tax incentives and structures that
benefit the arts, contracts, and IP issues. Carol Steinberg
planned and coordinated the day in collaboration with
Peter Cobb of NYFA.
By way of background, NYFA signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the China Federation
of Literary and Arts Circles (CFLAC), which includes,
among others, the China Theatre Association, China Film
Association, China Musicians Association, China Artists Association, China Quyi Artists Association, China
Dancers Association, China Photographers Association,
China Calligraphers Association, China Acrobats Association, China TV Artists Association, and the China Folk
Literature and Art Association. The purpose of the MOU
is to facilitate artist exchanges and promote information
sharing between the two countries, as well as to conduct
training for arts administrators to better serve the needs
of artists in a large, market-driven economy.
NYFA hosted a high-level delegation of Chinese arts
leaders for three weeks. This 22 member delegation was
comprised of representatives from CFLAC, as well as several representatives from the Chinese government. The
delegation represented the first such “training” exchange.
During the delegation’s stay, NYFA conducted intensive
workshops to discuss arts administration practices in the
United States. It focused on areas such as fundraising
(including structures and tax incentives that help organizations access private funds), social media and marketing strategies that connect organizations with audiences,
strategic planning, program designs that respond to the
needs of both individual artists and communities, and
legal issues.
A significant component of the delegation’s visit consisted of introducing them to important arts and cultural
12

A cadre of high level EASL attorneys
spoke on EASL’s legal day, which was broken down into
three segments: The first involved 501(c)(3)s as a system that incentivizes private giving to the arts. Lesley
Rosenthal and Robert Freedman covered these issues.
The second and third panels covered various scenarios in
which a Chinese artist in one of the disciplines represented in the delegation would need to contract with a U.S.
based artist or organization. Examples include a Chinese
playwright who wants to put his or her work into a U.S.theatre, or a Chinese musician wants to schedule a tour or
sell a CD, or a visual artist who wants to show his or her
work in a U.S. gallery. Tim DeBaets, Pamela Jones, Diane
Krausz, Marc Jacobson, and Jason Aylesworth participated in these panels. All three panels were moderated by
Innes Smolansky.
***
Should you have any questions or wish to volunteer
for our pro bono programs and initiatives, please contact
the Pro Bono Steering Committee member who best fits
your interests as follows:

Clinics
Elissa D. Hecker and Kathy Kim are coordinating
walk-in legal clinics with various organizations.
• Elissa D. Hecker, eheckeresq@eheckeresq.com
• Kathy Kim, kathykimesq@gmail.com

Speakers Bureau
Carol Steinberg is coordinating Speakers Bureau programs and events.
• Carol Steinberg, elizabethcjs@gmail.com

Litigations
Irina Tarsis is coordinating pro bono litigations.
• Irina Tarsis, tarsis@gmail.com
We are looking forward to working with all of you,
and to making pro bono resources available to all EASL
members.
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Registering Multiple Musical Works
in a Single Copyright Registration
By Marc Jacobson and Marc Pellegrino
A Reply to: Does Registering Multiple Works in a Single Application Limit Remedies for
Copyright Infringement? (EASL Journal (Fall/Winter 2012) (Vol. 23, No. 3))
Introduction
The article entitled “Does Registering Multiple Works
in a Single Application Limit Remedies for Copyright
Infringement,” appearing in the Fall/Winter 2012 EASL
Journal, written by Steve Gordon, Esq., suggests that “if
a single application for more than one work is properly
completed, visual artists, writers, composers, recording
artists and other creators can retain all the legal remedies
afforded by the Copyright Act while saving money by
avoiding multiple registration fees.”1
We believe this analysis may not be accurate, particularly as it relates to musical copyrights. We also believe
that this subject was not fully analyzed in Steve’s article,
and is in fact very complicated. Central to our concern
is Gordon’s anecdote about his role as a music attorney,
where he registers his client’s albums—consisting of a
group of individual sound recordings and musical compositions—with the Copyright Office in a single, streamlined, electronically filed, $35 application. Doing so saves
time and money and, according to Gordon, “protects each
song and the recording of each song.”2 We believe such
protection may exist, but comes not simply from compliance with the registration requirements, but depends on
how the works in question are “issued” to the consuming public. Traditional registration of each track and each
song may still provide the best possible protection for
sound recordings and musical compositions.

Gordon’s Assertions
Gordon opens the article with a brief discussion
on the advantages of registering one’s work in a timely
fashion with the Copyright Office, namely gaining the
right to “secure statutory damages,” per 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)
of the Copyright Act. He then outlines the basic rules for
registering multiple works in a single application, based
on the Code of Federal Regulation Title 37, part 202.3(b)
(4), which, for the purpose of registration on a single application and upon payment of a single registration fee,
considers a single “work” as:
(A) In the case of published works: all
copyrightable elements that are otherwise
recognizable as self-contained works, that
are included in a single unit of publication, and in which the copyright claimant
is the same; and

(B) In the case of unpublished works: all
copyrightable elements that are otherwise
recognizable as self-contained works, and
are combined in a single unpublished
“collection.” For these purposes, a combination of such elements shall be considered a “collection” if:
(1) The elements are assembled in an
orderly form;
(2) The combined elements bear a
single title identifying the collection
as a whole;
(3) The copyright claimant in all of
the elements, and in the collection as
a whole, is the same; and
(4) All of the elements are by the
same author, or, if they are by different authors, at least one of the authors has contributed copyrightable
authorship to each element.
(ii) Registration of an unpublished “collection” extends to
each copyrightable element in the
collection and to the authorship,
if any, involved in selecting and
assembling the collection.
Gordon then mentions his role as music attorney, and
how he registers a group of songs in a single application,
pursuant to CFR § 202.3. By complying with the registration process, he asserts that his clients may still recover a
full statutory damage award for each individual song or
“work” infringed, and are not limited to a single statutory
damage award for infringement of the album. This assertion concerns us most, and is the catalyst to this response.
The rest of Gordon’s article focuses on the special
rules that apply to periodicals and photographers, the
limits on registering multiple works in a single application and how all the published works must have been
first published together as a single unit of publication.
None of those provisions, nor the case law upon which
Gordon relies, explicitly mentions whether single registration of multiple “works,” in the complex area of music,
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affects the claimant’s right to an individual award of
statutory damages per infringement therein.
The simplest way to consider the issue we are addressing is to assume:
a. A copyright claimant registered an entire 10 song
album on a single registration,
b. two of the songs were infringed by a third party
and released on a compilation album, and
c. the claimant seeks to recover the maximum
amount of statutory damages available for the
infringement of two songs.

A Need for Clarification
Gordon is correct about the benefit of registering and
the advantage of the subsequent right to statutory damages and attorneys’ fees, if the registration is timely, but
his advice on how to avoid the prospect of losing such
rights per song may be misleading and is incomplete. We
assert that the analysis, in determining whether statutory
damages should be awarded on a per-song or a per-album basis, is based on how the album was “issued,” and
not solely on how it was registered.
a.

Statutory Guidance

According to 17 U.S.C. § 504(c) of the Copyright Act,
a plaintiff is entitled to an award of statutory damages
for any “work” infringed,” which can reach as high as
$150,000 per work.3 It also states that “all the parts of a
compilation…constitute one work”4 and defines a “compilation” as “a work formed by the collection and assembling of preexisting materials…that are selected, coordinated, or arranged in such a way that the resulting work
as a whole constitutes an original work of authorship.”5
The term “compilation” also includes “collective works,”
which are defined as “work[s]…in which a number of contributions, constituting separate and independent works in
themselves, are assembled into a collective whole.”6
So, when Gordon registers his client’s album in a single registration, such an album would fall squarely within
the Act’s definition of a compilation: a single “work” per
the language of section 504(c). One can infer from this
language, as well as the following case law, that the copyright holder of a registered album may thus theoretically
only recover a single statutory award per “album” or
“work” infringed. In other words, the infringement of the
two works in our hypothetical only results in one award
of statutory damages.
b.

Case Law

While Gordon may be correct when he says that a
single registration of multiple songs does not preclude
someone from obtaining statutory damages per song
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within an album—evading such a risk is not a matter
of proper adherence to the registration process, as Gordon states. Instead, one must ask if the copyright holder
has commercially “issued,” or made for sale, each song,
individually, or collectively—i.e., as part of the album as
a whole. The 2010 Second Circuit decision in Bryant v.
Media Rights Productions, Inc.7 as well as the Southern District of New York’s 2011 decision in Arista Records LLC v.
LimeGroup LLC8 echoes Gordon’s concern, but highlights
Gordon’s incomplete advice.
In 2010, the Second Circuit in Bryant held that, because the copyright holders chose to issue their sound recordings only as albums, rather than as individual tracks,
the “plain language of the Copyright Act limit[ed] the
copyright holders’ statutory damages award to one for
each album.”9 The plaintiffs in Bryant created, produced,
and copyrighted two albums and brought suit after finding unauthorized digital copies of their albums online.
The Court focused on whether the copyright holder “issued its works separately, or together as a unit.”10 Bryant
distinguished its facts from earlier decisions, which held
that, where plaintiff copyright holders had also issued
their copyrighted works as separate individual episodes11
or sound recordings,12 they were entitled to statutory
damages per individual work. The plaintiffs in Bryant,
by contrast, issued their sound recordings in album form
only, and thus the “work” offered by them was the entire
compilation—i.e., the album—not the individual sound
recordings contained therein.
In 2011, the Southern District of New York, in Arista
Records v. LimeGroup, refined this idea, concluding that
‘[n]othing in the Copyright Act bars a plaintiff from
recovering a statutory damage award for a sound recording issued as an individual track, simply because that
plaintiff, at some point in time, also included that sound
recording as part of an album or other compilation.”13
The court went on to say that “although the Copyright
Act states that ‘all parts of a compilation...constitute
one work,’ it does not say that any work included in a
compilation cannot also exist as a separate, independent
work.” The plaintiffs in Arista contended that they “issued
[their]…works separately,” and not only “together as a
unit,” which the court affirmed, after evidence showed
that the vast majority of the songs were being sold individually via online outlets like Apple’s iTunes. Those
individual tracks were thus separate “works,” despite being registered with the Copyright Office as a compilation.
This allowed the plaintiffs to seek to recover a statutory
damage award for each infringed work that was individually released.14
Lastly, Arista provides us with a hypothetical that
perfectly encapsulates the decision and its applicability to
this response. It reads:
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Thus, for sound recordings that, like
those of the Beatles, were apparently
not available as individual tracks from
iTunes or other services during the time
period relevant to this action, Plaintiffs
can recover only one award per album
infringed.
For albums that contain sound recordings that are available only as part of the
album, and sound recordings that are
also available as individual tracks, the
Court provides the following example for
purposes of illustration. Let us assume
that Plaintiffs issued (1) an album containing songs A, B, C, and D, and that
Plaintiffs also made available (2) songs A
and B as individual tracks, but (3) made
available songs C and D only as part of
the album as a whole. Let us also assume
that songs A, B, C, and D were infringed
on the LimeWire system during that
time period. Plaintiffs would be able to
recover three statutory damage awards:
one award for song A, one award for
song B, and one award for the compilation (of which C and D are a part).15

Gordon’s Support
Gordon relied on case law he gathered from secondary source discussions regarding CFR § 202.3, like Nimmer
on Copyright. Section 7.18(c)(3) of Nimmer on Copyright
states that under 37 CFR § 2 02.3(b)(4)(i), “courts have
validated a single registration to cover a number of songs,
citing Ocasio v. Alfanno,16 a 2008 District Court case from
Puerto Rico, which did not deal with the issue of published musical works. Gordon cites this case for the idea
that the group registration “protects each song and the
recording of each song.” In Ocasio, the only mention of
such an assertion is where the Court said that “[w]hile the
case law in the First Circuit is silent on this issue, other
courts have found that registration of a collection extends
copyright protection to each copyrightable element in the
collection.”17 Ocasio actually relies on a Fifth Circuit case18
from 1995 and a Third Circuit case from 1986, neither of
which deal with the registration of published songs as
discussed in Gordon’s musical album hypothetical. Most
importantly, none of the cases discuss the implications
of infringements of multiple “works” within the single
registered compilation.
Nimmer states that the possibility of registering a
“single work” renders multiple registrations “inappropriate in many scenarios,” but gives no single example that
applies to music alone, but rather as it applies to other
areas of art, like motion pictures and computer software.
Thus, Gordon’s reliance on Nimmer is troublesome, since

Nimmer barely mentions music and only references the
same cases that Gordon incorporates to make his bold
assertions.

Conclusion
Again, while Gordon is correct that single registration
does not preclude a registrant from recouping multiple
statutory damage awards for the individual infringements therein, his analysis as to why is misguided and
incomplete. Indeed, there are, as Gordon states, statutory
provisions19 that are designed to compensate and incentivize the freelance or “do it yourself” (DIY) artist whose
business model is not conducive to the costs involved in
registering each work individually. For example, Gordon
mentions provisions that enable photographers whose
works were published in various periodicals over a given
time period to register those works in one single application. Nevertheless, while some mediums of art are
expressly contemplated in these CFR § 202.3, there is no
explicit mention of such a benefit for those registering
sound recordings, despite Gordon’s assertion. The absence of such language is especially troublesome in light
of the modern way we obtain music, about which Gordon
should have been more sensitive.
We are a “singles” generation and the definition of a
“work” is perhaps more amorphous than it was in when
purchasing full-length album was the norm (remember
when artists made concept albums…?). Nevertheless,
Arista and Bryant make clear that if music is being commercially released exclusively via sale of a complete album, one is only entitled to one statutory damage award
for any infringements therein. If, on the other hand, the
individual songs on that album, which were registered as
part of the single application, are also “issued” individually, those individually released songs gain full statutory
damage protection. These conclusions were held without
delving into CFR § 202.3 analyses. Gordon asserts, nevertheless, that if one properly adheres to the § 202.3 requirements, irrespective of the fact that an artist has released
his or her music as album only, one can recoup a statutory
damage award for each song infringed. This holding, as
has been stressed throughout this response, is inaccurate.
Practically speaking, the prospect of registering
each individual song in order to ensure protection might
quickly prove to be too costly, as Gordon sympathizes.
Therefore, given the above, it would be wise to ensure
that individual tracks are also “issued” separately in
order to have a separate remedy for each infringing song,
should the case arise. Online retailers like iTunes and
Bandcamp allow artists to sell songs individually with
ease, which reduces this practical difficulty. The main
inquiry is therefore whether a work has been “issued”
individually or as part of a compilation. This distinction is
critical and merits attention, which Gordon overlooked.
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Circuit Court Finds Fair Use in Appropriation Art and
Reverses Copyright Infringement Decision
By Joel L. Hecker
In my article in the Summer 2011 issue of the EASL
Journal, I reported on the decision by United States
District Judge Deborah Batts in the Southern District of
New York, which found Richard Prince (Prince), the well
known appropriation artist, his gallery, Gagosian Gallery,
Inc. (Gallery), and Lawrence Gagosian (Gagosian),
the gallery’s principal, all guilty of copyright infringement arising out of Prince’s paintings based upon
Patrick Cariou’s (Cariou) photographs of Rastafarians
in Jamaica.1 The decision was dated and filed on March
18, 2011.2 The Second Circuit Court of Appeals, in a long
and eagerly awaited decision, reversed Judge Batts’ decision, holding that she applied the incorrect standard to
determine the Fair Use defense3 and that 25 of Prince’s 30
artworks in fact constitute fair use.
Appropriation art is defined as the more or less direct
taking over into a work of art a real object or even an existing work of art.

Background Facts
Cariou is a professional photographer who spent time
with Rastafarians in Jamaica over the course of some six
years, gaining their trust and taking their photographic
portraits. In 2000, he published a book of his photographs taken of Rastafarians during his time in Jamaica.
The book, titled Yes, Rasta, was released by PowerHouse
Books, which printed 7,000 copies in a single printing.
The book, like many such works, enjoyed limited financial success and is currently out of print.
During discovery in the case, Cariou testified at
length about the creative choices he made, including
which equipment to use, how to stage and compose the
individual photos and the techniques and processes he
used when developing the photos. He was also heavily
involved in the layout, editing, and printing of the book.
The book lists Cariou as the sole copyright owner of the
photos appearing in it.
Prince is a well-known and highly successful “appropriation artist” who has had his work shown at numerous
museums and other institutions, including a solo show at
the Guggenheim Museum in New York City. The Gallery
is an art dealer and gallery which represents Prince and
markets his art. Gagosian is the president, founder, and
owner of the Gallery.
Between December 2007 through February 2008,
Prince showed some of his artwork at the Eden Rock
Hotel in St. Barts. The work included a collage entitled
“Canal Zone (2007)” (Canal Zone), which consisted of

a collage of 35 photographs literally torn from Cariou’s
book and attached to a plywood backer board. Prince
had painted over some portions of the 35 photographs,
used some of them in their entirety and some partially.
Although the Canal Zone collage was not sold, portions
of it were reproduced in a magazine article about Prince’s
show at the Gallery.
Prince ultimately completed 30 paintings in his contemplated Canal Zone series, 29 of which included images taken from Yes, Rasta. Some of the paintings consisted
almost entirely of images from the book, albeit collaged,
enlarged, cropped, tinted, and/or over-painted, while
others used only portions of the Yes, Rasta photos. In total,
Prince admitted using at least 41 photos from Yes, Rasta as
elements of his Canal Zone paintings.
Cariou never sold or licensed use of his photos other
than for the Yes, Rasta book and private sale to individuals he knew and liked. However, he was negotiating with
gallery owner Christiane Celle (Celle), who had planned
to show and sell his prints at her Manhattan gallery, prior
to the Canal Zone show’s opening. Cariou also said he
intended to issue artists’ editions of the photos which
would be offered for sale to collectors.
Celle originally planned to exhibit between 30 and 40
of the photos at her gallery with multiple prints of each
to be sold from prices ranging from $3,000 to $20,000 depending on size. She also planned to have the Yes, Rasta
book reprinted for a book signing. When Celle became
aware of the Gallery exhibition of the Canal Zone images,
she canceled Cariou’s show because she did not want to
seem to be capitalizing on Prince’s success and notoriety and because she did not want to exhibit work which
had been “done already” at another gallery. The Second
Circuit held that her belief was erroneous and discounted
it as a measure to determine market harm.

Copyright Infringement
To prevail on a copyright infringement claim, the
copyright owner must prove two elements: ownership of
a valid copyright and copying of constituent elements of
the work that are original.
Judge Batts found, and the Second Circuit agreed,
that Cariou had undisputed ownership of a valid copyright in the photos. Judge Batts had dismissed out of hand
the defendants’ argument that Cariou’s photos were mere
compilations of facts, on the basis that over 100 years’
worth of settled law conclusively determined creative
photographs are worthy of copyright protection even
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when they depict real people and natural environments.
This issue was not raised before the Circuit Court.
As to the copying of constituent elements, the Circuit
Court held that Judge Batts had applied an incorrect standard and therefore Prince’s admissions were not determinative under the fair use analysis.

Fair Use Analysis
The purpose of fair use is to address the inevitable
tension between the property rights established under
copyright’s purpose “to promote the Progress of Science
and useful Arts” as contained in the U.S. Constitution4
and the ability of authors to express themselves by referencing the work of others. The doctrine of fair use is now
codified in Section 107 of the 1976 Copyright Act and consists of a four-factor test.

Factor One—Purpose and Character of the Use
a.

Transformative Use

This part of the test is the most important one in applying the fair use analysis. Its purpose is to determine
“whether the new work merely supersede[s] the objects
of the original creation or instead adds something new,
with a further purpose or different character, altering
the first with new expression, meaning, or message; it
asks, in other words, whether and to what extent the new
work is ‘transformative.’”5 The more transformative the
new work, the less significance will be given to the other
factors.
Judge Batts found that Prince’s use of Cariou’s photos
was not transformative since they did not recast, transform or adopt an original work into a new mode of presentation, based in part by Prince’s testimony that he had
no interest in the original meaning of the photographs
he uses, that he does not really have any message he attempts to communicate when making art, and that he
did not intend to comment on any aspects of the original
works or on the broader culture. His intent was to pay
homage or tribute to other painters.
Prince also testified that he chooses the photographs
he appropriates for what he perceives to be their truth. To
the district court, this suggested that his purpose in using Cariou’s portraits was the same as Cariou’s original
purpose in taking them, a desire to communicate to the
viewer core truths about Rastafarians and their culture.
On these facts, Judge Batts concluded that it was apparent Prince did not intend to comment on Cariou’s
photos, or on aspects of popular culture closely associated
with Cariou or the photos. Furthermore the district court
found that Prince’s own testimony showed that his intent
was not transformative within the meaning of Section
107.
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The Second Circuit rejected this approach as being an
incorrect standard because it “impose[d] a requirement
that the new work in some way comment on, relate to the
historical context of, or critically refer back to the original
work,” in order to qualify as fair use.6 To the contrary,
held the Circuit Court, “the law imposes no requirement
that a work comment on the original or its author in order
to be considered transformative, and a secondary work
may constitute a fair use even if it serves some purpose
other than those (criticism, comment, news reporting,
teaching scholarship, and research) identified in the preamble to the statute.”7 The Circuit Court went on to explain that the United States Supreme Court as well as other Second Circuit decisions have emphasized, “to qualify
as a fair use, a new work generally must alter the original
with ‘new expression, meaning, or message.’”8
As a result of this “correct” analysis, the Circuit Court
found that 25 of Prince’s 30 artworks11 manifest an entirely different aesthetic from Cariou’s photographs. Where
Cariou’s serene and deliberately composed portraits
and landscape photographs depict the natural beauty
of Rastafarians and their surrounding environs, Prince’s
crude and jarring works, on the other hand, are hectic and
provocative. Cariou’s black-and-white photographs were
printed in a 9 ½” x 12” book. Prince has created collages
on canvas that incorporate color, feature distorted human
and other forms and settings, and measure between 10
and nearly 100 times the size of the photographs. Prince’s
composition, presentation, scale, color palette and media are fundamentally different and new compared to
the photographs, as is the expressive nature of Prince’s
work.”9 As a result, the Second Circuit requires an examination to determine “how the artworks may reasonably be perceived in order to assess their transformative
nature.”10
The Second Circuit majority opinion concluded that
25 of Prince’s images did in fact have a different character,
gave Cariou’s photographs a new expression, and employed new aesthetics with creative and communicative
results distinct from Cariou’s. The court rejected a bright
line test that any cosmetic changes to photographs would
necessarily constitute fair use. Instead, it pointed out that
a secondary work may modify the original work without
being transformative. One example given was where a
derivative work that merely presented the same material
but in a new form, such as a book of synopses of televisions shows, was not transformative.12
b.

Commerciality

The second prong of the first fair use factor concerns
whether the otherwise infringing work serves a commercial or nonprofit education purpose. Both the District
and Second Circuit courts recognized the inherent public
interest and public value of public exhibition of art and of
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an overall increase of public access to artwork. However,
the Second Circuit, having already held that 25 of Prince’s
works were transformative, did not place much significance on its commercial aspect. The Second Circuit further rejected the District Court’s conclusion that Prince’s
work was not transformative because he did not really
have a message and was not trying to create anything
with a new meaning or message. The critical point, said
the Second Circuit, was how the work appears to a reasonable observer, not simply what an artist may say about
the work (left unsaid is the concept of an afterthought
process by the artist to avoid liability). As a result, the
Second Circuit weighed this factor in favor of a finding of
fair use.

Factor Two—The Nature of the Copyrighted Work
This factor is of lesser importance than the others in
the fair use analysis. The key distinction in evaluating this
factor is whether the original work is expressive or creative, such as a work of fiction, or more factual, in which
event there is a greater leeway allowed to a claim of fair
use. The district court found that Cariou’s photos were
highly original and creative artistic works. Consequently,
Judge Batts weighed this factor against a finding of fair
use. The Second Circuit also found Cariou’s work to be
creative and published and therefore weighing against
fair use. However, since the Circuit also found Prince’s
work to be transformative under the first factor, it discounted this factor as being of limited usefulness.

Factor Three—The Amount and Substantiality of
the Portion Used
This factor is examined in context with the inquiry
focusing on whether the extent of the copying is consistent with or more than necessary to further the purpose
and character of the use. Normally, the amount and substantiality factor would weigh in favor of the copyright
holder where the portion used was essentially the heart
of the copyrighted work. However, an insubstantial
taking in and of itself is not excused merely because of
that fact. This principle was cogently set forth by Judge
Learned Hand, who stated that “no plagiarist can excuse
the wrong by showing how much of his work he did not
pirate.”7
Since Prince appropriated entire photos in a number
of his paintings and appropriated the central figures depicted in Cariou’s photos in a majority of his paintings, all
of which went to the very heart of Cariou’s work, the district court found that this factor weighed heavily against
a finding of fair use. Once again, however, the Second
Circuit ruled otherwise, finding that the court must
consider not only the quantity of the materials taken (as
per the District Court) but also “their quality and importance” to the original work.13 According to the majority

opinion, since 25 of Prince’s artworks used key portions
of Cariou’s photographs to conjure up at least enough of
the original to fulfill the transformative purpose,14 this
factor was found to weigh heavily in Prince’s favor.

Factor Four—Market Harm
This factor requires the court to consider the extent
of market harm caused by the infringement as well as
whether there is a substantial adverse impact on the potential market for the original. That is, actual harm as well
as potential future harm. The Circuit Court rejected the
District Court’s holding that actual harm was evident in
the fact that Celle, Cariou’s gallery owner, discontinued
plans to show the Yes, Rasta photos and to offer them for
sale to collectors and not to republish the book, because
Prince’s paintings had usurped the market, as well as
Cariou’s indication that he had intended to issue artists’
editions of his photos for sale to collectors (which served
as proof of potential harm). The test, opined the Second
Circuit, was “whether this secondary use usurps the market of the original work,” and not whether the secondary
use suppresses or even destroys the market for the original work or its potential derivatives.15
As a result, this factor weighed in Prince’s favor since
his work appeals to an entirely different sort of collector
than Cariou’s, and because Cariou has not actively marketed his work or sold work for significant sums (earning
only $8,000 in royalties) as opposed to Prince’s sale of
eight artworks in this series for $10,480,000).
Accordingly, the Circuit Court found that this fourth
factor also weighed against the finding of fair use.

Liability of Gagosian Defendants
Since 25 of Prince’s artworks were found to fall under the fair use defense, the Second Circuit reversed the
District Court findings that the Gallery and Gagosian had
infringed Cariou’s exclusive copyright rights, and were liable as vicarious and contributory infringers. The remaining five artworks were remanded to the District Court
for an evidentiary hearing. As a result, Cariou’s claims
against the Gagosian defendants on these five artworks
remain pending.

Injunctive Relief
The District Court’s injunction was obviously vacated
in light of the reversal. Since the parties had agreed at oral
argument that the destruction of Prince’s artwork would
be improper and against the public interest, the District
Court was instructed to revisit what injunctive relief, if
any, would be appropriate in the event it found any of the
defendants liable for copyright infringement as to the five
remanded artworks.
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En Banc Petition

5.

Cariou, 784 F. Supp. 2d at 347 (citing to Salinger v. Colting, 641
F.Supp.2d 250, 256 (S.D.N.Y. 2009), rev’d on other grounds, 607 F.3d
68 (2d Cir. 2010). It should be noted that Judge Batts also wrote the
District Court opinion in the Salinger case.

6.

Cariou, 2013 WL 1760521, at *5.

7.

Id.

8.

Id.

9.

Id. at *9. The Dissenting Opinion would have remanded all 30 of
the artworks to the District Court for a factual hearing under the
correct legal standard.

10.

Id. at *11.

11.

Second Circuit Opinion, page 14.

Conclusion

12.

Second Circuit Opinion, page 15.

Appropriation art has long been a hot topic in the
copyright and artistic communities, with many copyright
owners challenging the concept that an artist can simply
infringe creative work under the name of “appropriation,” while many artists (who are also copyright owners)
believe that “appropriation” is a legitimate exercise in artistic freedom. The Second Circuit decision sways heavily
on the side approving “appropriation,” but the test laid
out leaves room for individual circumstances, witness the
fact that five artworks may still be found to be infringing.

13.

Cariou, , 2013 WL 1760521, at *6-7.

14.

Id. at *7.

15.

Id. at *8.

Cariou did not accept this decision by just two
Second Circuit judges as the final word. He filed a petition with the Second Circuit for a rehearing en banc, which
is a rehearing before the full 13-judge complement of the
Second Circuit. If the petition for a rehearing is granted
(which is far from certain) the full court’s decision would
supersede the recent three-judge panel decision. This type
of petition can also be the basis for a subsequent appeal to
the Supreme Court.

Given the lack of clarity by the Circuit Court as to
any definitive test, and the reliance by the two judges in
the majority as to their personal taste and viewpoint, as
juxtaposed against the dissenting judge’s belief that all 30
artworks be remanded for an evidentiary hearing, this issue is certainly far from being resolved.
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1.

Cariou v. Prince, 784 F.Supp. 2d 337 (S.D.N.Y. 2011), rev’d and
vacated in part by Cariou v. Prince, No. 11-1197-cv, 2013 WL 1760521
(2d Cir. 2013).

2.

Id.

3.

Cariou v. Prince, No. 11-1197-cv, 2013 WL 1760521, at *6 ( 2d Cir.
2013).

4.

U.S. CONST., Art. I, §8, Cl. 8; see also Cariou, 2013 WL 1760521, at *4.
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How to Use Unpaid Interns the Right Way
(and Keep Litigation at Bay)
By Kristine A. Sova
Employers cannot seem to catch a break when it
comes to wage-and-hour litigation. Over the last decade,
the federal courts have seen a 325% increase in wageand-hour claims. Now, as classes of paid workers across
various industries are being depleted, the plaintiffs’ bar
is pursuing wage claims on behalf of unpaid interns,
by claiming that the interns were really employees who
should have been paid for their work.

2. the internship experience is for the benefit of the
intern;

As is often the case, one law firm successfully targets
an industry or pay practice and is quickly followed by
other lawyers who seek plaintiffs to target other employers using copycat complaints. The initial wave of unpaid
intern lawsuits were filed in New York by the reputable
law firm, Outten & Golden LLP, between late 2011 and the
middle of 2012. The cases are: Glatt et al. v. Fox Searchlight
Pictures Inc., Civil Action No. 11 Civ. 6784 (S.D.N.Y. Sept.
28, 2011); Wang v. The Hearst Corporation, Civil Action No.
12 Civ. 0793 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 1, 2012); Bickerton v. Charles
Rose et al., Index No. 650780/2012 (N.Y. Cty. Sup. Ct. Mar.
14, 2012); and Wang v. Fenton Fallon Corp., Civil Action
No. 12 Civ. 5188 (S.D.N.Y. July 3, 2012) (this is the same
Wang that sued the Hearst Corporation months earlier).

5. the intern is not necessarily entitled to a job at the
conclusion of the internship; and

In the past six months, the first copycat lawsuits have
cropped up, signaling that employers really cannot afford
to wait any longer to review their internship programs.
While many plaintiffs’ firms employ an industryspecific approach when it comes to wage-and-hour litigation (like the financial services and restaurant industries),
that is unlikely to be the case when it comes to intern
litigation. Outten & Golden has set up a website to solicit
potential clients nationally, without any regard to industry, geography or status as a for-profit or non-profit entity.
Further, the first round of intern lawsuits focused on the
film and media industries, the initial round of copycat
lawsuits have already targeted other industries (such as
education). Naturally, any businesses that rely heavily on
interns will be the most desirable, but certainly not only,
targets of plaintiffs’ attorneys.
To avoid liability, businesses must comply with both
federal and state laws. This article focuses on the requirements at both for-profit and non-profit businesses.

Federal Law Requirements for Unpaid Internships
Under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA),
there is a six-part test for unpaid internships at for-profits:
1. the internship is similar to training that could be
given in an educational environment;

3. the intern does not displace regular employees, but
rather, works under closer supervision of staff;
4. the entity derives no immediate advantage from
the intern (and, on occasion, the entity’s operations
may actually be impeded);

6. the intern has been notified, and understands, that
he or she is not entitled to wages for time spent
participating in the internship.
The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) historically has
taken the position that all six of these criteria must be satisfied for an individual to be considered an intern. Some
courts, however, have criticized the DOL’s position and
have suggested that, although all six criteria should be
considered, an individual may qualify as an intern under
the FLSA even if not all of the criteria have been satisfied. Regardless of whether all six of the criteria must be
satisfied, the key to any finding of internship status is that
the internship experience must predominantly benefit
the intern, not the business, and have a significant educational component.
The six-part test issued by the DOL was intended to
provide guidance to for-profit employers, and the DOL
noted as much in a fact sheet it issued in 2010 on the subject. In a footnote in the same fact sheet, the DOL further
noted that it “recognizes an exception for individuals
who volunteer their time, freely and without anticipation of compensation for religious, charitable, civic or
humanitarian purposes to non-profit organizations as
volunteers.” The DOL continued: “Unpaid internships…
for non-profit charitable organizations, where the intern
volunteers without expectations of compensation, are
generally permissible.” Although the DOL noted in the
same footnote that it was reviewing the need for additional guidance on internships in the non-profit sector,
the DOL has never expressly articulated an alternative
test for non-profit employers. In the absence of same,
non-profit businesses should evaluate their internship
programs using the DOL’s six-part test. However, as is
evident from the DOL’s own commentary, for non-profits,
the question is broader than just whether a worker meets
the legal definition of “intern.” Non-profits also need to
consider whether their workers meet the legal definition
of “volunteer.”
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New York State Law Requirements for Unpaid
Internships
In addition, businesses must comply with applicable
state laws. On top of the six criteria outlined above, New
York’s Department of Labor considers the following additional five criteria at both for-profits and non-profits:
1. any clinical training is performed under the supervision and direction of individuals knowledgeable
and experienced in the activities being performed;
2. the interns do not receive employee benefits, such
as insurance, or discounted or free goods or services from the business;
3. the training provided to the intern qualifies the
intern to work in a similar business, rather than
specifically for a job with the business offering the
program;
4. the screening process for the internship program is
not the same as for employment, and involves only
criteria relevant for admission to an independent
educational program; and
5. program advertisements are couched clearly in
terms of education or training, rather than employment (although employers may indicate that quali-

fied graduates of the program may be considered
for employment).
These are stringent tests and, in most cases, New York
businesses who engage interns are likely engaging employees who are entitled to minimum wage and overtime
compensation. Add defense costs, liquidated damages
(now double any unpaid wages owed under both federal
and New York laws), and payment of the intern’s attorney’s fees, and one may conclude that unpaid internships
are more costly in the long run than hiring entry-level
workers and paying them minimum wage. If that is the
conclusion business reaches, one should also be sure to
record the number of hours the intern spends at work to
avoid overtime liability. If payment is out of the question,
however, and one operates a New York business, one
needs to ensure that each of the 11 factors listed above are
followed carefully.
A version of this article was originally published by
Kristine A. Sova on her law firm blog. Kristine is a solo
practitioner focusing on the representation of employers
in labor and employment law matters. She can be found
at www.sovalaw.com, and her blog can be enjoyed at
www.sovalaw.com/blog.
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League Ownership of Teams, Conflicts of Interest,
and Personnel Exchanges
By Lewis Kurlantzick and B.J. Pivonka
National Basketball Association (NBA or the League)
Commissioner David Stern’s controversial “veto” in
December 2011 of the trade that would have sent Chris
Paul from the New Orleans Hornets to the Los Angeles
Lakers raises fundamental conflict-of-interest issues.
These issues are rooted in the League’s ownership of
the Hornets franchise, and the resulting multiple roles
played by the League’s chief executive. More precisely,
this situation puts at risk the commissioner’s neutrality,
and his commitment not to favor one team over another.
Though perhaps unsurprising because of the rarity of a
league owning a team, what is striking in the NBA, Major
League Baseball (MLB) and the National Hockey League
(NHL) is the apparent absence of attention to the problem
and the lack of a structural or informal response that both
recognizes and looks to limit such a potential conflict of
interest.
Moreover, the reaction of League owners to the Chris
Paul episode points to a broader matter—the existence of
a collective interest in the personnel exchanges between
individual franchises and the manner in which that collective interest might be expressed. This article addresses
the conflict-of-interest issues and comments on the collective League interest in personnel exchanges.

The Tale of League Ownership and the Chris Paul
Trade
The New Orleans Hornets were a team in serious
financial distress in 2010. For a number of years the team
ranked among the lowest in attendance in the NBA. In
addition, ownership was at or near its maximum credit
limit, and the team’s recent financial history was marked
by negative cash flows, recurring operational losses, and
partner deficits.
That the Hornets’ economic woes caused concern
for the League and led ultimately to acquisition of the
franchise in December 20101 is unsurprising since the fortunes of the member franchises are linked.2 After all, the
financial distress of one member club can lead to disruption of the team’s business as the owner seeks a solution
to his financial problems, and a distress sale of a team
may lower the perceived value of other teams. Further,
involvement of a bankruptcy court can limit the League’s
ability to control the eventual disposition and new ownership of the team.3
In December 2011, the League-owned Hornets were
looking to trade their star guard, Chris Paul. Under the

terms of a three-team, six-player deal, Paul would have
moved to the Los Angeles Lakers. In exchange, the Lakers
would have sent Pau Gasol to the Houston Rockets and
Lamar Odom to the Hornets. New Orleans also would
have received Rockets’ guards Kevin Martin, Goran
Dragic, and forward Luis Scola. In addition, the Hornets
would have received the New York Knicks’ first-round
draft pick in 2012, which the Rockets had acquired in a
previous trade.
The deal appeared to be an equitable one for New Orleans, particularly since Dell Demps, the Hornets’ General
Manager, had little leverage with possible trade partners,
as Paul was able to opt out of his contract in the summer
of 2012 and had informed the Hornets that he intended
to leave. The exchange would have yielded the team a
generous package of talent. Martin was among the top
scorers in the League; Odom was a versatile big man who
had been named the Sixth Man of the Year in 2010-11; and
Scola was a rugged and skilled power forward. The terms
of the exchange surely did not suggest any abnormality in
the process, nor did they differ in some obvious way from
Demps’s prior transactions with which the League did
not interfere.4 Indeed, the notion that Stern had greater
knowledge about League personnel than Demps was an
odd one, as it was Demps’ full-time job to deal in such
matters.
Dan Gilbert, the owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers,
though, deemed the trade a “travesty” and reportedly expressed his disapproval to Stern: “I just don’t see how we
can allow this trade to happen. I know the vast majority
of owners feel the same way that I do. When will we just
change the name of 25 of the 30 teams to the Washington
Generals?”5 Apparently, a number of other small market
owners registered similar concerns with the commissioner about the move of another star to a big-market team.6
In explaining the decision to block the trade Stern insisted
that the communications from small-market owners had
no effect on his judgment.7 He stated:
Since the NBA purchased the New Orleans Hornets, final responsibility for significant management decisions lies with
the commissioner’s office in consultation
with team chairman Jac Sperling. All
decisions are made on the basis of what is
in the best interests of the Hornets. In the
case of the trade proposal that was made
to the Hornets for Chris Paul, we decided, free from the influence of other NBA
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owners, that the team was better served
with Chris in a Hornets uniform than by
the outcome of the terms of that trade.8
On one interpretation the reference to Paul’s value to the
Hornets as a player—”better served with Chris in a Hornets uniform”—was fatuous. Of course, the team would
prefer to have an outstanding player (indefinitely) as a
member of the squad. Yet that was not an available alternative since everyone knew that Paul planned to leave
New Orleans after the 2011-12 season.9 Thus, the task for
Demps was to make the best deal possible so as to avoid
the unpleasant scene of an unhappy superstar playing out
a lame duck season (as had occurred with the Nuggets
and Carmelo Anthony). Indeed, Paul was traded a few
days after Stern nixed the trade to the Lakers.10
Whatever the stimulus that prompted the veto (and
whatever one believes about the extent of Demps’s
authority), the timing of the League action, at least, was
peculiar.11 The terms of the three-team trade had already
been publicly reported, and Stern’s action, therefore,
produced significant fallout.12 Lamar Odom, for example,
was so disturbed by the knowledge of his inclusion in the
scuttled exchange that he requested that the Lakers trade
him, a request that the team honored by sending him
to Dallas in a lopsided exchange.13 The Lakers were left
fuming by the intervention and its effects.14 The centerdesperate Houston Rockets were seriously distressed,
as—in addition to facing the task of dealing with Scola
and Martin, the players the team just tried to trade—the
acquisition of Pau Gasol was apparently part of a broader
plan to sign free-agent Nene Hilario, giving the team one
of the better front lines in the League.15 Indeed, Les Alexander, the Rockets’ owner, remains personally bitter with
Stern,16 and Dell Demps supposedly had to be talked out
of resigning.17
While there is no hard evidence, it is difficult not to
suspect that the Clippers’ change of position, whereby the
team exhibited willingness to give up players whom it
previously had adamantly resisted including in the trade,
reflected, at least in part, a concern about the possibility
of future payback by the commissioner in light of the importance of the central League office. After all, the result
of Stern’s scuttling of the trade to the Lakers was that the
Hornets had less leverage. The Lakers were one of a few
teams with which Paul would entertain staying for the
long term, and the Hornets were essentially told that they
could not deal with the Lakers. Thus, the Lakers were not
present to drive up the bid for Paul.18
Notably, Chris Paul desired to exit New Orleans
despite the fact that the Hornets could offer him a longer
and larger contract. Indeed, the new collective bargaining
agreement (CBA) contains a number of provisions that
permit an existing team to offer a more generous financial package than a new team and therefore to make free
agency less attractive.19 The end result of the scenario,
24

which still reflected Paul’s leverage as a soon-to-be unrestricted free agent, then, makes owners such as Gilbert
and Jordan little happier.20 To a considerable extent, the
complaints of owners such as Gilbert indicate a fundamental dislike for the institution of free agency and their
expression in the present CBA. Some owners simply
disapprove of players’ opportunities for mobility and its
consequences.21 However, as long as a significant measure of free agency exists, owners cannot control players’
desires to move to teams that include other players with
whom they want to play.22
Whatever one makes of Stern’s veto and criticisms
of it, amidst the maneuverings and explanations about
Chris Paul’s employment destination, the issue of conflict
of interest was ignored or downplayed.23 This conflict is
one of the fundamental issues at hand any time a league
steps in to manage an individual franchise. A conflict
of interest exists when an organization or individual is
associated with multiple interests, one of which could
possibly corrupt the motivation for an act in the other.24
The concern is that the existence of the influence will tend
to make the person’s judgment in that situation less reliable than it would normally be.25 In the NBA situation the
conflict runs in two directions. The team may be operated
to serve the interest of the League;26 and the League may
be operated to benefit the team.27 A striking example of a
situation that raises the second type of tension is when a
team files a tampering charge against another team. Such
a charge alleges that the second team has had impermissible contact with a player on the first team. Indeed, to
underline the point, suppose that a charge had been filed
by New Orleans against another franchise, for example
the Lakers, claiming that the other franchise had tampered with Chris Paul. In such a scenario the commissioner would not only be wearing multiple hats as owner
of the Hornets and adjudicator of claims alleging violation of League rules, but his decision would likely raise
suspicion that these conflicting interests affected his judgment. It is to avoid such suspicion that judicial codes of
ethics require a judge to excuse himself from decisions in
like situations.28 Similarly, a failure by the commissioner
to avoid or respond to the conflict would bespeak a lack
of attention to or concern for the need to insure impartiality in resolving disputes, to protect the commissioner’s
reputation, and to instill confidence in affected parties in
the fairness of the League processes.29
While the tampering hypothetical starkly presents
the conflict problem, there are numerous instances where
a league commissioner exercising his typical authority would face the same predicament. For example, he
may be called upon to exercise his authority to resolve
a draft-related dispute, to approve a player trade, to
sanction players, or to arbitrate a disagreement between
a franchise and a coach. Obviously, the league-owned
team could be involved in any of these scenarios. Here
the appropriate response is to provide for abstention by
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the commissioner and the appointment of an independent arbitrator to decide the matter. That arrangement is
designed to serve the interests in insuring impartiality
and generating confidence in the process.30 Notably, when
this kind of conflict arose in MLB with the commissioner
ruling on a matter that affected the interests of a team that
he owned, apparently no thought was given to such a
recusal.31
League officials, including the commissioner, have a
responsibility—whether denominated a fiduciary duty or
given some other appellation —to conduct their activities
for the benefit of the league as a whole.32 To behave in
a way that provides differential treatment for a leagueowned franchise runs counter to that charge. Indeed, on
one reading a plausible argument can be made that a
move by Chris Paul to the Lakers would have benefited
the League as a collective. The line of thinking would be
that historically the NBA’s popularity has been successfully built on the participation of many teams but on the
brilliance of a few, particularly the Lakers and Celtics.
Unlike the NFL, parity has never been a significant force
in the NBA.33
The point can be put more broadly—there is an inherent conflict between ownership and regulation. A recent,
remarked-upon example, in a different context, is the situation created by the United States government’s holding
of a major equity interest in General Motors.
As a result of the federal financial rescue plan intended to stabilize General Motors and Chrysler, the government emerged as the owner of a controlling interest in the
companies. This condition of multiple interests as both
owner and regulator has created suspicion that the results
of safety tests have been distorted or concealed in order
to support the share price. The conflict is not limited to
safety issues. For example, General Motors is subject to
executive pay restrictions that no private equity owner
would accept to the extent that they limit its ability to
attract and retain management talent.34 League control of
a franchise begets similar owner-regulatory conflicts and
generates analogous suspicions.35
One might initially think that the conflict of interest, and the compromised judgment attending it, would
be regarded as inconsequential by the League owners
since each of them owns an equal fractional interest in
the League-controlled team. Yet that is not the case, since
any such decision will have differential impact; that is,
it will affect teams differently. Consider the response to
the proposed Chris Paul trade itself. While in a formal
sense, all the teams will “benefit” equally from a decision
made to support the League-controlled team, in fact any
“benefit” or “harm” will not be experienced equally.36 For
most owners, the central question about any decision (or
proposed change of rules) is whether it will place them
ahead of their rivals.37 Ownership of a sports team is
mostly about relatives, not absolutes.38

Baseball’s Owner-Commissioner: An Example Not
to Be Followed
In 1992, following the resignation of Fay Vincent,39
Allan “Bud” Selig, owner of the Milwaukee Brewers, was
selected to be the acting Commissioner of MLB. Midway
through the 1998 season, MLB’s owners voted to give
Selig the commissioner title on a permanent basis.40 Here
the presence of a conflict was evident, and, unsurprisingly, it did not take long for incidents that implicated the
tension to arise.
First, exacerbating the conflict, Selig, while acting
commissioner, continued to receive an executive salary of
approximately $500,000 a year from the Brewers in addition to his generous commissioner’s compensation.41
Further, in 1995 Selig secured a $3 million loan for the
Brewers from Carl Pohlad, the owner of the Minnesota
Twins.42 Baseball rule 20(c), though, bars intra-team lending, stating that owners may not loan one another money
without first obtaining permission from the commissioner
and the other owners.43 The rule is designed to protect
against one team having unfair influence over another—
for example, in affecting trades—and its purpose is to
avoid even the appearance of a conflict of interest. Selig,
nevertheless, did not seek approval of the loan from the
other owners.44
The next episode also involved Selig’s good friend,
Carl Pohlad. Following the 2001 season, MLB moved
to dissolve two of its 30 teams before the 2002 season
began.45 While no formal decision had been made as to
which two franchises were to be contracted, the universal
assumption was that the two likely candidates were the
Montreal Expos and the Minnesota Twins. Such a plan
would have produced a very generous buyout of Pohlad
in an amount much greater than what he had paid for the
team. More significantly, from a conflict-of-interest perspective, as a result of elimination of the Twins the Brewers would recapture fans in western Wisconsin and parts
of Minnesota and its television market would expand appreciably. Contraction of a team from MLB’s 13th largest
media market would enlarge the uncontested reach of the
Brewers’ market to its west by several hundred miles.46
Finally, the terms and administration of the 2002 CBA
greatly advantaged the Brewers. That CBA introduced
a new extensive revenue sharing system, ostensibly put
in place to improve competitive balance. However, if the
system was responsible for the achievement of greater
balance, it would have been because the revenues transferred to the bottom teams were being used to increase
payroll. In fact, however, that was not the case as there
was no payroll rule for teams receiving money transfers,47
and the system’s incentives discouraged payroll increases,
particularly for low-revenue teams. The one policy in
place to insure that transfers be spent on payroll was an
admonition in the CBA to be enforced by the commissioner: “[E]ach Club shall use its revenue sharing receipts…
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in an effort to improve its performance on the field. The
commissioner shall enforce this obligation.”48
Yet the Brewers, owned by Selig’s family, were a lowrevenue team. If Selig enforced on other teams the provision that teams receiving transfers spend that money in
an effort to improve on-field performance, he would also
have had to apply it to the Brewers, thereby raising the
Brewers’ payroll. In fact, the Brewers benefited more than
any other team from the 2002 CBA. Its revenue-sharing
receipts rose from $1.5 million in 2001 to $9.1 million
in 2002 and to $18.35 million in 2003. At the same time,
though, its opening day payroll moved in the opposite
direction, decreasing from $52.7 million in 2002 to $40.6
million in 2003 and to $27.5 million in 2004, the lowest
of baseball’s 30 teams. So, was Selig likely to enforce the
admonition? Likely or not, he did not.49
Selig might respond that there are different routes to
team improvement and permitting teams to use revenuesharing receipts for purposes such as reducing debt may
ultimately benefit performance. He might add that each
team has different needs and different approaches for
building a winning franchise. Whatever the ambiguity
about whether his behavior was conflicted (assuming
there is an ambiguity) the fundamental point is that the
appearance of a conflict of interest weakened the perception of the integrity of the office. Indeed, any initiative by
Selig to redistribute the game’s revenues will smack of a
conflict of interest.50
Selig’s transfer of control of the Brewers to his daughter in 1998 hardly ameliorated concerns about conflicts of
interest, as she is a close family member.51 Moreover, he
placed his shares in the Brewers in a “blind trust.” A blind
trust is an arrangement in which the trustees (fiduciaries)
have full discretion over the assets and the trust beneficiaries have no knowledge of the trust’s holdings and no
authority to intervene in their handling. Typically, a blind
trust is employed when a person with multiple assets is
selected for public office. The personal assets are placed
in a trust, and during the term of the trust the officeholder
has no idea what transactions are made with respect to
those assets. However, in Selig’s case, even though others
could vote his shares, only one asset was involved and
Selig would inevitably know if it was sold, and he surely
knew that when he left office the value of the team would
have been affected by his decisions. In short, there was
nothing blind about the arrangement.52
League commissioners have expansive authority to
administer league affairs, to provide a fair and impartial
forum for resolution of interclub controversies, to execute by-laws and constitutional provisions neutrally, to
distribute money from discretionary funds, and to look
after the overall interests of the game. Having an owner
occupy the position of commissioner carries implications
of self-interest in the performance of these functions.
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Accordingly, perhaps unsurprisingly, and in contrast
with the baseball experience, all of the other major North
American sports leagues have constitutional provisions
designed to avoid the situation of a compromised commissioner. These provisions stipulate that the commissioner cannot own a team, or a piece of a team, in his or
her own league or in any other league. Thus, the NBA,
NFL, and NHL constitutions state: “the commissioner
shall have no financial interest, direct or indirect, in any
professional sport.”53

Possible Responses to the Conflicts Problem
While the existence and intensity of conflict are more
apparent when the commissioner personally owns a
team, a similar multiplicity of interests and roles occurs
when a league, headed by a commissioner, owns a team.
The difference in the two situations is one of degree. The
question, then, is how the league might deal responsibly
with the conflicts produced by league ownership of a
franchise.
As noted previously, there are numerous instances
in which the NBA commissioner might be called on to
exercise his or her authority in matters involving the
League-owned team. Thus, under the NBA Constitution
and By-Laws, the commissioner has “full, complete and
final jurisdiction of any dispute involving two (2) or more
Members of the Association”; the power to “interpret…
the provisions of the Constitution”; and the “power to
declare null and void any Player transaction made by and
between Members of the Association or by and between
Members of the Association and any organization outside
of the Association.”54 In a case where the commissioner
is called on to adjudicate a dispute between parties, one
of which is the League-owned franchise, an appropriate
response would be to refer the matter to an independent
arbitrator. The parties should be given a voice in identifying that decision-maker, whether by authorizing them to
agree on the person or by providing them a veto over the
commissioner’s choice(s).
Assignment of the matter to a designee of the commissioner55 in the NBA office would be an inadequate
move, as the designee would be aware of the interests
of the League-owned disputant and would be similarly
tainted. The relatively small number of executives in
the NBA office also argues against the advisability of a
designation. Here there is an analogue to the negative judicial reaction to law firm efforts to employ a “screen” or
“wall” to deal with the conflicts that arise when lawyers
change firms when the new firm is small.56 In such a firm
where lawyers regularly interact with each other, there is
a heightened possibility that inadvertent disclosures of
confidences and secrets gained through the disqualified
lawyer’s prior representation will occur. In that setting
the assumption that any confidential information that
one member of a firm has is accessible to other members
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of the firm and that any conflict of interest that affects a
member of the firm will also affect other members has
credibility.57
The idea that a sports league commissioner should
decline participation due to a conflict of interest when
called upon to adjudicate a particular dispute is not as
radical a notion as it might first appear. For example, in
1972 Julius Erving brought an action to set aside his contract with the Virginia Squires of the American Basketball
Association (ABA) for fraud. The court ordered arbitration of the claims as required by the contract. However,
although the contract provided for arbitration by the
league commissioner, the court ordered the substitution
of a neutral arbitrator because the ABA Commissioner,
Robert S. Carlson, was a partner in the law firm that
represented Erving’s employer, the Squires.58 The conflict
of interest in the Erving situation is quite similar to what
would occur if the NBA Commissioner was called on to
rule in a dispute involving two teams, or a team and a
player, one of which was the League-owned franchise.59
In both Erving and our hypothetical, the appointment of
an independent decision-maker is necessary to insure
a fair and impartial hearing.60 Disclosure of the conflict
would be an inadequate response, as the parties are
already aware of the conflict and therefore prevention of
deception is not at stake.61
While recusal and substitution of an independent
decision-maker is a feasible and apt response in the case
of a narrow, highly focused dispute, such as that in the
Erving case, the ongoing, pervasive conflicts inherent
in operation of a franchise, exemplified by personnel
decisions involving Chris Paul, require a correspondingly more comprehensive arrangement. An analogy is
the institution of the independent receiver. To the extent
possible, the need is to construct an arrangement guaranteeing operational independence that will assure fans of
team autonomy, i.e., that the team will function no differently from other franchises with respect to its relationship
to the League. Construction and maintenance of a suitable
structure is likely to be complicated by the fact that the
other League members are both fractional owners of and
competitors with the League-owned franchise.
The need for a prophylactic barrier to separate two
parts of an organization to prevent conflicts arises in a
number of settings other than sports. Often referred to
metaphorically as a “Chinese wall,” the segregation is
designed to limit communication in order to manage
conflicts of interest and to prevent the movement of confidential information. In journalism, for example, there is a
screen between the newspaper’s newsroom and the business (advertising) department. The objective is to have
news coverage decisions made uninfluenced by knowledge of who is advertising (or might advertise) with the
newspaper and what those advertisers want. Similarly, in
a multi-function financial institution, typically a barrier

is put in place to separate those giving corporate advice
on takeovers from those advising clients about buying
shares. Here the aim is to prevent leaks of corporate inside information, which could influence the advice given
to clients making investments and allow staff to take
advantage of facts that are not yet known to the general
public.62 The policies and procedures are designed to
stop the passage of price-sensitive information across
two divisions of a firm.63 In the legal profession, when a
lawyer moves from one firm to another, a screen, whereby
communication is restricted between the lawyer who has
moved and the other lawyers in the firm working on the
matter that created a conflict, is sometimes employed
in an effort to prevent “imputed” disqualification of the
second firm.64
However, in defending his actions in the Chris Paul
affair, David Stern observed accurately that no superstar
is traded in the NBA unless the owner gives his or her approval. The challenge, then, is to create—within the overall framework of autonomy—a mechanism for handling
trades that takes account of both this legitimate ownership interest and the presence of the conflict of interest. A
procedure that would provide adequate distance would
be to designate a retired, respected former NBA executive
to evaluate proposed trades by the League-owned team—
someone with no current ties to basketball but with a
background of credible expertise. The expert would have
no ax to grind, nor would he or she hold any lingering
grudges against any of the other teams in the League.65
The difficulty with creation of the necessary operational autonomy lies not just in design of the structure,
but in its implementation.66 After all, the separation arrangement is self-policing; it relies on the discretion and
meticulousness of the parties involved. Accordingly, even
if it accomplishes some filtering, it can often be circumvented informally without much effort. Recent financial
scandals involving breach of the relevant walls raise
serious doubts about the general efficacy of this kind of
compartmentalization arrangement. The evidence, at least
from this industry, indicates the porousness of Chinese
walls. The literature on the subject supports skepticism
about achievement of the intended objective.67 Clearly,
effectiveness requires prompt implementation68 embraced
by upper management, and vigilant enforcement.69 An
arrangement with physical and structural separation is
most likely to be effective.
How likely is it that a league and its owners will be
willing to commit to the necessary separation and attendant arrangements? Leadership from the top is critical to
effectiveness. The fact is that the NBA, at least, showed
clear awareness of the conflicts issue in fashioning the
autonomy of the Hornets’ management.70 The problem
was that, in the end, the commissioner failed to respect
this autonomy.71
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The difficulty in defining the autonomy of management in a setting where the league-owned franchise is a
competitor with the other league members is illustrated
by the task of setting the budget for the franchise. To
some extent this decision is limited by the provision in the
NBA CBA that requires a minimum payroll expenditure
by each team.72 MLB’s experience with the Expos, in a
collective bargaining framework without a required team
payroll floor, though, offers a stark example of the muddle that can result. Baseball’s owners regularly placed
budgetary (and other) limits on the Expos in order to
weaken the team as an on-field competitor. For example,
in September 2003, with the Expos in the race for a playoff
spot, the team looked to execute the standard late-season
call-up of minor league players. However, the owners
would not approve the additional $50,000 that it would
have cost to do so.73 Similarly, at the end of the 2003
season, Vladimir Guerrero, the Expos’ star player, was the
premier offensive player on the free agent market. Rather
than let the Expos keep its best player, the owners shrunk
the Expos’ budget so that the team’s general manager was
able to make only a token offer to keep Guerrero.74
The absence of an institutionalized structural acknowledgment of the conflict issue in the NBA and other
leagues75 is likely due, in part, to the rareness of league
ownership of a team and of the presence of situations
during such ownership that highlight the conflict. Presumably, David Stern had in mind this infrequency when
he (wrongly) disclaimed the existence of a conflict of
interest in his role in the trade decision and referred to
the incident as a “frozen moment in time.”76 Of course,
the behavior of leagues might also reflect a misjudgment
about how much the conflict might affect their commissioners’ judgment; and, indeed, people with a conflict
often credit too highly their own reliability.77 In addition,
when leagues have assumed ownership of a franchise,
undoubtedly the intention was to quickly identify a new
owner and arrange for a transfer of the ownership.78
However, intention and eventuality have dramatically diverged. Thus, MLB ran the Expos/Nationals for four and
a half years. The NHL has owned the Coyotes for over
three years, and the NBA wound up owning the Hornets
for a year and a half.

Postscript
Commissioner Stern remarked at the time that confusion attended his handling of the proposed trade of Chris
Paul to the Lakers because the media failed to distinguish
between action by him in his role as CEO of the Hornets
and action by him in his role as guardian of the League’s
collective interests. Consider the following:
Widget manufacturers form a national trade association. They select a person to serve as Widget Czar.
The Czar is given authority to regulate transactions “in
the best interests of the widget industry.” Among other
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actions, the Czar has ruled that widget manufacturer C
cannot buy some of the principal assets of manufacturer
D. The Czar speaks in terms of “ruinous competition”
and manufacturing “balance.” This arrangement and the
Czar’s ruling would strike one as not only unusual but as
illegal as a violation of the Sherman Act. The ruling runs
counter to the economic interest in resource mobility. Subject to a concern about monopoly, there is a social value
in resources moving to their most highly valued uses.
Moreover, the reference to “ruinous competition” seems
to erroneously presuppose that a business has a right to
continued existence, whereas, in fact, it is for the market
to make that assessment. There is no reason to mourn
the demise of a company that offers a lousy product or
service. There is also no efficiency interest served by a
“balanced” widget industry.79
Yet professional sports leagues have been known to
take action to ban, or inhibit, the transfer of assets between teams. A well-known example is the prohibition on
significant cash sales of players. This restriction precipitated the confrontation in MLB between Charley Finley,
the owner of the Oakland Athletics, and Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn. Kuhn voided, as not in the best interests
of baseball, Finley’s cash sale of three of his best players to the Boston Red Sox and New York Yankees. Finley
responded with a lawsuit, arguing unsuccessfully that
Kuhn had exceeded his authority.80 Similarly, the present
NBA CBA limits the amount of cash a team can pay or
receive each season to a “maximum annual cash limit.”81
This kind of restriction on asset transfer is rooted in the
interdependence of members of a league.82 The fortunes
of one team affect the fortunes of the others.83 For example, unlike in the widget industry, where one manufacturer is uninterested in the bankruptcy of another, there
is a collective interest in the financial stability of league
members.
A more conspicuous, ongoing example of restriction
on management authority to control a team’s assets is the
NBA’s so-called Stepien Rule. Named after Ted Stepien,
the one-time owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers who
gained notoriety for his troubling pattern of trading draft
picks,84 the rule prohibits a team from trading its firstround draft pick in consecutive years.85 In 2008, Gregg
Popovich, outraged by what he viewed as a one-sided
transaction that sent Pau Gasol from the Memphis Grizzlies to the Los Angeles Lakers, proclaimed, “What they
did in Memphis is beyond comprehension. There should
be a trade committee that can scratch all trades that make
no sense. I just wish I had been on a trade committee
that oversees NBA trades. I’d like to elect myself to that
committee, I would have voted no to the L.A. trade.”86
Though Popovich’s proposal appears facetious, his reaction—and the attendant restriction on franchise operation—is grounded in the interdependence of teams that
have been noted herein.
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Action with respect to the disposition of assets is,
in fact, a reflection of a broader league interest in the
competent stewardship of teams. A team with no hope
of success harms local fans and the overall attractiveness of the sport. In light of interdependence, it makes
sense for a league to hold each owner accountable for the
management of his or her franchise. However, in a clubrun league with the clubs enjoying perpetual monopoly
status, the usual market mechanisms that would protect
fans are unavailable,87 and it is striking that team owners rarely hold a fellow owner accountable for the poor
stewardship of a team.88 The history of the Los Angeles
Clippers under the ownership of Donald Stirling provides the stark example of sustained mismanagement and
unaccountability.89
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and Inefficient Joint Ventures: Why Sports Leagues Should Look More
Like McDonalds and Less Like the United Nations, 16 MARQ. SPORTS L.
REV. 213 (2006).

the remaining 29 owners—opened themselves to
charges of conflict of interest. [For example,] [w]hen
the Expos…skillfully outmaneuvered other clubs for
pitcher Bartolo Colon, there were cries that MLB had
orchestrated the deal to help the Expos to win and
thus, inflate the value of the franchise.
28.

See, e.g., 28 U.S.C. § 455 (2012) (disqualification of justice, judge,
or magistrate). The purpose of such recusal, which insures the
decision-maker is free of disabling conflicts of interest, is to insure
impartiality in the resolution of disputes, to protect the judiciary’s
reputation, and to maintain public confidence in the fairness of the
courts.

29.

Interestingly, a conflict of interest is built into the structure of
leagues, such as Major League Soccer, that are established as
centrally planned, single entity arrangements. Not only does the
single entity model undermine entrepreneurial initiative and
reduce interest in team ownership, that structure jeopardizes
the integrity and therefore the marketability of the league’s
product. The belief that the outcome of games is determined by
the merits of competition is central to the attraction of a league’s
product, and therefore the prevention of conflicts of interest
that might undermine this perception is imperative. However,
under an arrangement where all teams are consolidated under
one roof, the teams would act as local subsidiaries of the league.
Consumers might well suspect the league owner of influencing
the rules of the game, and the assignment of players, in order to
maximize its profits. That possibility would significantly impair
the credibility of the championship race. See HELMUT M. DIETL, ET
AL., GOVERNANCE OF PROFESSIONAL SPORTS LEAGUES—COOPERATIVES
VERSUS CONTRACTS 3-4 (Inst. for Strategy & Bus. Econ., Univ. Of
Zurich, Working Paper No. 59, 2007) (league owner possesses
strong incentives to distort the championship race as a whole or
single games in his favor); MICHAEL J. COZZILLIO ET AL., SPORTS LAW
17, 22-23, 29 (2nd ed. 2007) (hard to imagine passions provoked
by traditional sports rivalries such as the Yankees versus the Red
Sox where basis for competition is one corporate division against
another; traditional league structure characterized by owners’
economic independence fuels fan perception of authenticity of
contests); Egon Franck, Beyond Market Power: Efficiency Explanation
for the Basic Structures of North American Major League Organizations,
3 EUR. SPORT MGMT. Q. 221, 227-29, 230-32 (2010) (cost advantages
of single entity league come at high price; such model is at odds
with signaling genuine competition among teams); Sherwin
Rosen & Allen Sanderson, Labor Markets in Professional Sports
4-5 (NBER Working Paper 7573, Feb. 2000), available at http://
www.nber.org/papers/w7573.pdf (outcomes might appear
to be rigged if teams in league were commonly owned and
directly coordinated); George G. Daly, The Baseball Player’s Labor
Market Revisited, in DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER: THE BUSINESS OF
BASEBALL 11, 18 (Paul M. Sommers, ed., 1992) (league’s legitimacy
enhanced by independent ownership of teams and damaged by
ownership integration and the potential conflicts of interest such
arrangements might involve).

30.

Admittedly, when the commissioner rules on these kinds of
disputes between other teams, he may affect the fortunes of the
league-owned franchise. Yet there the conflict is less pronounced,
and dismantling the league’s administrative structure would be an
unnecessary overreaction. However, recognition of the existence
of a conflict even in this circumstance underlines that the best
treatment of conflicts, to the extent possible, is to avoid them.

31.

See infra text accompanying notes 41-55.

32.

See generally Professional Hockey Corp. v. World Hockey Ass’n,
143 Cal App. 3d 410, 191 Cal. Rptr. 773 (Ct. App. 1983) (franchise
representatives on WHA corporate Board of Trustees had fiduciary
duty to act for benefit of league as a whole when making decisions
about common league goals).
Whether sports leagues, in fact, are operated for the collective
good of the business as a whole has been seriously questioned.
Professors Ross and Szymanski have argued that club-run leagues,

33.

See Michael Wilbon, Chris Paul Veto: Vindictive and Petty, ESPN.COM
(DEC. 9, 2011), http://espn.go.com/espn/commentary/story/_/
page/wilbon-111209/david-stern-nba-owners-look-vindictivepetty-veto-chris-paul-trade (“Make no mistake…It’s the Lakers
and Celtics and the ability of their top executives to make deals
decade after decade that not only have kept those franchises at the
top of the pyramid but also allowed the NBA to matter as much as
it has.”). See generally ROSS & SZYMANSKI (2008), supra note 32, at 6061.

34.

James B. Stewart, Owner as Regulator, Like Oil and Water, N.Y.
TIMES, Jan. 14, 2012, at B1. Similarly, the Obama administration has
political objectives that often conflict with ownership interests. It
wants to satisfy unions, promote environmental values and raise
employment, all of which may conflict with maximizing returns to
taxpayers.

35.

See generally Bill King & John Lombardo, League-owned
Teams‘ Headache, SPORTS BUS. J. ( Feb. 20, 2012), http://www.
sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal/Issues/2012/02/20/Leaguesand-Governing-Bodies/Ownership.aspx (most prominent problem
with league ownership is persistent suspicion that the league
might favor some teams over others when it came time to make a
deal).

36.

As noted previously, supra note 5, the effort by Cavaliers’ owner,
Dan Gilbert, to have Commissioner Stern exercise his authority
with respect to the Hornets to benefit the Cavaliers is a prime
example of the kind of conflict of interest that inheres in the
existing structure.

37.

See generally King & Lombardo, supra note 35 (team president
suspects that Coyotes’ election to be buyers at trade deadline in
last two seasons, and make the playoffs both times, had to be an
irritant for those who were boxed out. “In Calgary, they’re helping
fund us so we can compete against them. I’m sure they scratch
their heads about that.”) More generally, as a league-owned team
improves and wins more games, other teams will lose more games,
potentially decreasing revenues for those team owners as result of
a decision made in the best interest of the league-owned team.
The owners are conflicted in the sense that they are both seeking
a quick return on their investments in the league-owned franchise
but at the same time do not want to risk the fortunes of their
individual teams. Thus, they want their own teams to do well but
also seek the league-owned team to do well enough to increase its
value so that they can turn a quick profit on their investments.

38.

ROSS & SZYMANSKI (2008), supra note 32, at 31. This point is related
to one reason why the traditional club-run structure of the
major North American sports leagues prevents efficient changes
that would enhance fan appeal and overall league profitability.
Transaction costs—the inability of owners, acting in the perceived
best interests of their own teams, to agree on the division of
additional profits—hampers the ability to take advantage of
efficient business opportunities.

39.

As Vincent, invoking the best interests of baseball, had compelled
the owners to open spring training camps after the March 1990 32day lockout, they did not want him around to possibly limit their
strategic options for the 1993-94 labor negotiations. Accordingly,
they forced his resignation in September 1992.
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40.

Over the years in Congressional testimony it was common for
baseball owners to assure Congress that it need not concern itself
with baseball’s unique exemption from the antitrust laws nor
with any need for outside regulation because the independent
commissioner would act to protect consumers from potential
abuses and look after the game’s best interests. With the
appointment of Selig, any pretense of independence from the
owners was dropped. The reasonable assumption that the best
interests of baseball would now be more perfectly aligned with the
best interests of the owners presumably influenced the thinking of
the players’ union as well.
Indeed, while this article’s focus is on the league and its members,
league takeover of a franchise may have significant effects on
another institutional actor, the players’ representative. Does
league ownership of a team raise distinctive concerns from
the perspective of a union? In the case of MLB’s purchase and
operation of the Expos, the Major League Baseball Players
Association (MLBPA) was principally wary of the possible
facilitation of collusion in the bidding for free agents.

41.

The Brewers did not prosper as a team during the 1990s, and some
people suspected that it suffered from lack of attention. Michael
Megna, for example, a sports franchise appraiser who worked for
the Brewers, stated, “Selig was trying to wear too many hats and
was too ambitious.” Bruce Murphy, Storm Warnings, MILWAUKEE
MAGAZINE, April 1996, at 42, 45.

42.

E.g., Associated Press, “It’s Really Horrifying,” Selig’s Brewers
Received $3 Million Loan from Pohlad’s Firm, SI.COM (Jan. 8, 2002),
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/baseball/news/2002/01/08/
selig_pohlad_ap?.

43.

Major League Baseball Rules, Rule 20(c) (2012):
Loans to Clubs and Other Individuals. No Club, or
owner, stockholder, officer, director or employee (including manager or player) of a Club shall, directly
or indirectly, loan money to or become surety or
guarantor for any Club, officer, employee or umpire
of its, his or her League, unless all facts of the transaction shall first have been fully disclosed to all other
Clubs in that League, and also to the Commissioner,
and the transaction has been approved by them.

44.

Elimination of teams, which proved an abortive exercise in 2001,
was a notion largely unimagined in the major professional sports
leagues in modern times until then.

46.

For an instance of contemporary criticism of the proposed
contraction as an example of compromised decisionmaking, see Rob Dibble, An Open Letter to Bud Selig, ESPN.
COM (Dec. 6, 2001), available at: http://espn.go.com/talent/
danpatrick/s/20001/1119/1280454.html (“you have often made
decisions that have benefitted the Brewers and their interests
alone”); George Vecsey, Sports of the Times: Twins Should Outlast
Selig, N.Y. TIMES Jan. 9, 2002, at D1 (relation between baseball
commissioner and Twins’ owner is “rotten”; Selig should step
aside as commissioner).
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48.

2003-2006 AGREEMENT BETWEEN MAJOR LEAGUE CLUBS AND THE
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION, art XXIV, at 106,
available at http://www.steroidsin baseball.net/cba/cba_02_06.
pdf.

49.

ANDREW ZIMBALIST, IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF BASEBALL? 200 (2006);
STEFAN SZYMANSKI & ANDREW ZIMBALIST, NATIONAL PASTIME: HOW
AMERICANS PLAY BASEBALL AND THE REST OF THE WORLD PLAYS
SOCCER 179-81 (2005); ANDREW ZIMBALIST, No Reason To Break Up the
Yankees, in THE BOTTOM LINE: OBSERVATIONS AND ARGUMENTS ON THE
SPORTS BUSINESS 112-13 (2006).

50.

ZIMBALIST (2006), supra note 49, at 200-01. Another troubling
episode involved application of MLB’s 60/40 rule. That rule
required teams to maintain a ratio of at least 60% equity to at most
40% debt. The Brewers often struggled to comply with the rule. A
Wisconsin state legislative audit of the period from 1994 to 2003
found that the Brewers did not meet the 60/40 standard in seven
of those 10 years. The audit noted that enforcement of the rule was
suspended from 1994 to 1998 by Selig, the acting commissioner
who also owned the Brewers. John Helyar & Scott Soshnick,
Selig Bends Rules To Fit as Baseball Attempts To Oust McCourt from
Dodgers, Bloomberg, Oct. 24, 2011, available at: http://www.
bloomberg.com/news/2011-10-24/selig-bends-rules-to-fit-asbaseball-attempts-to-oust-mccourt-from-dodgers.html.

51.

See Thomas Boswell, After All the Wrongs, Selig Could Be Mr. Right,
WASHINGTON POST, July 10, 1998, at C1:
Conflict of interest? What conflict of interest? Didn’t
you hear? Bud’s going to put the Brewers in a trust
and have his daughter run the day-to-day operations. That’ll solve it. If the best interests of baseball
are on one side and the best interests of ownership—
or the Brewers specifically—are on the other side,
Selig will be completely objective, right? He’ll just
shaft his daughter. No problem.

That there was any impropriety in the transaction, in fact, is
unlikely. The loan was a short-term bridge accommodation at one
and a half points above the prime rate that was paid off in three
months. Bob Nightengale, Selig Stands in Against High Heat, USA
TODAY (Jan. 15, 2002), available at http://www.usatoday.com/
sports/bbw/20002-01-16-majors.htm.

45.

47.

that a requirement that teams which have been spending too little
on talent spend more is just as necessary to the quality of the game
as is the requirement that teams which have been over-spending
cut back. Stipulation of a minimum payroll can guarantee that
smaller-market teams do not free ride from large-market revenues
by disposing of talented players in favor of cheap, low-quality
labor.

The absence of a payroll rule contrasts sharply with the
arrangement in the NBA where the CBA requires a minimum
payroll for each team. There the League’s revenue-sharing system
establishes a floor as well as a ceiling on each team’s payroll.
That minimum amount of spending is close to the cap amount.
See Larry Coon, Question 15 Is there a minimum amount each team
must pay its players?, NBA SALARY CAP/COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
AGREEMENT FAQ (last updated Jul. 14, 2012), http://www.cbafaq.
com/salarycap.htm#Q15. This provision manifests the recognition

Obviously, it’s just as inappropriate for Selig to be
commissioner on Friday as it was on Wednesday.
A…promise to put the team in a trust doesn’t change
anything.
See also Bud Selig, NNDB: TRACKING THE ENTIRE WORLD (last visited
Dec. 24, 2012), http://www.nndb.com/people/226/000025151/
(“Selig’s impartiality as Commissioner was questioned, but not
nearly enough. Putting an owner in charge of baseball’s integrity
was like asking a team’s catcher instead of an umpire to call ballsand-strikes.”).
52.

As a well-known commentator put it, in expressing his serious
skepticism about the trusteeship’s effect on conflicts of interest:
If I am the Tribune Corporation, I am not sure that I
want Selig invalidating a trade the Cubs make with
the Mets or upholding a player’s suspension.
ANDREW ZIMBALIST, This Bud’s for a Salary Cap, in THE BOTTOM
LINE: OBSERVATIONS AND ARGUMENTS ON THE SPORTS BUSINESS 178-79
(2006).

53.

National Basketball Association Constitution and By-Laws §24(b);
National Football League Constitution and By-Laws art. VII, § 8.3;
Constitution of the National Hockey League art. VI, § 6.2. While
Selig is the first contemporary figure to own a major league sports
team while at the same time holding ultimate authority over
all aspects of the sport, precedent for a person holding multiple
ownership-executive roles exists in the early history of baseball.
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Thus, William Hulbert was designated president of the National
League of Professional Baseball Clubs in 1877 while he was the
president of the Chicago White Stockings, and he served in both
positions until his death in 1882. HAROLD SEYMOUR, BASEBALL: THE
EARLY YEARS 77-84 (1960). Similarly, when the agreement between
the American and National Leagues in 1903 resulted in the
formation of the National Commission to administer the realigned
structure of organized baseball, Gary Herrmann, the Cincinnati
Reds’ owner, was chosen to be chairman of the three-member
board. HAROLD SEYMOUR, BASEBALL: THE GOLDEN AGE 9 (1971).

59.

One difference between the two situations is that the NBA
Commissioner would not stand to receive a personal benefit from
his ruling.

60.

See generally DAVIS & STARK supra note 25, at 13 (one possible
response to conflict is escape; one way to escape a conflict of
interest is to redefine the underlining relationship; recusal by
prosecutor).

61.

Disclosure, unlike escape, as a response to a conflict of interest
does not terminate the conflict. It just avoids betrayal of trust,
opening the way for other responses. Id.

54.

National Basketball Association Constitution and By-Laws §24(d)
(h)(i).

62.

55.

In the case of disciplinary matters, it is not uncommon for the
CBA to provide that an appeal from a commissioner’s disciplinary
ruling will be heard by the commissioner or his designee. See, e.g.,
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN NFL MANAGEMENT
COUNCIL AND NFL PLAYERS ASSOCIATION art. 46, § 2(a) (2011);
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN NATIONAL BASKETBALL
ASSOCIATION AND NBA PLAYERS ASSOCIATION art. XXXI, § 8(a) (2005).

When firms provide a wide range of services, clients must be able
to trust that information about themselves will not be exploited for
the benefit of clients with different interests. Accordingly, clients
must be able to believe in the effectiveness of Chinese walls.

63.

Similarly, research and investment banking units are separated so
that analysts are not tempted to provide biased research reports in
response to pressure from the investment bankers. The objective
of the arrangement is to maintain analysts’ independence by
eliminating, or at least reducing, the conflict between the interests
of the investment banking unit and those of the investors who rely
on analysts’ recommendations.

64.

See supra text accompanying note 55 and note 61. This contrivance
is sometimes referred to as a “cone of silence.”

65.

This approach is not unusual. In other industries parties avoid
conflicts by seeking individuals with independent judgment
in situations in which their own judgment is compromised.
For example, in financial services independent persons include
independent appraisers in ascertaining the value of assets in cases
of self-dealing, and independent actuaries in the operation of
corporate pension funds. DAVIS & STARK, supra note 25, at 11, 235.

66.

See generally Bolkiah v. KPMG, [1998] EWHC (Ch.) 1, [1999]
B.C.L.C. 1, NICH. (difficulty with Chinese walls is that while
they are well adapted to deal with foreseeable disclosure of
information, they are not well adapted to deal with disclosure that
is accidental, inadvertent, or negligent).

67.

See, e.g., H. Nejat Seyhun, Insider Trading and the Effectiveness of
Chinese Walls in Securities Firms, 4 J.L. Econ. & Pol’y 369 (2008)
(study suggests that Chinese walls are porous and ineffective);
Christopher M. Gorman, Are Chinese Walls the Best Solution to
the Problem of Insider Training and Conflicts of Interest in BrokerDealers?, 9 FORDHAM J. CORP. & FIN. L. 475, 476, 490-91 (2004)
(Chinese walls are inefficient, largely ineffective, and have
more shortcomings than advantages; walls are more successful
in preventing accidental flow of inside information than in
preventing purposeful misconduct and conspiracies to share
inside information). See also Lee Aitken, “Chinese Walls” and
Conflicts of Interest, 18 MONASH U. L. REV. 91, 93 (1992) (in context
of law firms, good grounds for judicial reluctance to trust to the
impermeability of “wall” as method of preserving confidence and
avoiding conflict); Comment, supra note 57, at 708 (large amounts
of money in transactions may present temptations too great to
resist; structural, procedural, and educational methods may be no
match for natural tendency of co-workers to talk shop at companywide social gatherings or in chance encounters).

68.

In the case of law firm conflicts courts have considered the
timeliness of erection of the screen in passing on its effectiveness in
responding to the conflict of interest. See, e.g., Chinese Automobile
Distributors of America v. Bricklin, 2009 WL 47337 (S.D.N.Y.
2009), Kewalramani, supra note 57 (importance of prompt
implementation of the screen).

69.

In the financial sector Chinese walls are partly unsuccessful
because of the absence of strong incentives for broker-dealers to
establish and supervise compliance with them. Gorman, supra
note 67, at 493. One drawback of the firewall approach is that it
eliminates some of the gains from integrating different functions in
one firm, and financial firms may lose the confidence of customers,

56.

See, e.g., Mitchell v. Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., 2002 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 4675 (S.D.N.Y. 2002); Decora Inc v. DW Wallcovering, 899 F.
Supp. 132 (S.D.N.Y. 1995); Cheng v. GAF Corp., 631 F.2d 1052, 1058
(2d Cir. 1980) (court not convinced ethics screen would be effective
in small law firms). William Freivogel, Changing Firms “Screening”
Part I, FREIVOGEL ON CONFLICTS (last updated Sep. 25, 2012), http://
www.freivogelon conflicts.com/changingfirmsscreeningparti.
html.
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct recognize a principle of
“imputed” disqualification. See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT
R. 1.10(a). Under this notion, if lawyers are associated in a firm
and one of the lawyers—who has moved from another firm—is
disqualified from handling a matter, that disqualification is
imputed to bar all members of the firm. One mechanism firms
have employed in an effort to avoid this result is to screen the
disqualified lawyer from any involvement in the matter. Screening
involves preventing the disqualified lawyer from securing profits
from the matter that created the conflict, limiting his or her access
to the files of the matter that created his or her disqualification,
and restricting communications between the lawyer and the
others in the firm working on the matter that created the conflict.
Historically, the screening approach has elicited mixed judicial
reaction. See FREIVOGEL, supra; see also RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE
LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS §124(2) (2000). However, courts may
well evidence more receptivity to this approach in light of the
ABA adoption in 2009 of a new version of Rule 1.10(a) that permits
timely screening as a way to avoid imputed disqualification as
long as notice requirements are met. See, e.g., Silicon Graphics,
Inc. v. ATI Technologies, Inc., 741 F. Supp. 2d 970 (W.D. Wis.
2010); RONALD D. ROTUNDA & JOHN S. DZIENKOWSKI, PROFESSIONAL
RESPONSIBILITY 532-33 (2011).

57.

58.

See Devika Kewalramani, Ethical Walls: Building the Electronic
Barrier, 84-FEB N.Y. ST. B.J. 30, 32 (2012) (firm size: small is
worse). See generally Comment, The Chinese Wall Defense to LawFirm Disqualification, 128 U. PA L. REV. 677, 708 and n.146 (1980)
(financial institutions suffer from possibly irremediable defects; if
bank or firm is small so that the same employees perform diverse
functions, it may be impossible to build a wall).
See Erving v. Virginia Squires Basketball Club, 468 F.2d 1064
(2nd Cir. 1972); see also Morris v. New York Football Giants, Inc.,
575 N.Y.S.2d 1013 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1991) (in compensation dispute
between professional football players and their former teams
an unaffiliated arbitrator should be substituted for the NFL
Commissioner in order to insure an impartial hearing). But see
generally National Hockey League Players’ Association v. Bettman,
1994 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 21715 (S.D.N.Y. 1994) (award by league
commissioner not to be vacated for “evident partiality” when
CBA assigned the kind of dispute solely to the league president/
commissioner for resolution).
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salary required league approval. These arrangements permitted
the team to operate somewhat independently of the league.
Former players, however, have said that they thought the league
was dictating to the team about appropriate contract length and
funds. E-mail from Jaime Eisner, Assoc. Ed., Five for Howling
Blog, to Lewis Kurlantzick (Jan. 29, 2013, 04:46 EST) (on file with
author).

who fear, for example, that investment advice does not reflect all
the information possessed by a firm. DAVIS & STARK, supra note 25,
at 235. This concern, however, does not apply to the NBA situation.
70.

The required leadership is unlikely to emerge in MLB in light
of its inattention to conflicts issues over time. See supra text
accompanying notes 39-53 and notes 39-53.

71.

According to Larry Coon, ESPN Insider, Stern’s intervention in
the Chris Paul trade was his greatest failure as Commissioner. See
David Stern, the Highs and Lows, ESPN.COM (Oct. 26, 2012), http://
espn.go.com/nba/story/_/page/5-on-5-121026/nba-david-sternimpact-legacy-road-ahead.

72.

73.

74.

75.

Feigen, supra note 11.

77.

DAVIS & STARK, supra note 25, at 11.

78.

For example, when MLB acquired the Montreal Expos in February
2002, it agreed to a one-year stadium lease with an option for a
second year, evidence that the owners had no intention of keeping
the team in Montreal for the long term. In fact, the Expos remained
in Montreal under MLB ownership for three years.

See supra note 47. For the 2012-13 season the minimum team
payroll is 85% of the salary cap ($49.337 million). If a team does
not meet its minimum payroll, it is charged at the end of the
season for the shortfall, and that money is distributed among the
players on that team. See also COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
BETWEEN NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE AND NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION art. 50 (2005) (team payroll range, lower limit
and upper limit).
See, e.g., Les Carpenter, Minaya Laid Foundation for Success, THE
WASHINGTON POST (Jul. 4, 2005), http://washington post.com/
wp-dyn/content/article/2005/07/03/AR2005070301106.html.
MLB’s oppositional behavior in 2003 stood in sharp contrast to the
league’s handling of the Expos in the prior year. Then it appeared
that Tony Tavares, President of the Expos, and General Manager
Omar Minaya had full authority to run the team and Minaya had
authority to execute trades. Indeed, Minaya’s signature move,
the acquisition of Bartolo Colon, came as a surprise to everyone
in the league, suggesting that the commissioner was unaware
of the negotiations and completed deal. See Jonathan Leshanski,
Expos-ing the True Story, http://old.athomeplate.com/montrealpt1.
shtml; Blockbuster Deal, http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/
baseball/news/2002/06/27/indians_expos_trade-ap/. The trade,
though, ignited negative reaction among the owners, who viewed
themselves as both subsidizing and in competition with the Expos.
See, e.g., Jonah Keri, Building the 2004 Expos, ESPN. COM (Dec. 8,
2003), http://sports.espn.go.com/mlb/columns/story?id’1681258.
MLB’s unappealing handling of the Expos’ operations points
to an efficiency difficulty, in addition to the conflict of interest
issues. That difficulty is the increased transaction costs incurred
when other league members wish to have input on any significant
decision about the operation of the league-owned team. The NBA
showed an awareness of this problem in the case of the Hornets
in that it was decided by various committees and the Board of
Governors that the league office would make the decision on what
was good for the Hornets. See Chris Fedor, David Stern Says That
Once the Season Starts, Everyone Will Forget About That Silly Little
Chris Paul Trade Veto, DEADSPIN (DEC. 21, 2011, 10:25 PM), http://
deadspin.com/5870206/david-stern-says-that-once-the-seasonstarts-everyone-will-forget-about-that-silly-little-chris-paul-tradeveto.
With respect to the NHL and the Phoenix Coyotes, it appears
that no formal measures were put in place designed to prevent
or mitigate conflicts of interest and guarantee autonomy in the
operation of the team. However, the league was concerned about
continuity of administration and deliberately maintained the
existing General Manager, Don Maloney, in that position. No
visible, publicized conflicts occurred. In any case, the league’s
focus was on stabilizing the team’s finances as the team was
losing large amounts of money due to an unsatisfactory venue
agreement. Further, whatever the walling off with respect to dayto-day management, Commissioner Gary Bettman was intimately
involved in the negotiations with the city of Glendale about
restructuring the arena lease.
More precisely, before each season the league provided Maloney
with a set budget for the season. Maloney could spend an amount
between that number and the salary cap floor. With respect to
trades, the team employed a dollar-for-dollar system under which
all trades had to even out monetarily. Trades involving additional
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76.

This intention creates problems for team management, in that a
long-term operational plan is not put in place. Team executives
cannot make decisions based on the kind of long-term strategic
plan of a team that projects its payroll cycle out for three or five
years. Further, often the best way to produce a short-term profit is
to reduce costs, whereas long-term profit may be more sustainable
by investing in the team’s operations. Since the other owners
are likely to care only about the short term, those in charge of
the league-owned franchise may be led to cut costs. See Russell
Scibetti, What Happens When a League Becomes the Team Owner?,
BUSINESS INSIDER (April 28, 2011), http://www.businessinsider.
com/leagues-as-team-owners-and-operators-2011-4. Moreover,
business partners and fans are unlikely to fully embrace a
franchise as long as its future is uncertain, and league management
equals future uncertainty. King & Lombardo, supra note 35.
79.

One principle of our contract law is that courts generally do not
second-guess the terms of a deal. It is for the parties to fashion the
bargain. See, e.g., RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACTS §79 (1981).

80.

Finley v. Kuhn, 569 F.2d 1193 (6th Cir. 1978). An obvious other
claim that might have been raised in these circumstances was that
Kuhn’s action violated the antitrust laws. However, Finley did
not raise this claim, presumably because of the peculiar antitrust
“exemption” that the business of baseball enjoys.

81.

Larry Coon, Question 94, NBA SALARY CAP/COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
Agreement FAQ (last updated Jul. 14, 2012 http://www.cbafaq.
com/salarycap.htm#Q94. There are two separate ceilings, one
aimed at the cash a team pays as part of trades each season,
and the other at cash a team receives as part of trades each
seasons. The NHL prohibition is more restrictive. See Collective
Bargaining Agreement Between National Hockey League and
National Hockey League Players’ Association, arts. 11.16, 50.9(e)
(2005) (there shall be no cash transactions in connection with the
assignment of players).

82.

That these restrictions on cash transfers in fact serve the collective
interest is hardly as clear as might be supposed. Professor Daly
views the limitations as necessary to preserve public confidence
in the integrity of competition on the playing field. See Daly, supra
note 29, at 18, 24. However, prior to Kuhn’s intervention, there was
a long history of cash sales in all sports leagues. So it is curious
as to why cash sales would raise issues about integrity only in
the mid-1970s and not earlier. Rodney Fort & James Quirk, Crosssubsidization, Incentives, and Outcomes in Professional Team Sports
Leagues, 33 J. ECON. LIT. 1265, 1282-83 (1995). More fundamentally,
Professor Ross has argued persuasively that cash transactions can
potentially benefit the less financially secure teams and facilitate
more efficient allocation of players, thereby serving the collective
league interest. See, e.g., Stephen F. Ross, The Effect of Baseball’s
Status as a Legal “Anomaly and Aberration,” in LEGAL ISSUES IN
PROFESSIONAL BASEBALL 215, 254-58 (Lewis Kurlantzick ed., 2005);
Stephen F. Ross, Light, Less-Filling, It’s Blue-Ribbon, 23 Cardozo L.
Rev. 1675, 1692-96 (2002). For a similar criticism of the 2005 NHL
CBA’s prohibition of the inclusion of cash as a trade asset, see Allow
NHL Teams To Trade Cash, THE OFFER SHEET (Jul. 24, 2012), http://
theoffersheet.com/2012/07/24/allow-nhl-teams-to-trade-cash/.
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At the extreme, a team needs other teams to play against. Other
competitors are required to produce a competition.
This interdependence provides justification for measures, such as
the financial and reputational screening of prospective owners,
that would appear strange and perhaps illegal if employed in a
conventional industry. Thus, imagine a Widget Czar passing on
the purchase and sale of a widget company.

84.

85.

86.

87.

Stepien owned the Cavaliers from 1980 to 1983. He made a
habit of trading future draft choices for mediocre players and
compiled a record of 66-180 during his tenure. Concerned about
the devaluation of the franchise, in 1981 Commissioner Larry
O’Brien informed the Cavaliers that for a period of time the team
had to receive League approval before making any trades. Thomas
Rogers, NBA To Take Role in Cavaliers’ Trades, N.Y. TIMES, June 30,
1981, at A21.
National Basketball Association By-Laws §7.03: “No Member may
sells its rights to select a player in the first round of any NBA Draft
for cash or its equivalent, or trade or exchange its right to select
a player in the first round of any NBA Draft if the result of such
trade or exchange may be to leave the Member without first-round
picks in any two (2) consecutive NBA Drafts.
Chris Mannix, Gasol Trade Sparks War of Words: Popovich Pops Off
on Grizzlies’ Controversial Swap, SI.COM (last updated Feb. 9, 2008,
12:00 PM), http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2008/basketball/
nba/02/08/popovich.grizzlies/index.html.
In most other industries where companies have considerable
market power and are publicly traded, inefficiently run
corporations are subject to hostile takeovers by those who think
the company’s value would increase with new management. Most
sports teams, though, are not publicly traded corporations. As a
result, there is no market means to replace an incompetent owner.
Ross (2002), supra note 82, at 1701-02. ROSS & SZYMANSKI (2008),
supra note 32, at 20-21:
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If clubs had to maintain a high level of competitiveness to remain in the major leagues, one of two
things would surely happen: either the incompetent
owner would be forced to sell his team, or his club
would exit the league and fans could turn elsewhere.
88.

The NBA’s action with respect to Ted Stepien might be viewed
as a minor example to the contrary, though it does not rise to an
instance of League discipline of an owner for mismanagement.

89.

See Richard Hoffer, The Loss Generation, SI VAULT (Apr. 17, 2000),
http://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/vault/article/magazine/
MAG1018959/index.htm (chronic incompetence; Clippers are the
most losing team in history; virtually uninterrupted ineptitude).
Over most of the period of his ownership, Stirling has refused
to invest in the team, content to receive revenues that just come
from showing up to play another NBA team each night during the
regular season.
As noted previously, see supra note 32, Professors Ross and
Szymanski have argued that the interests of consumers, including
a lack of tolerance for inept management, would be better served if
sporting competitions were organized by an independent unitary
entity rather than by a club-run league.
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What Non-U.S. Athletes, Entertainers, and Agents Need
to Know About U.S. Taxes and How to Reduce Them
By Robert S. Fink and Wilda Lin
Introduction
Boxing fans who were looking forward to Manny
Pacquaio’s fifth fight against Juan Manuel Marquez did
not see it live in Las Vegas. The reason? Taxes. The Filipino boxer-actor-singer-politician reportedly refused to
submit to recent U.S. federal income tax increases, which
would drain millions of dollars from his take-home pay.1
He may have also been aware that foreign athletes and
entertainers performing in the United States receive a
great deal of attention from a most unwanted source: the
Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Unfortunately for these
individuals, the IRS has created an Issue Management
Team that is “focused on improving U.S. income reporting and tax payment compliance by foreign athletes and
entertainers who work in the United States.”2
From tax enforcement perspective, having a foreign
nationality and a career in sports and/or entertainment
are a toxic combination. As an initial matter, foreigners of
any profession often do not know what their tax obligations are or how to fulfill them. To make matters worse,
athletes and artists frequently travel among various
countries (i.e., tax jurisdictions) to participate in tours
and competitions, thereby raising questions regarding
residence for tax purposes. Some command very high
salaries, royalties, or other payments while incurring
significant business expenses; this financial situation may
arouse suspicion of inappropriate deductions resulting in
allegedly understated taxable income and lost tax revenue. Finally, celebrity athletes and entertainers of any
nationality capture media attention, making them particularly attractive targets when the IRS decides to send the
public a message of deterrence. Few have forgotten Wesley Snipes, who was in prison for failure to file tax returns
until his release in April.3 Brazilian race car driver Hélio
Castroneves, along with his business manager and tax
attorney, managed to avoid prison but endured a federal
grand jury investigation, an indictment for tax evasion
and conspiracy to defraud the government, and a lengthy
trial before being acquitted by a jury.4 Famed Mexican
boxer Julio César Chavez, while not charged with any tax
crime, reportedly underwent an IRS audit that resulted
in a tax deficiency and tax lien of over $12 million.5 More
recently, in March 2013, the U.S. Tax Court found Spanish
golfer Sergio “El Niño” Garcia liable for additional taxes
on his royalty income for 2003 and 2004—although not
the $1.7 million alleged by the IRS.6
U.S. tax laws are notoriously complex and riddled
with traps for the unwary. The IRS’s heightened scrutiny
of foreign athletes and entertainers should propel these
individuals to enlist a guide to navigate tax issues when
36

contemplating any performance in, or transaction relating to, the United States. Skilled U.S. tax counsel can help
foreign taxpayers not only stay out of trouble with the IRS
but also save money by engaging in tax-efficient planning. The unhappy foreign taxpayer who forgoes proper
tax planning only to receive a letter or visit from the
IRS should immediately retain tax counsel—before any
further communication with the IRS—to represent him or
her in the course of any examination or other inquiry.

Tax Residence
Complying with the law first requires knowing which
set of rules applies to the situation. For individuals, there
are two basic tax7 regimes: one for U.S. citizens and residents, and one for everyone else (known in tax parlance
as nonresident aliens, or nonresidents). U.S. citizens and
residents are generally subject to tax on their worldwide
income.8 Nonresidents, on the other hand, are subject
to tax only on certain income from U.S. sources, as well
as on income from non-U.S. sources that are “effectively
connected with the conduct of a U.S. trade or business.”9
Thus, the first step in identifying anyone’s tax obligations
is to determine his or her tax residence.
Tax residence is a tricky business. The IRS may
consider someone a resident of the United States for tax
purposes regardless of where he or she calls home. To
complicate matters further, U.S. residence as determined
under tax law bears some relation to, but differs from,
U.S. residence as determined under immigration law.
The Internal Revenue Code10 and Treasury Regulations define a United States person for U.S. federal
income tax purposes (a U.S. tax resident) as a citizen or
resident of the United States.11 U.S. citizens, therefore, are
U.S. tax residents no matter where they live and without
need for further inquiry. This leaves the murkier question of what constitutes a “resident of the United States.”
A non-U.S. citizen will be treated as a “resident of the
United States”—and therefore a U.S. tax resident—if he or
she satisfies any one of the following three tests:
1. He or she is a lawful permanent resident of the
United States (i.e., holds a “green card”) at any
time during the calendar year.12
2. He or she is “substantially present” in the United
States, meaning physical presence in the United
States for at least 31 days during the current year
and at least 183 days for the current and past two
years combined, with each day of presence during the current year counting as one day, each day
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of presence during the preceding year counting
as 1/3 day, and each day of presence during the
second preceding year counting as 1/6 day.13
3. He or she elects to be treated as a U.S. resident for
the calendar year.14
A number of exceptions apply. For example, a green
card holder would normally be treated as a U.S. tax
resident. However, in some cases, an individual may
be a “resident” of both the United States and his or her
home country according to the internal tax laws of each
country. In those instances, the tax treaty between the
two countries (assuming one exists) provides a cascading
set of tiebreaker rules to determine his or her residence
for purposes of the treaty.15 If the green card holder were
determined to be a tax resident of his or her home country under the relevant treaty, that individual could avoid
treatment as a U.S. tax resident by making an election and
filing the relevant tax form and tax return each year.16 Under another exception, an individual who is substantially
present in the United States would normally be treated
as a U.S. tax resident; however, he or she could avoid
being so treated if he or she were present in the United
States for no more than half of the current year and filed
the proper form establishing a closer connection17 to his
or her home country.18 Finally, some individuals, including certain teachers, students, and professional athletes
who file the proper forms,19 may exclude days that would
otherwise count towards “substantial presence” in the
United States.20
The case of the green card holder above illustrates
how the existence of a tax treaty can affect one’s tax
residence. Tax treaty analysis is an important component
of tax planning because treaties may provide relief where
an individual would be taxed twice on the same income
by both the United States and another country. Furthermore, some tax treaties provide that certain athletes and
entertainers are exempt altogether from U.S. tax if their
incomes from performing in the United States remain below a threshold amount.21 In order to determine whether
an individual may invoke treaty benefits, one must first
determine the individual’s country of residence as defined by the terms of the applicable treaty. Again, where
an individual is a resident of two countries according to
their internal tax laws, the relevant treaty’s tiebreaker
rules will determine his or her residence for purposes of
that treaty.22

Source of Income and Expenses
As described above, U.S. tax residents are subject to
tax on their worldwide income, while nonresidents are
subject to tax only on U.S. source income and non-U.S.
source income effectively connected with the conduct
of a U.S. trade or business. Therefore, a foreign athlete
or entertainer who is a nonresident must determine the
sources of his or her income and expenses. The source

of income depends on the type of income received. For
example, compensation for personal services is sourced to
where the services were performed;23 if the services were
performed in more than one country, the compensation is
allocated to the countries on a time spent basis.24 Royalties are sourced to where the property or right is used.25
Interest income is sourced according to the residence of
the payor;26 similarly, dividends are sourced by the residence of the payor corporation.27 Income from the sale of
real property is based on where the property is located,28
whereas income from the sale of personal property is
generally based on the residence of the seller.29
Expenses are allocated to the appropriate class of
income as described above. They are then apportioned
between U.S. source and non-U.S. source based on any
reasonable method, such as gross sales, gross income, or
units sold.30 These methods can produce vastly different
tax results, and U.S. tax counsel should analyze a foreign
taxpayer’s specific situation to determine which would be
most favorable.

Payment and Withholding
U.S. tax residents generally pay tax through a combination of withholding at the source and direct payment
to the IRS. The ability to pay any additional tax due when
filing tax returns reflects the assumption that U.S. tax residents who presumably live, work, and have family and
friends in the United States are less likely to run afoul of
their payment obligations than are nonresidents. The IRS
loses much of its ability to enforce tax payment in the case
of nonresidents who may have long left the U.S. by tax
season. The United States has addressed this concern by
passing collection responsibility onto the U.S. taxpayers
who pay the nonresidents.
Payment of a nonresident’s tax is generally achieved
through withholding. In most cases, any U.S. taxpayer
who pays U.S. source income to a nonresident must
deduct and withhold 30% of such payment, and then turn
over the withheld amount to the government.31 The U.S.
payor may forgo or reduce this withholding obligation if
the nonresident payee is a resident of a country that has
a tax treaty with the United States, the treaty provides
for reduced withholding, and the payor receives certain
forms from the nonresident payee entitling him or her to
such reduced (or eliminated) withholding.32
“Central withholding agreements”33 (CWAs) can
make tax payment obligations of foreign athletes and
entertainers more streamlined and efficient. This procedure creates a single withholding agent for multiple
U.S. source payments, and allows for a reduced amount
of withholding. As described earlier, nonresidents are
subject to tax on U.S. source income, as well as non-U.S.
source income that is effectively connected with the
conduct of a U.S. trade or business, which may include
the performance of personal services, within the United
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States.34 Generally, certain types of U.S. source income,
such as interest, dividends, rents, salaries, wages, and
compensation, are taxed at a flat 30% rate of gross income, unless reduced by an applicable tax treaty, with no
deductions allowed.35 In contrast, income that is effectively connected with the conduct of a trade or business
in the United States is subject on a net basis36 to the same
graduated rates that are applicable to U.S. taxpayers.37
This difference can significantly alter the amount of net
income that a foreign athlete or entertainer receives upon
payment.
In general, each payor of U.S. source income must
withhold 30% of the gross payment to a nonresident for
personal services, and the nonresident is subject to a flat
30% tax rate on gross income. Based on this rule, a foreign
athlete receiving $1 million a year for the performance of
services in the United States would have $300,000 of that
amount withheld and paid over to the IRS by the withholding agent in satisfaction of the flat 30% tax rate, and
would receive the remaining $700,000 from the various
payors. He or she might have spent $500,000 on lodging,
transportation, equipment, professional services, and other expenses. The 30% tax rate that was withheld on gross
income, combined with the expenses, would leave the
athlete with $200,000 ($1 million gross income – $300,000
withholding – $500,000 expenses = $200,000). However,
if that athlete’s services were deemed to be effectively
connected with the conduct of a trade or business in the
United States, that income would be subject to the top
marginal rate of 39.6% on net income (i.e., deducting the
$500,000 of expenses before applying the various marginal
rates). His or her ultimate tax liability would be $161,700
thereby leaving the athlete with $339,300 rather than
$200,000. In the latter instance, if there were withholding
at 30% of gross income, the athlete has overpaid taxes. To
recover the lost funds, he or she would need to file an IRS
Form 1040NR in the following year to claim a refund of
the difference.
Alternatively, the foreign athlete could arrange for
a CWA before arrival in the United States. The CWA
would allow the central withholding agent first to deduct
estimated expenses, and then to withhold at the graduated withholding rates rather than at the 30% rate. This
procedure allows the nonresident to reduce the amount
of withholding on each payment so that it more closely
matches his or her actual tax liability, rather than imposing the burdens of substantial over-withholding coupled
with having to seek a refund in the following year.

Filing Obligations
U.S. tax residents with worldwide income38 equal
to or greater than the exemption amount must report
that income on their annual tax returns.39 Nonresidents
must file tax returns if they are engaged in a trade or

38

business within the United States at any time during the
taxable year, or if they have any taxable income that was
not fully satisfied through withholding.40 As discussed
previously, they also may choose to file tax returns, even
if not required to do so, in order to claim refunds in the
case of over-withholding. Similarly, nonresidents may
voluntarily file tax returns to report tax payments in other
countries, which could generate foreign tax credits and
correspondingly reduce their U.S. tax liabilities.
In addition to tax returns, each “United States person” who—broadly speaking—owns or has certain types
of control over bank, securities, or other financial accounts with an aggregate value of over $10,000 in one or
more foreign countries, must report each foreign account
each year on TD F 90-22.1, Report of Foreign Bank and
Financial Accounts (the FBAR).41 This little-known FBAR
filing requirement has received significant attention in
recent years, after the IRS summoned foreign banks demanding the identification of thousands of noncompliant
U.S. account holders. U.S. tax residents are among those
required to file FBARs.42 Failure to do so can produce
disastrous consequences, as described below.

Penalties
Improper reporting and filing can generate substantial civil and criminal penalties. Incorrect reporting of
income can result in an accuracy-related civil penalty in
the amount of 20% of any underpayment of tax.43 Failure
to pay U.S. federal income tax is punishable by a civil
penalty of up to 25% of the tax owed.44 Failure to file a
federal income tax return is similarly punishable by a civil
penalty of up to 25% of the tax owed.45 If the failure to
file an income tax return, filing a false tax return or failure
to report or pay the tax due is a result of fraud (i.e., an
intentional violation of a known legal duty), the penalty
can rise to 75% of the tax owed.46 Still more draconian is
the civil penalty for failure to file an FBAR reporting a
foreign bank account. This penalty can be as much as 50%
annually of the value of the account as of June 30; in other
words, a failure to file an FBAR for six years can generate a civil penalty equal to three times the value of the
account.47
More threatening still are potential criminal penalties.
For example, a willful failure to file a return or to pay the
tax due is punishable by a fine of up to $100,00048 and/or
one year in prison.49 A false or fraudulent statement made
willfully on a tax return is punishable by a fine of up to
$250,000 and/or three years in prison.50 A willful failure
to collect (i.e., withhold) or pay over taxes is punishable
by a fine of up to $250,000 and/or five years in prison.51 A
willful attempt to evade tax is punishable by a fine of up
to $250,000 and/or five years in prison.52 Finally, willful
failure to file an FBAR is punishable by a fine of up to
$500,000 and/or 10 years in prison.53
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Conclusion
It is vital for any foreign athlete or entertainer who
works in or engages in any transaction relating to the
United States to retain knowledgeable tax counsel. The
IRS’s stated focus on these individuals threatens to ensnare those attempting to navigate the intricacies of the
U.S. tax laws without proper guidance. The overlap of
foreign nationality, frequent travel, lucrative contracts,
and fame heightens the risk of IRS inquiry. Tax-efficient
planning will help foreign taxpayers steer clear of numerous pitfalls and save money that might otherwise be lost
through tax overpayment, interest, and penalties. The
goal is to allow the foreign athlete or entertainer, when
coming to the United States, to avoid financial concerns
so the individual can concentrate on his or her talent,
training, and performance—the point of being here in the
first place.
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It’s a Family Affair:
What You Should Consider When Counseling Bands
By Daniel Scott and Paul Gutman
Being in a band or musical group can be a complicated thing. Musicians spend their time pouring their
blood, sweat and tears (not to mention time and money)
into writing and performing the greatest songs possible,
mastering their craft and trying to be the best. Like any
art, the process of making music can be, and often is, a
very emotional, personal and cathartic experience. Each
song can feel like the artist’s child. In a band, the experience is shared with other individuals, and each song has
many artists responsible for its creation as a result. Just as
each song is a child, the band itself is also a living, breathing organism that grows over time.

“[W]hile each musician’s personal legacy
is forever intertwined with the band, the
band itself may grow to have a legacy all
unto its own, one which will belong as
much to each band member as it will to
fans and the general public.”
The art, and the band itself, belong to its members. A
piece of the band and all that it creates will be the most
important (and potentially most valuable) thing that most
musicians will ever own. To each member the band represents a life’s work, a source of income, and an individual
artistic legacy. However, while each musician’s personal
legacy is forever intertwined with the band, the band
itself may grow to have a legacy all unto its own, one
which will belong as much to each band member as it will
to fans and the general public. Balancing these interests—
each member internally balancing his or her own economic, artistic and musical legacy against each other, then
the members balancing their own interests against each
other, all while juggling the artistic and historic legacy of
the band as a unit—can be a challenging task.

When a Band Is Just Starting Out (or “Have a
Cigar”)
What is a band? Simply put, it is a collection of musicians who come together to make music. However, once a
band chooses to do more than practice together, it is also
a business. What type of a business and what that means
legally all depends on the agreement between the band
members, whether written or verbal. In some instances,
one individual (as a sole proprietor) may hire other musicians to perform and possibly write music. In other cases,
the members may form a partnership, corporation or

limited liability company, where the band members have
an equity stake in the business. Where there is no written agreement or formal entity created, the band is most
likely a partnership under the law. This can have unexpected and undesirable consequences (e.g., in many states
each partner can take action on behalf of the general
partnership without the approval of the other partners).
Obviously, a written agreement is preferable so that there
is clarity from the beginning as to the rights and responsibilities of the band members.
While it is easy to think about the band solely as a
business proposition, the reality is that most bands also
function much like a family. There can be hurt emotions,
jealousy, feelings of favoritism and other personality conflicts that have little to do with the “business” of music.
For that reason, drafting a band agreement is a lot like
drafting a prenuptial agreement. However, many bands
never have a formal written agreement. Most bands are
not formed as a result of professional musicians formally
sitting down and deciding that they are going to form
a group, followed by a formal handshake and acknowledgement that the lawyers will work out the details and
put the papers together. The more common story is that
a bunch of musicians or friends get together to jam, and
they just start playing. If there is chemistry, they may
get together again. The next thing they know, songs are
written and band names are tossed around. Soon, a first
gig is booked and the band is off and running (about to
ride the gravy train). In other words, more often than not,
it all just sort of happens. Therefore, practitioners should
tread lightly when discussing the need for a formal agreement, since it could be last thing on the band’s collective
mind and the idea could be disruptive if not properly
presented.
Typically, the issue of a formal written band agreement does not arise until the band has started to achieve
some financial and artistic success. At this point, the
relationship among the band members is usually harmonious, if occasionally punctuated by squabbles of varying
intensity. Yet if there is one thing many families do not do
it is talk about money, especially when times are good,
to avoid fights. Since bands often function like families,
when band members begin to talk about an agreement
(even when coming from the purest of motives) it can be
awkward and cause tension. Knowing the right approach
and on what issues to focus is critical.
The approach should be positive and high-spirited.
Neutrality is a must—an attorney is best served by repre-
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senting the band as a whole, and the band members are
cautioned to try and remember that taking strong, self-interested positions can result in permanently fracturing the
band in the “be careful what you wish for” vein. A formal
agreement should not be viewed as some intimidating
legal document meant to position band members against
one another. Rather, it is a valuable acknowledgment that
these musicians are in a band, and a reassurance that each
member understands exactly what that means. It is also a
ceremonial celebration of the unity of the band, and each
member’s commitment to work together. It is a roadmap
for how the band will work together.
Band agreements can become very complicated and
nuanced based on particular facts and circumstances.
However, when dealing with new bands, the main issues
are the following:
(1) How is income divided? It is common for band
members to split all revenue generated by the
band equally, but circumstances may dictate
otherwise. For example, where there are revolving
members, or separate recording and performing
personnel, the band may want to clarify that royalties will be shared based on who performed on
a particular recording and/or who performs at a
particular show.
(2) How are most band decisions made? Does the
band act by a majority, supermajority or unanimous vote? Is there perhaps a single band leader
who calls all of the shots?
(3) How are publishing rights owned? Publishing (the
rights regarding musical compositions) is unique
in that each composition can have one or many
creators contributing independent creative material, where custom and practice have evolved so
that each contributor can claim a specific percentage of the particular composition. Some bands
take an all-for-one approach to publishing rights
(i.e., every song is written by “the band”), and all
royalties are split evenly among the band members
at the time the song was written. In some bands,
there may be one or two members who get all of
the credit for particular songs (e.g., Lennon and
McCartney or Page and Plant), or one band member may write all of the lyrics (e.g., “Written by
U2/Lyrics by Bono”). Others prefer a more complicated formula approach, where each instrumental
part, lyrics and melody are assigned a percentage
and the person who contributed that part receives
that percentage of the song’s publishing royalties.
It all depends on how the band writes its songs,
and what the members agree is accurate, or at least
fair.
(4) Who owns the band’s name and who can use it
outside of the band? Sometimes one band member,
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typically the founding member, may seek to own
the name of the band and continue to perform
under that band name even though all of the members have changed (e.g., Guns N’ Roses).
(5) Who owns everything else? In addition to publishing rights and the band’s name and logo, there are
typically a variety of other assets owned by the
band, such as merchandise and master recordings.
Does the band own all of these assets, in which
case each member owns an indirect percentage
interest, or is there some other arrangement?
(6) What happens when a band member leaves or is
terminated? Can the former band member continue to use the band’s name for promotion purposes
(e.g., can Slash continue to refer to himself as the
“former lead guitarist for Guns N’ Roses?”). Does
that former band member continue to benefit
economically from recordings and other merchandise to which he or she contributed? Is there a
difference between a member who has retired or
resigned versus one who has been fired? Is there
a difference between a member fired for cause or
fired without reason?
These issues all pertain to how the band functions
while it is still together and all of its members are still
alive. However, what happens if the band breaks up or
simply retires? For that matter, how does one know when
the band is “retired” and not “resting”? How are assets
owned by the band divided? How do royalties continue
to be shared? Who can use the band logo and name?
What if a band member dies? Does his or her family
inherit some interest in the band and all of its assets and
earnings? If so, do they have a vote on band decisions?
These issues are also very important, but can get rather
complex, and may seem only remotely significant to a
brand new band that has made very little, if any, money.
It is also often these types of issues that can stall the negotiation of a band partnership agreement. For that reason,
it is important to keep in mind that the band’s agreement,
much like the band itself, also functions like an organism
and can evolve over time. It is often better to have something in writing that addresses the immediate issues than
to not have a written agreement at all.

Evolving Over Time (or “Doing the Evolution,
Baby”)
There can come a point in a musician’s life, particularly where he or she has achieved some historic relevance,
when the artist realizes that what has been created is
something larger than him or herself. The impact an artist
can have on the lives of so many fans creates a responsibility to preserve that band and its works for the fans and
for history, as well as the artists’ own individual legacies.
Pearl Jam, The Red Hot Chili Peppers, Green Day, and
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Soundgarden are modern examples of bands that are
current and making music today, yet their places in rock
n’ roll history have already been solidified. While there
remains room for growth and change, these bands mean
something to their fans, and to history.
Each of these bands at its core is a group of guys who
got together a long time ago to make music. They are
just people, with families to take care of, bills to pay, and
somewhat day-to-day concerns. Then there is the band—
their other family. There is the reality that what they created together as a band has touched people in a way only
understandable because they too were once touched by
bands they idolized. There is the reality that the band that
they were so fortunate to be a part of, that the legacies
they have created both as individual musicians and, more
importantly, together as a unit, will exist forever. The music, performances, images, merchandise, and books, will
continue to be available, and new ways of bringing the
band and its music will become available. All of this can
potentially provide a great deal of income and financial
security for the families of the band members, long after
they have all passed away. Without a written agreement
and understanding as to how the band will continue to
operate as an entity and how its legacy will be controlled,
there is a great risk of disagreements and lawsuits among
those who end up inheriting and controlling what the
band has created. This can result in the band’s work not
being properly exploited, which means less money being generated, and it can also result in the legacy of the
band being tarnished. All of this can be easily avoided by
simply thinking and planning ahead, and planning it all
in writing.
For a variety of reasons, a band may be reluctant to sit
down and, well, face the music. For some, it raises questions of mortality that they would rather not acknowledge. In other cases, the band dynamic may have changed
and there may be tensions (perhaps unspoken) that were
once not there. In any event, the likelihood is that addressing the band’s legacy will be a delicate task. Again,
taking the right approach will be critical.
First of all, the conversation is not one about mortality. It is a discussion about immortality—the band’s immortality. It is about how to preserve what the band has
created, and how to make it grow and continue to reach
new audiences. It is an acknowledgment and celebration
of just how successful and relevant the band has and will
become. This is a discussion about greatness, the stuff of
which rock n’ roll legends are made. What could be more
exciting and interesting to talk about than that? Once the
stage is set (no pun intended), and an attorney explains
why the band needs to focus on certain issues regarding
its future, then it is a matter of working through those
issues and the decisions that need to be made. To keep
things simple and begin the conversation, there are two
overarching themes to keep in mind: (1) who controls the
band and its output, and (2) who financially benefits from

the band. It is important to remember that there is no right
answer to any of these issues.
Who gets to benefit economically is probably the easier of the two issues to navigate. Often, if the band members can agree on how they will share in revenues and
royalties generated by the band, most would agree that
if a band member dies, his or her heirs should continue
to receive the deceased band member’s share for material to which he or she contributed. A band also needs to
consider what happens if a band member is fired or quits.
Does the former band member continue to receive royalties from recordings of which he or she was a part? Is
there reason to give the former member a continued share
in all earnings of the band? How these issues are resolved
will depend on the relationship between the existing band
members and the former member’s contribution to the
band.
Who controls the band and its output ultimately controls its legacy. These are the people charged with managing everything from when and how the band’s music is
played to where images appear. A classic example would
be the use of The Beatles’ music in a Nike campaign or
John Lennon’s face appearing on a coffee mug. While a
band and all of its members are still alive, presumably
they control these decisions either directly or indirectly
through a manager (and perhaps with some input from
interested third parties, such as the record label). As discussed earlier, these decisions are typically made by some
vote of the band members (by majority, supermajority or
unanimous vote). As the band evolves and solidifies its
place in history, other issues begin to take center stage. As
previously mentioned, the main issues are:
(1) What happens if a band member is fired or quits?
The quick reaction may be to say that band member no longer has a say in band decisions, but
should that necessarily be the case? If someone has
spent 20 years building a music legacy and is fired
or quits because he or she is no longer interested in
continuing to tour, should the former member no
longer have a say in how that band is perceived?
(2) What happens if a band member dies? When a
band member dies, his or her heirs will presumably inherit his or her portion of the band in some
way. Does that mean that a deceased band member’s heirs should have his or her vote when it
comes to band decisions? Should they have absolutely no control?
(3) What happens when all of the band members die?
Will the band now be controlled by the heirs of
each band member? Assume there are five members in a band, and each has an equal vote and
the band acts by majority vote. In order to make
any decisions, the band will require three band
members to agree. If those five shares are now
inherited by separate families, now five families
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have to agree on each decision, and there may be
multiple family members within each of those
five families. This can get quickly out of hand,
become grossly inefficient and lead to litigation.
Perhaps a long-time manager or business partner
is better equipped to make decisions regarding the
band’s legacy, someone who understands what
the band is and means better than any individual
band member’s heirs. If so, the band may consider implementing a structure that separates who
controls the band and its output and who benefits economically from the band. Thus, decisions
relating to the band can be controlled by objective,
non-family members (e.g., a board of trustees or
directors), while family members can remain economic beneficiaries. Family members could also
be given some overriding veto power or ability to
change who controls the band’s assets (perhaps by
unanimous vote), in order to protect against the
band’s legacy being mismanaged.
There are a variety of ways to implement the band
members’ decisions on how they would like to be owned,

operated and controlled. The key is to first get the members to talk about these issues and understand how they
see it working, then to find the best structure to accommodate the band’s goals. It is important to remember,
however, this is not just some agreement to close a deal.
This is art, and a family affair. Different bands will require
different structures. After all, there are always different
strokes for different folks.
Dan Scott is counsel in the Private Client group at
Chadbourne & Parke LLP, where his practice focuses
on U.S. and international estate, tax, wealth and legacy
planning for high-net-worth individuals, their families
and businesses. He can be reached at (212) 408-5275.
Paul Gutman is a partner at Carroll, Guido & Groffman, LLP, where he advises the firm’s musical artist,
personal management, record label, music publishing,
promoter and agency clients on a variety of matters,
including corporate transactions, recording, publishing and personal management agreements. He can be
reached at (212) 759-2300.
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Failure to Warn:
The National Hockey League Could Pay the Price for Its
Pursuit of Profit at the Expense of Player Safety
By Timothy J. Geverd
Introduction
Ice hockey is the fastest, most intense contact sport
played on two feet.1 Whereas a familiar violent sport,
American football, is played on turf and features frequent
breaks and is generally limited to person-on-person
collisions, hockey is played on ice, where athletes travel
nearly twice as fast as they do on turf and the game rarely
breaks, providing for violent and dynamic collisions from
all angles.2 This combination of speed, intensity, and violence produces horrific scenes like the infamous collision
between Darcy Tucker of the Toronto Maple Leafs and
Sami Kapanen of the Philadelphia Flyers on May 6, 2002
in Game 6 of the Eastern Conference Finals.3 While this
physical play brings fans to arenas and collisions like this
bring them to their feet in approval, the aftermath of such
a collision is enough to strike fear in the heart of onlookers and spark concern for these warriors who take to the
ice on a nightly basis to do battle.4

“Although the NHL now appears
committed to preventing head injuries
while maintaining the game’s physical
character, the fact remains that it has
been slow to implement protective
measures and has done so only after elite
players have suffered severe injuries.”
However, despite these frightening spectacles that
are not uncommon on the ice of National Hockey League
(NHL or the League) arenas, it was not until 1979 that
the NHL mandated players who entered the League after
that date wear helmets in competition.5 Shockingly, this
amendment to NHL rules did not come until over a decade after Bill Masterton died of a head injury sustained
during an NHL contest.6 Although Masterton was the
first and only player to die as a direct result of injuries
sustained during an NHL contest,7 the League’s sluggish
response to take affirmative steps to protect players from
serious injury has been troubling.
Even more troubling is the fact that the NHL took
over 40 years before taking another affirmative step
towards protecting players from serious head injuries
with the enactment of Rule 48, which banned “lateral or
blindside hit to an opponent where the head is targeted
and/or the principal point of contact.”8 However, even

this most recent initiative in the name of player safety did
not come until after the NHL lost two stars to head injuries.9 The first player lost prior to the 2010 enactment of
Rule 48 was David Booth, who was rendered unconscious
by a full-speed, blind-side hit delivered by Philadelphia’s
Mike Richards.10 The second player lost prior to the 2010
enactment of Rule 48 was Marc Savard, whose career was
ended by a similar violent hit delivered by Pittsburgh’s
Matt Cooke.11
Although the NHL now appears committed to
preventing head injuries while maintaining the game’s
physical character,12 the fact remains that it has been slow
to implement protective measures and has done so only
after elite players have suffered severe injuries. Given
this hesitance to take affirmative action in order to protect
players from significant risk of catastrophic injuries, the
NHL faces the prospect of significant civil liability for exposing players to risks that either were not fully disclosed
or were concealed so that a popular, violent game could
remain unchanged and continue to attract fans.

I.

War Game: Hockey’s Roots

Ice hockey has long been an extremely violent sport,
owing this violence to its late-19th century Montreal
roots, in which rival ethnic tribes would compete against
each other.13 This interethnic animosity later gelled with
British ideals of fairness and self-policing that has left its
mark on the game to this day in the form of handshake
lines after playoff games and in the notion that referees
will allow players to settle certain scores among themselves.14 This tacit agreement represents what is known
as “the Code” in hockey, and it is an element of the game
that sets ice hockey apart from other professional sports
played in North America.15 Within this framework, as
the game is handed down from generation to generation, hockey has become a sport in which violence begets
violence as the intensity builds to an ultimate crescendo
in the form of bare-knuckle brawling.16
After it moved indoors in 1915, the once wide open
game of speed took on an even more physical tone, in
which play moved at 30 miles per hour and, what was
once a game played outdoors, looked more like war
fought within the confines of an indoor rink.17 In 1917,
the NHL was established with an opportunity to tame
the ever-increasing violence.18 However, rather than limit
the violence and fighting, NHL executives chose to keep
violence as part of the professional game.19 In 1922, after
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league owners saw how fighting increased fanfare and
profit, league officials officially codified fighting as part
of the professional game in Rule 56.20 Rule 56, now NHL
Rule 46,—although aimed at limiting fighting—specifically allows one-on-one engagements by providing for when
fighting is permitted and for how fights are to proceed.21
As hockey’s popularity grew, so too did the pressure
on owners to continue attracting and entertaining fans.22
While the game’s speed and finesse attracted many of the
more knowledgeable fans, it was apparent that hockey
appealed to an even wider consumer base for its players’ toughness and the spectacle of violence on the ice.23
Fans not only went to games to see thrilling playmaking
and to see their favored team win, but they also attended
in hopes of seeing a game of revenge, intimidation,
and retaliation spill over into uncontrolled passion and
violence.24 Within this framework of revenge and intimidation, some have noted that hockey players possess
a so-called “stupid point,” in which a player’s level of
anger takes him to a point where rational behavior ceases
and the irrational ensues.25 It is when players pass this
so-called “stupid point” that hockey sees its most violent
and shocking incidents.26 However, in the aftermath of
a 1975 incident that landed Boston Bruin Dave Forbes
in court,27 Forbes’ attorney argued before a Hennepin
County, Minnesota court that it was the game of hockey
that was morally culpable for the gruesome injury that resulted from a vicious butt-end to the eye,28 not his client.29
In his argument, Forbes’ attorney put hockey’s “insistence
on intimidation, on winning at all costs, [and] on accepting grievous injury as just part of the game” on trial
rather than his client’s irrational violent outburst.30 The
attorney placed blame for his client’s outburst squarely
on the game’s shoulders, citing a sort of “Jekyll/Hyde”
effect in which his client could not account for his own
actions.31
While the NHL and the game of hockey were not on
trial for Dave Forbes’ actions, the time might come in the
future when the business minds at the helm of the NHL
will come to answer for their conscious effort to sell violence in hockey in pursuit of greater profits at the expense
of player safety.32

II.

The National Hockey League Downplays
Player Safety Concerns

Just as violence has been a part of ice hockey from the
game’s inception,33 so too has the notion that ice hockey
is a product of sports designed to prepare young men for
success not only on the ice, but also on the battlefield.34 As
such, ice hockey is not only a game of speed and physical
contact; it is also a game of intimidation.35 Consequently,
hockey played as war is generally held to be the only way
to successfully play the game.36 Within this framework,
success on the ice can involve aiming to injure another
team’s star player, or stomaching an injury of one’s own
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team in order to continue battle.37 The bottom line is that,
in the war waged on the ice of the NHL, it pays to injure
the other team’s stars and to ignore one’s own pain to
soldier on.38
The idea that hockey is commensurate with battle is
not merely conjecture; in fact a survey of hockey’s history will produce not only accidental deaths, but also
homicides.39 War waged on the ice makes hockey unlike
any other competitive sport in which players often chat
with each other amicably or help each other up after the
flow of play knocks them to the ground.40 Rather, where
other sports, like football, feature frequent breaks in the
action, the action in hockey rarely breaks for longer than
a few moments during periods of play requiring players
to maintain their intensity and focus at all times.41 Further
differentiating ice hockey from other professional sports,
is that the war waged on the ice has been known to
produce legally cognizable offenses that result in players
facing either criminal or civil liability.42
This combination of violence and war-like competition makes hockey arguably the most dangerous of all
team sports.43 In fact, the list of promising NHL players whose careers have been cut short due to injury is
astounding.44
However, despite the loss of NHL players and the
development of medical knowledge regarding postconcussive syndrome, the NHL has lagged behind the
National Football League (the NFL) in taking steps to
protect players from the devastating effects of head injuries.45 As recently as 2000, the NHL trailed its professional
contact sport counterpart, the NFL, significantly in areas
such as concussion research and in equipment development.46 During this time period, Philadelphia Flyers star
Eric Lindros suffered a concussion that went undiagnosed
for 11 days.47 This incident illuminated the insufficiencies
in the NHL’s player safety protocol, and yet the NHL, and
the Philadelphia Flyers organization, blamed Lindros,
and not the protocol for missing the concussion.48 Rather
than recognize a failure in the NHL medical infrastructure
in botching Lindros’ concussion diagnosis, the Philadelphia Flyers organization suggested that Lindros was
responsible for the delay in diagnosis because he “hid”
his symptoms.49 Outside observers, however, believe that
putting the burden on players to self-report concussionlike symptoms as recently as 2000 evidenced that the
NHL was operating in the stone age of the concussion
issue.50
The difficulty of the self-reporting model has roots in
the notion that hockey is war.51 Hockey players generally
“feel if they can walk, they need to be out there playing…
if they don’t, their teammates will think less of them[,]
[they have] to be tough [and] play hurt.”52 The familial
structure of hockey teams, in which players are not only
teammates, but also friends and “brothers,” reinforces
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this fear of letting teammates down.53 This cohesive bond
leads players to play through injuries and to return to the
game after serious, sometimes career, if not life, threatening injuries.54 Further complicating the idea that players
will self-report concussion-like symptoms is that players
do not always understand what is going on with their
brains the way they understand the limiting nature of
other physical injuries.55
Other barriers to early diagnosis of concussions in
the NHL are that breaks in the action are infrequent, and
there is rarely significant down time between games.56
Additionally, unlike in the NFL, where team physicians
travel with teams to road games, as recently as 2000, NHL
team physicians did not travel with teams.57 Therefore,
instead of physicians dealing with difficult-to-diagnose
concussions, teams entrust athletic trainers. It can sometimes be as long as a week from the time of suspected
injury until a player can see the team physician.58 However, despite the challenges in identifying concussions in
hockey players, as of 2000 the NHL had done relatively
little in the way of protecting athletes from concussions
and improving the League’s medical processes for diagnosing those concussions when they do occur.59
Although the NHL had yet to adopt a comprehensive
policy in identifying and combating concussions in its
sport as of 2000, the severe threat that concussions present
has been recognized by the medical community since at
least 1984, when the medical profession first recognized
the rare, but sometimes fatal, phenomena of second-impact syndrome.60 In fact, rather than recognizing the danger and the severity of the risk posed by brain injuries, it
was not until the 2011-2012 season that the NHL adopted
the use of a “quiet room” for players diagnosed with a
concussion during a game, and finally embraced the term
“concussion” as a cognizable and accepted injury.61 These
modest steps represented the most significant steps the
NHL has taken to address the concussion issue in its nearly 100 year history.62 Whereas the NFL had undertaken
significant research initiatives regarding concussions and
their causes in order to improve protective equipment, the
NHL not only has yet to initiate research into the issue,
but League executives went so far as to refuse collaboration on the issue with the NFL in 1999.63 In fact, despite
growing awareness of concussions in the NHL, League
executives and general managers have refused to label the
growing number of concussions in the league a “crisis” or
an “epidemic,”64 despite data suggesting that concussion
incidents have been, and remain, on the rise in the NFL.65
Rather than celebrating the strides the NHL has made
recently regarding concussions, the timing of increased
awareness should give outside observers pause for concern.66 While concussions to stars Sidney Crosby, Claude
Giroux, and Chris Pronger made headline news around
the League,67 many players who are not stars or who are
still trying to earn spots on team rosters appear hesitant
to bring attention to their concussive injuries.68

Despite downplaying the concussion “crisis,”69 such
injuries in the NHL continue to be a huge problem.70
An April 2011 study that examined NHL data regarding head injuries found that, out of the fewer than 800
NHL players, a full 10% of those players experienced or
will potentially suffer a serious head injury.71 Of those
reporting having experiencing a head injury, around 20%
reported suffering from symptoms of severe trauma, such
as amnesia, following the initial injury.72 Further, of those
who suffered head injuries, the vast majority missed or
will miss playing time as a result.73 As players suffer repeated concussions the length of time in recovery tends to
increase significantly.74 Further, after sustaining an initial
head injury, players have a significantly higher likelihood
of suffering subsequent head injuries. In fact, players who
suffer a second or third head injury usually require 2.25
times more rehabilitation and recovery time than do those
players suffering from their first head injuries.75
While the recent information regarding the frequency
with which NHL players suffer head injuries is troubling,
the symptoms suffered by players in the weeks after sustaining such injuries are only the beginning of resulting
problems.76 In 2007, North Carolina’s Center for the Study
of Retired Athletes (the Center) distributed a survey to
former NFL players who had suffered three or more concussions during their careers. Five-hundred-ninety-five
players responded.77 Of those responding to the inquiry,
over 20% reported experiencing episodes of depression.78
From these responses, and other research, the Center
concluded that the rate of depression among retired NFL
players who experienced head injuries during their careers was three times that of players who had not.79
Concerns about concussions and their aftermath were
pushed to the forefront of both NHL and national media
discussion when longtime fighter Derek Boogaard was
found dead in his Minnesota apartment in May 2011.80
After the toxicology report was released, Boogaard’s
family confirmed in a public statement that he had been
battling with substance addiction and abuse, as his role
as an enforcer in the NHL required that he play through
pain and suffer severe physical beatings on a nightly basis
in order to maintain his roster spot.81 At the time of his
death, Boogaard was undergoing treatment for his substance abuse with the support of the NHL, the National
Hockey League Players’ Association (the NHLPA), and
the New York Rangers.82 Prior to his death, the New York
Rangers enlisted Boogaard’s services as fighter.83 During
his first and only year with the team, Boogaard played
in only 22 games before his season was cut short after
suffering a concussion and shoulder injury in a fight on
December 9, 2010.84 Boogaard struggled to recover after
sustaining the concussion, the third reported concussion
of his career, and often needed to wear sunglasses, as his
eyes were sensitive to sunlight.85 While the media and
the NHL were quick to dismiss notions that Boogaard’s
death was related to his head injuries, friend and former
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NHL enforcer, Georges Laraque, informed the media
that Boogaard was “down” in the days leading up to his
death.86
After a stint in rehabilitation prior to the 2009-10
season, teammates said that Boogaard had lost his personality and that he would frequently pass out in both the
locker room and in the middle of card games on the team
plane.87 Additionally, Boogaard was increasingly dependent on painkillers and alcohol, often buying thousands
of dollars of painkillers at a time.88 After suffering the
season-ending concussion on December 9, 2010, Boogaard
exhibited symptoms of severe depression as he often inexplicably broke down into tears and lived in seclusion.89
Still later, Boogaard developed manic mood swings in
which he would be sullen in one moment and, in the next,
be constructing grand plans for his future.90 This behavior
continued and worsened until his eventual death from an
overdose of painkillers and alcohol in May 2011.91

The NFL has dealt with issues related to C.T.E. proactively and, although initially resistant to the idea that onfield head injuries were related to the onset of C.T.E., have
donated significant money to underwrite Boston University’s Center for the Study of Traumatic Encephalopathy’s
research.101 Despite the loss of four former enforcers due
to complications from C.T.E., the same cannot be said of
the NHL, as Commissioner Gary Bettman is skeptical of
the connection between on-ice head injuries and the onset
of C.T.E. He stated that “it’s way premature to be drawing
any conclusions at this point.”102
However, despite the alarming evidence that concussions continue to be a significant problem in the NHL, altering the game to provide for better player safety is not a
black-and-white issue for the League, as increasing player
safety can sometimes be at odds with League profits.103
An illustrative example of this is the fact that the NHL
could go a long way to alleviate on-ice congestion, and
also lessen the frequency of violent collisions, by widening the ice surface to European dimensions.104 However,
widening NHL playing surfaces would mean eliminating
seats in the arenas and therefore forfeiting profits in the
name of player safety.105

After his death, Boogaard’s family agreed to donate
his brain for research, and the Boston University School of
Medicine stated that Boogaard’s brain would be examined for signs of degenerative disease characteristic of
repeated traumatic brain injury.92 After five months of research, the results of the study confirmed that Boogaard’s
brain was severely damaged from repeated injuries.93
Medical researchers concluded that Boogaard suffered
from chronic traumatic encephalopathy (C.T.E.), a disease
closely related to Alzheimer’s disease.94 Although C.T.E.
can only be diagnosed definitively posthumously, doctors say that it manifests itself in life in the form of mood
swings, memory loss, impulsiveness, and addiction.95
With this scientific finding, it is evident that although the
NHL initially dismissed any assertion that Boogaard’s
death was connected with head injuries, Boogaard’s
behavior prior to his overdose was indicative of C.T.E
caused by repeated traumatic brain injury.96

The same focus on the bottom line is also present in
decisions on restructuring the game so as to limit violent
collisions on ice. As noted earlier, ice hockey is unique
among other sports due in large part to the violent play
that transpires on the ice.106 As such, a significant majority
of owners, executives, and general managers believe that
maintaining a certain level of on-ice violence is essential
to maintaining the game’s popularity with fans.107 While
recent moves by the NHL suggest a commitment to limiting violent collisions,108 given the allure and profitability
of on-ice violence, NHL executives have been hesitant to
punish its players too harshly for violating rules aimed at
protecting players and promoting player safety.109

Despite troubling signs indicative of C.T.E. and the
significant risks that accompany the disease, those positioned best to assist Boogaard, the New York Rangers’
medical staff, overlooked the symptoms and continued
to prescribe painkillers.97 While the NHL continued to
deny that Boogaard’s death was related to head injuries
sustained during his career, after receiving a call from
Boogaard’s distraught brothers, who found the ex-NHL
enforcer dead in his Minnesota apartment, Boogaard’s
father simply stated, “I knew this was going to happen.”98

Indicative of this hesitance to punish players too
harshly for violating protective rules is the NHL Department of Player Safety’s election to include player intent
as an element of doling out punishment for violation of
player safety rules.110 While the NFL, cognizant of player
safety concerns, has embarked to eliminate helmet-tohelmet hits by outlawing those hits under a strict liability
regime that punishes violators heavily,111 the NHL enforces its equivalent rule in a squishy manner that results
in wildly inconsistent punishments for violations.112

On May 10th of this year, Boogaard’s family filed
suit in the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois, alleging
“that the NHL is responsible for the physical trauma and
brain damage that Boogaard sustained…and for the addiction to prescription painkillers” that ultimately caused
his death.99 This wrongful death suit “…could have farreaching implications…to all NHL players generally.…
[It] could be the first step toward” concussion litigation
on similar scale to that experienced by the NFL.100

The NFL has recognized that league executives are
responsible for player health and safety not only for the
sake of NFL players, but also for the sake of collegiate and
youth leagues for which the NFL serves as example and
role model.113 However, the NHL, committed to “tradition” and to “physicality,” has been sluggish in addressing an epidemic of concussions that affect significant
numbers of players and former players and has resulted
in the deaths of at least four former enforcers.114
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Although the NHL contends that there is no definitive link between on-ice head injuries and resulting long
term issues like C.T.E, medical researchers believe that the
League is “trading money for brain cells” by not taking
affirmative steps to address player safety concerns.115
Such disregard for player safety in the name of preserving
profit is not dissimilar to cigarette manufacturer behavior
in concealing nicotine’s addictive qualities, behavior that
courts concluded was culpable and worthy of finding
liability.116

III.

History of Liability Arising from On-Ice
Transactions

Although hockey’s dangerous nature is widely
known, courts have not categorically ruled out finding liability for on-ice transactions.117 While courts have
traditionally frowned upon players losing their composure during competition, judges often err on the side of
leniency, given the interest in keeping the game competitive and entertaining.118 Despite the fact that courts have
set the standard for finding liability in on-ice transactions
high, decisions in cases that find liability and dicta in
cases where courts decline to find liability inform that
there is a point where players cross the line from excusable altercations to culpable misconduct.119
In 1981, a jury sitting in United States federal court
awarded $850,000 in damages to former NHL player
Dennis Polonich for injuries sustained during an onice transaction with Wilf Paiement.120 The underlying
incident that resulted in a judgment against Paiement
occurred in October of 1978.121 After the two NHL enforcers exchanged words, Paiement hunted down Polonich
and struck him across the face with his hockey stick.122
Polonich suffered a concussion, a severely broken nose
that required reconstructive surgery, and other facial lacerations from the attack.123 Although Polonich returned
to play just 18 games after the incident, he was never able
to return to his prior form and was out of the NHL by
1982.124
More recently, in a similar incident, Montreal Canadiens prospect Alexander Perezhogin found himself
before an Ontario criminal court for an on-ice incident
that occurred in April 2004.125 Perezhogin was ultimately
charged and convicted of assault causing bodily harm
for viciously swinging his stick like a baseball bat and
striking opposing player, Garrett Stafford, in the face.126
The victim was hospitalized following the altercation as
he suffered both severe facial lacerations and a severe
concussion.127 The immediate aftermath of this particular incident is especially haunting as it depicts Stafford
convulsing as he suffered an apparent seizure from the
trauma.128 Both Perezhogin’s resulting criminal conviction and popular reaction to the incident inform observers that, while players assume certain general risks when

competing, they do not necessarily assume the risk of
every particular injury that might befall them during
competition.129
Even though these incidents represent what most
would call absolutely egregious behavior, courts have not
limited their findings of participant liability to when players use their sticks as weapons.130 In particular, Melvin
Unruh recovered a judgment of $3,761,090.81 from defendant Steve Webber for an on-ice incident that occurred
during a youth hockey game that left Unruh a C4 paraplegic.131 The incident that led to Webber’s liability occurred when both Webber and Unruh were chasing down
a puck behind Unruh’s team’s net.132 Unruh was pursuing the puck with the much larger Webber trailing behind
when Webber made contact with Unruh’s back and sent
him careening into the end-boards.133 The hit was a clear
violation of Canadian Amateur Hockey Association Rule
53, which prohibits hits from behind, and Webber was
assessed a five-minute major penalty on the play.134 While
the trial judge ultimately entered judgment in favor of
the plaintiff, he did not do so on the basis of maliciousness or egregious conduct.135 Rather, the trial judge held
Webber liable on the basis that, given his understanding
of Rule 53 and its purpose of protecting players from
serious injury, he owed Unruh a duty to observe that rule
and was negligent in performing that duty.136 In judging
Webber’s conduct, however, the trial judge elected to apply a reckless standard rather than an ordinary negligence
standard, given the fact that the incident occurred during
sport.137 The court’s finding, and its subsequent approval
on appeal, inform us that players do not assume certain
particular risks, and they do not necessarily assume the
risk that opposing players will disregard rules and, in doing so, expose them to severe harm.138
While these cases evidence that courts will not always balk at holding players accountable for their on-ice
behavior, it is not unheard of for injured players to sue
the governing bodies of the leagues in which they played
when injured.139 In addition to suing governing bodies for
injuries sustained during play, players have also successfully sued teams, coaches, and owners for the conduct of
their players that led to serious injury.140
What is evident from the litigation related to onice injuries is that players, teams, coaches, owners, and
leagues are not necessarily insulated from liability by
dint of assumption of risk. Rather, courts have delineated between the general risks assumed by ice hockey
participants and certain particular risk, such as injuries
sustained as a result of egregious, malicious, or reckless behavior. While suits dealing with this delineation
between general and particular risks are relatively sparse
for cases arising directly out of ice hockey, the waves of
cigarette liability litigation in the 1980s and 1990s thoroughly developed this area of the law.
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IV.

Cigarette Manufacturers Fail to Warn and
Pay the Price

The health concerns associated with smoking have
been a matter of public knowledge since as early as the
late nineteenth century, and anti-smoking campaigns
have existed since as early as the seventeenth century.141
In fact, the prevalence of messages to the public that
smoking might be fatal suggested to many that expectations of deleterious health effects were ingrained in
cigarette consumers’ expectations of the product they
were purchasing.142 Such was the attitude towards plaintiffs in the first wave of product liability suits against
cigarette manufacturers in the 1950s and 1960s as courts
and juries refused to award plaintiffs damages for what
were viewed as choices for which consumers should take
personal responsibility.143
Plaintiffs in cigarette liability suits advance their
theories of recovery based on the notion that cigarette
manufacturers failed to adequately warn them of the
health risks posed by smoking and for what they allege
as misleading advertising.144 However, these theories
of recovery face significant hurdles to success in American courts of law.145 Among those hurdles are statutory
preemption by the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act of 1965 and the exclusion of cigarettes from
the purview of Restatement Second of Torts § 402A.146
By expressly stating that tobacco is not unreasonably
dangerous because of possible deleterious health effects
of smoking, the Restatement appears to take the position
that smokers assume the “common knowledge” health
risks posed by tobacco.147
However, in a “second wave” of liability suits against
cigarette manufacturers, plaintiffs successfully advanced
claims predicated not on the deleterious health effects
of cigarettes in general, but rather on the theory that
manufacturers failed to disclose and, in fact, suppressed
information regarding the particular risk of nicotine
addiction.148
A.

Courts Differentiate Between Assumption of
General Risks and Assumption of Particular Risks

Generally, a manufacturer has no duty to warn consumers of risks associated with its product when those
risks are a matter of common knowledge within the community.149 However, during the second wave of cigarette
liability litigation, courts acknowledged that, in order for
a consumer to assume a certain risk as a matter of law
and absolve manufacturers of a duty to warn, those consumers must first appreciate not only general risks associated with a product, but also particular risks.150 As such,
while suits predicated on the general health risks posed
by cigarettes were precluded as knowledge of such risks
was held to be “common knowledge” as a matter of law
after 1964, suits predicated on the particular risk posed
by nicotine addiction were not barred because knowledge
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of such risk was not “common knowledge” and was not
included within the general risks posed by cigarettes.151
In American Tobacco Co. v. Grinnell, the Supreme Court
of Texas dealt with the issue of whether “common knowledge” of the health risks posed by cigarette smoking was
such that manufacturers were relieved of their duty to
warn smokers of those risks.152 The court ultimately held
that the defendant failed to adequately prove that knowledge of addictive nature of cigarettes was so prevalent
as to entitle the defendant to summary judgment on the
matter.153 In reaching this conclusion, the court differentiated the general risks posed by smoking, which were
commonly known by the time the plaintiff’s decedent
started smoking in 1952, and the particular risk of addiction, which the court concluded was not commonly
known until the release of the 1988 Surgeon General
Report on Nicotine Addiction.154 Given that addiction
represented a danger that was entirely separate from
those physical dangers presented by cigarettes, the court
refused to conclude that consumers assumed the specific
risk of addiction when they assumed those general health
risks posed by cigarettes.155
In McLean v. Philip Morris, Inc., the United States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas distinguished
between claims predicated on the general health risks
posed by cigarettes, and the particular risk of addiction
posed by cigarettes.156 The court held that the Tobacco
Products Labeling Act did not bar claims based on the
particular risk of addiction, because the defendants failed
to establish that knowledge of the addiction risk was so
widely known to be “common knowledge” when the
plaintiffs started smoking.157 The court reasoned that,
because the particular risk of addiction was not generally
known to the community, the plaintiffs could not be said
to have assumed that particular risk because knowledge
of a potential risk is essential to assumption of that risk as
a matter of law.158
B.

Courts Punish Cigarette Manufacturers for
Suppressing Information Regarding Addiction to
Preserve Profit

In addition to allowing plaintiffs to advance claims
predicated on cigarette manufacturers’ failure to warn of
addictive risks, some courts found cigarette manufacturers’ conduct contributing to lack of knowledge regarding
cigarettes’ addictive qualities so reprehensible as to warrant awards of punitive damages.159
In Boeken v. Philip Morris Inc., the Court of Appeals
for the Second District, Division 4, in California went
into great detail in analyzing the reprehensibility of the
defendant’s conduct in marketing a product it knew to
be unreasonably dangerous to consumers.160 The Court
concluded that, as of 1959, internal memoranda from the
defendant acknowledged that one of the major reasons
why people continued to smoke was nicotine’s addic-
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tive effect.161 However, despite these suspicions, the
defendant and other cigarette manufacturers embarked
on a campaign to spark a “false-controversy” in hopes
of creating doubts among smokers regarding emerging studies on cigarettes’ deleterious effect on health.162
Further, rather than taking steps to make cigarettes safer,
the defendant responded to findings suggesting that
nicotine was addictive and causing significant health
problems by adding chemicals to its cigarettes in order
to make them more addictive and harmful and marketed
the brand under the guise that the new formula was safer
than previous cigarettes.163 Drawing on this evidence of
malfeasance, the Court concluded that the defendant’s
conscious disregard for consumer safety for the purpose
of producing a more addictive and, thus, more successful
cigarette, was the type of reprehensible conduct that warranted punitive damages.164
Although the general health risks associated with
smoking cigarettes was held to be a matter of “common
knowledge” by 1964, the “second wave” of cigarette liability cases demonstrates that where there is a particular
risk within a generally dangerous product, manufacturers remain duty-bound, under penalty of civil liability, to
disclose that particular risk when it comes within their
knowledge.

V.

Merril Hoge Recovers from Chicago Bears
for Concussion Predicated on Team’s
Suppression of Information

Although popular belief is that athletes injured
during competition are barred from suit by theories of
assumption of risk or of comparative or contributory
negligence,165 some commentators believe that the everincreasing social awareness regarding the dangers of
concussions will spur an expansion of litigation involving
a plaintiff-athlete suing a defendant-team or governing
institution for concussions and their aftermath.166 Although most concussion-related cases tend to settle before
reaching trial, Merril Hoge’s successful suit against the
physician employed by his former NFL team might be
indicative of this trend towards more concussion-related
litigation.167
Hoge’s suit was predicated on the theory that the
Chicago Bears’ physician failed to alert him to the long
term dangers associated with post-concussion syndrome
and to warn him regarding the severity of concussions
he sustained during competition.168 At the close of the
two-week trial, the jury awarded Hoge $1.45 million for
the unpaid two years of his three-year contract with the
Bears and an additional $100,000 for pain and suffering.169
Testimony during trial included that of former Bears head
coach, Dave Wannstedt, and several doctors and medical
experts.170
The Bears’ team physician, Dr. John Munsell, argued
that Hoge was responsible for the injuries he suffered

while playing and their subsequent effect on his health.171
However, the jury concluded from testimony heard that
Munsell should have explained the risks associated with
returning to play too soon after receiving a concussion
and the long term implications associated with brain
injuries.172 While sports culture informs us that athletes
routinely play through pain, Hoge did not know what the
symptoms of his concussions meant and, by not sitting
Hoge down and preventing his premature return to play,
Munsell exposed Hoge to the risk of prolonged postconcussive syndrome.173 Consequently, the jury determined that Munsell’s failure to do so contributed directly
to brain damage suffered by Hoge and related difficulties
concentrating.174
Hoge’s victory in court shows that juries do not
always believe that athletes in collision sports assume all
risks associated with injuries, and that to some extent, the
sport culture of sacrificing individual well-being in the
name of profit and victories results in liability.
Hoge’s case is unique in that most courts acknowledge a need to weigh the benefits of protecting participants from suffering injuries as a result of playing sports
against the idea that participation is largely voluntary,
and that physical contact with resulting injuries is inherent in collision sports.175 The result is that liability for
injuries sustained during competition in collision sports
lies only where a plaintiff can prove that a defendant was
reckless in exposing the former to the risk of injury, rather
than mere negligence.176 As such, injuries that are the
result of customarily accepted means of playing a sport
generally do not result in liability, as courts often hold
that athletes assume the risk of these ordinary injuries,
as they are within the notorious and foreseeable ambit
of dangers associated with participation.177 However,
Hoge’s case illustrates that while head injuries are a risk
inherent in participation in collision sports,178 the long
term implications associated with such injuries are not
as notorious and foreseeable as the acute injuries, and
players do not necessarily assume the risk of developing
C.T.E. or other cognitive disorders, such as early onset
Alzheimer’s.179
Collision sports are a large part of American culture
and it is understandable why courts have been reluctant
to assign liability for injuries sustained during the ordinary course of play.180 However, as information regarding the long term effects of brain injuries continues to
develop, it has become increasingly evident that courts
might not be as willing to accept that premature return to
competition after sustaining a brain injury is a risk that is
inherent in collision sports.181
Both Hoge’s case and continuing development of
knowledge regarding brain injuries and their long term
effects from concussions inform us that individuals,
teams, and organizations that pressure or otherwise permit athletes to return to play before fully recovering from
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a brain injury can be held accountable for their actions in
court.182

VI. Potential Future Liability for the National
Hockey League
Similar to the culpable conducts of cigarette manufacturers in propagating a “false controversy” regarding
particular health effects of their product183 and of Chicago
Bears physician John Munsell in failing to fully inform
football player Merril Hoge of long term risks associated with returning to play too quickly after sustaining a
concussion,184 the NHL has engaged in behavior aimed at
diminishing concerns over the ever-developing problem
of head injuries in the League.185 Additionally, while the
NFL has acknowledged the problem of head injuries in its
league and taken affirmative steps to stem the rising tide
of concussions,186 the NHL has waffled at doing the same
by instituting a similar rule without the bite of strict liability.187 Absent a clear stance on the head injury issue from
the NHL’s top echelon, the culture of the game has not
witnessed meaningful change and remains just as dangerous as it was when the concussion issue first emerged.188
While part of this hesitance to change lies with players’
commitment to the traditional norms of the game,189 the
NHL front office is ultimately the administrator of formal
League policy and balks at altering physicality for fear of
losing ticket sales.190 However, the position of NFL Senior
Vice-President Ray Anderson, informs us that league governing bodies are not only responsible for ensuring that
the product on the field or ice is profitable, but are also
responsible for ensuring ongoing player safety.191
By downplaying concerns regarding the long term
effects of head injuries, treating the seriousness of concussions unevenly, and by selectively enforcing penalties
for prohibited hits that target the head, the NHL has, at
the least, negligently attended to its duty of ensuring
player safety. As concussions still appear to be minimized
injuries among the League’s less heralded players and
those who are expected to return to competition too soon
after suffering head injuries, it cannot be said that players assume the particular long term risks associated with
playing with such risks. Both the Restatement Second of
Torts and cigarette liability cases inform us that there is a
difference between assuming general risks and assuming
certain particular risks associated with a given activity.
Therefore, it is foreseeable that the NHL could face liability in the future for exposing players to the risk of the
long term effects of head injuries without fully informing
about or protecting those players from that risk.

liability cases differentiates between the assumption
of general risks and the assumption of certain particular risks. These cases show that knowledge of the risk
is essential for that risk to be assumed. Given that the
NHL has openly expressed skepticism regarding the link
between on-ice concussions and certain long term effects
like C.T.E., it can hardly be taken for granted that players
have assumed the risk of long term effects associated with
head injuries. The NHL owes its players a duty of vigilant
protection of player safety. By endeavoring to diminish
any connection between on-ice head injuries and long
term effects, the NHL has deprived players of important
information in assessing risks of continuing to play after
injury and negligently performed its duty to protect
player safety. For this failure, the NHL could find itself in
litigation with a class of players who suffer from the long
term effects associated with traumatic brain injuries.
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Cat and Mouse: The Interplay of Copyright Law and
Innovation in the Internet Age
By Jonathan Bloom
I.

Introduction

Word that Congress is preparing to undertake a
comprehensive view of copyright law, with an eye toward
accounting for technological change, prompts reflection
on how courts have dealt with new technology under current copyright law. In the Internet era, courts have regularly been called upon to apply the Copyright Act in new
contexts and to fashion common law copyright doctrines
so as to fairly balance the rights of copyright owners with
those of innovative, entrepreneurial users. The resulting
body of case law will likely inform the debate over how
the law should be revised.
The Internet has presented copyright owners with
new opportunities to disseminate their works, as well as
with new challenges in combating infringement. Confronted with a wide range of online services that use
third-party content, courts have sought to allow socially
beneficial new technology to flourish while preventing
piracy and thereby protecting the legitimate prerogatives
of copyright owners. Over time, as the law has evolved
in response to new online services, those services have
evolved in response to the law. This interaction of copyright law and digital technology in the Internet age has
been something of a cat-and-mouse game, featuring a
dynamic interplay between law and innovation.
This article looks at this phenomenon through a
sample of cases litigated over the past decade and a half.
It does not address cases primarily construing the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA), an elaborate statutory regime about which much ink has been, and will be,
spilled, and which is sure to be reevaluated as Congress
takes stock of the Copyright Act. The article focuses
instead on how courts have applied traditional copyright
liability doctrines, defenses, and statutory rights to new
services. These cases, involving peer-to-peer file sharing
services, a digital “storage locker,” search engines, a reseller of “used” MP3 music files, and services that stream
television broadcasts without authorization over the
Internet, reflect the fact that copyright owners and online
services each have a role to play in realizing the copyright
law objective of encouraging the creation and dissemination of works of authorship. The challenge lies in properly
defining the parameters within which each may act.

II.

File-Sharing: Napster Begets Grokster Begets
Inducement

A.

Napster

No phenomenon has more severely tested the law’s
ability to protect copyright owners than the emergence

of peer-to-peer file sharing services—first music-oriented
sites and now also video-oriented sites such as YouTube.
The first legal skirmish in the effort to rein in this phenomenon was the case against Napster, Inc. (Napster).
Napster was the phenomenally popular pioneer in
enabling millions of users around the world to “share”
MP3 music files with other users without permission of
the copyright owners. The litigation, which resulted in
the original Napster’s demise, produced what remains an
important ruling in defining the contours of contributory
and vicarious infringement for online service providers.
Napster was sued in 1999 in the Northern District
of California for contributory and vicarious copyright
infringement by a group of major record labels and music
publishers who moved for a preliminary injunction.
Among the district court’s factual findings at the preliminary injunction stage was that “a majority of Napster users use the service to download and upload copyrighted
music,” which, the court found, violated the copyright
owners’ reproduction and distribution rights.1 With respect to contributory infringement, with its “knowledge”
and “material contribution” prongs,2 the court held that
Napster did not need to have knowledge of “specific acts
of infringement” to be liable, and it rejected Napster’s
argument that it did not have sufficient knowledge of
infringement because it could not distinguish infringing from noninfringing files. The court also found that
Napster’s provision of support services, without which
users could not find the music they wanted, amounted to
a material contribution to infringement. With respect to
vicarious infringement, the court found that the plaintiffs
were likely to establish that Napster had a direct financial
interest in the infringing activity and the right and ability
to supervise its users’ conduct.3 Based on these findings,
the district court entered a broad preliminary injunction
that barred Napster from “engaging in, or facilitating others in copying, downloading, uploading, transmitting, or
distributing plaintiffs’ copyrighted musical compositions
and sound recordings…without express permission of the
rights owner.”4
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit agreed that Napster
users were direct infringers.5 As to contributory infringement by Napster, the court rejected Napster’s reliance on
the “staple article of commerce” doctrine articulated in
Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,6 which protects
the distributor of a product “capable of substantial noninfringing uses” against imputed knowledge of infringement based solely on the distribution of the product that
can be used to infringe. The Court held that Napster’s
“actual, specific knowledge of direct infringement”
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rendered Sony of “limited assistance” to Napster.7 Yet
the Court drew a “clear distinction” between “the architecture of the Napster system” and “Napster’s conduct
in relation to the operational capacity of the system.”8
Under Sony, it refused to “impute the requisite level of
knowledge to Napster merely because peer-to-peer file
sharing technology may be used to infringe plaintiffs’
copyrights,” since it found Napster capable of noninfringing use. However, “if a computer system operator learns
of specific infringing material available on his system and
fails to purge such material from the system, the operator
knows of and contributes to direct infringement.”9
On the other hand, absent specific information identifying infringing activity, a computer system operator
“cannot be liable for contributory infringement merely
because the structure of the system allows for the exchange of copyrighted material.” In Napster’s case, the
Court found evidence that Napster had “actual knowledge that specific infringing material” was available using
its system; that Napster could block access to the system
by suppliers of the infringing material; and that it failed
to remove the material.10 As for material contribution,
the Court found that Napster provided the “site and
facilities” for direct infringement and thereby materially
contributed to it.11
Turning to vicarious infringement, the Ninth Circuit
found that Napster’s future revenue was “directly dependent upon” increasing its user base and that more users
would register as the quality and quantity of the available
music increased.12 Napster also had the right and ability
to police its system but “failed to exercise the right to prevent the exchange of copyrighted material.”13 The court
pointed out that Napster’s ability to police its system was
limited by the fact that Napster did not “read” the content
of the indexed files but merely ascertained whether they
were in the proper format.14 Yet it found that Napster had
the ability to locate infringing material on its search indices and to terminate users’ access to the system and that
Napster’s failure to police its “premises” while financially
benefiting from the continuing availability of infringing
files on its system likely made it a vicarious infringer.
Although the court of appeals agreed with the district
court that injunctive relief was warranted, it narrowed
the scope of the injunction. Whereas the district court had
essentially barred Napster from facilitating any unauthorized file sharing, the Ninth Circuit held that the “mere
existence of the Napster system absent actual notice and
Napster’s demonstrated failure to remove the offending
material” was “insufficient to impose contributory liability.”15 Instead, the Court held, contributory infringement
required a showing that Napster (i) received “reasonable knowledge of specific infringing files with copyrighted musical compositions and sound recordings”; (ii)
“knows or should know that such files are available on
the Napster system”; and (iii) “fail[ed] to act to prevent
viral distribution of the works.”16 It also held that Napster
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could be vicariously liable when it failed to “affirmatively
use its ability to patrol its system and preclude access to
potentially infringing files listed in its search index.”17
Conforming the injunction to its more nuanced view
of Napster’s potential liability, the Court assigned to
the plaintiffs the burden of providing notice to Napster
of “copyrighted works and files containing such works
available on the Napster system before Napster has the
duty to disable access to the offending content.”18 Somewhat confusingly, it also required Napster to “polic[e] the
system within the limits of the system,” while acknowledging that the system did not allow Napster to access
users’ MP3 files.19
By holding that Sony did not protect Napster where
it failed to act on actual or constructive knowledge of
specific instances of infringement, the Ninth Circuit
narrowed application of the staple article of commerce
doctrine to reflect the degree of control that Napster could
exercise over the use of its system. By requiring knowledge of specific infringements as a predicate for liability,
the Court effectively held that noninfringing uses of Napster, such as the sharing of public domain or authorized
material, could not be sacrificed to a broad, prophylactic
conception of contributory infringement. The court thus
defined policing infringement as a shared burden akin to
the DMCA notice-and-takedown regime.
Pursuant to its vicarious infringement analysis, the
court did nominally impose on Napster an affirmative obligation to identify infringing files within the limits of its
system. However, in emphasizing the limits of Napster’s
ability to identify infringing files, the court signaled that
although Napster could not be willfully blind to infringing conduct, an affirmative policing obligation would
not override the “specific notice” trigger for contributory
liability. This too paralleled the DMCA, which provides
expressly that a service provider need not take affirmative
steps to discover infringement to qualify for safe-harbor
protection.20
B.

Aimster

After Napster shut down in July 2001 to comply
with the injunction, other services stepped in to fill the
P2P void—and, they hoped, to stay on the right side of
the law. Among these opportunistic services was Aimster.21 Aimster was an email-based file sharing service
that sought to get around Napster by using encryption
to avoid acquiring actual or constructive knowledge of
specific infringing files. Aimster users could designate
other registered Aimster users as “buddies” and communicate with them when they were online by attaching any
files they wanted to share. All such communications were
encrypted by the sender and decrypted by the recipient
using software supplied by Aimster. Aimster argued that
because of the encryption software, it lacked knowledge
of which songs were being shared by users and therefore
could not be contributorily liable.
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As in Napster, the district court found that the plaintiffs were likely to succeed on their contributory and
vicarious infringement claims and entered a preliminary
injunction. On appeal, the Seventh Circuit, in an opinion
by Judge Richard A. Posner, held that willful blindness is
knowledge for purposes of contributory infringement and
that Aimster’s principal could not escape liability by preventing himself from learning “what surely he strongly
suspects”—that his users were copyright infringers.22
The Court also articulated limits on Sony that would
figure prominently in the Grokster case. First, the court
noted that the “seller of a product or service used solely to
facilitate copyright infringement, though it was capable in
principle of noninfringing uses,” would not be immune
from liability for contributory infringement. Second, the
Court noted that Sony “had not in its advertising encouraged the use of the Betamax to infringe copyright.23
Therefore, even if one’s product or service theoretically
were capable of noninfringing uses (something Aimster
had failed to establish), that fact would not carry the day
in the face of evidence of culpable conduct (which was
not present in Sony).
C.

Grokster

The Grokster defendants (Grokster and StreamCast)
took a different approach to avoiding Napster’s legal
pitfalls: they eliminated the central server by which
Napster facilitated—and could monitor and restrict—its
users’ file sharing activity. Grokster and StreamCast each
used software that enabled users to send requests for files
directly to the computers of other users with compatible
software. On Grokster, the requests went to a user’s computer designated as a “supernode,” which had the ability
to index files available on computers connected to it. If
the requested file was found, the supernode disclosed its
location to the requesting computer so the requesting user
could download the file directly from the computer on
which it resided. StreamCast’s service operated primarily in a similar user-to-user manner, albeit without using
supernodes.24 In both services, the central server function
was effectively outsourced to users.
The district court granted, and the Ninth Circuit
affirmed, summary judgment for the defendants based
on Sony.25 The Ninth Circuit held that the decentralized
architecture of their software gave the defendants no
actual knowledge of specific instances of infringement
and that the defendants did not materially contribute to
infringement because it occurred directly between users.
The decentralized architecture of the system also, in the
Ninth Circuit’s view, precluded a finding of vicarious
infringement. The Supreme Court granted certiorari and
reversed.
Justice Souter, in his opinion for a unanimous Court,
found that although the services did not know which
particular files were copied, searches using their software

showed what was available on the networks reached
by their software. A search conducted by the plaintiffs
showed that nearly 90% of the files available on the
Grokster system were copyrighted works. Although none
of the infringing activity passed through the defendants’
servers, the Court noted that Grokster and StreamCast
were not “merely passive recipients of information about
infringing uses.”26 Rather, the record was “replete with
evidence” that the defendants intended their software to
be used to download copyrighted works and that each
“took active steps to encourage infringement.”27 After
Napster was sued, for example, StreamCast distributed
OpenNap software to Napster users to capture the email
addresses of millions of Napster users to whom it could
promote its service and distribute its software, with
the express goal of becoming the next Napster. It also
marketed itself as the best Napster alternative. Grokster
likewise sought to attract Napster users by directing
those searching for Napster to its own website. In addition, both companies sold advertising, the value of which
increased with the volume of copyrighted work available,
and neither made any effort to filter copyrighted material
or otherwise impede the sharing of copyrighted files.
Among the relevant policy considerations the Court
identified was the Sony principle that imposing liability on distributors of software based on its potential for
unlawful use “could limit further development of beneficial technologies.”28 The Court observed that “[t]he
more artistic protection is favored, the more technological
innovation may be discouraged” and that administering
copyright law is “an exercise in managing the trade-off.”29
However, the Court found compelling reasons why (contrary to the Ninth Circuit’s analysis) Sony did not control.
It noted that under the staple article of commerce doctrine, liability can be imposed where the evidence shows
“more acute fault than the mere understanding that some
of one’s products will be misused.”30 As it found ample
evidence of “more acute fault” on the part of Grokster
and StreamCast—namely, “statements [and] actions directed to promoting infringement”31—the Court held that
Sony did not apply.
Looking to the doctrine of patent inducement, the
Court held that “one who distributes a device with the
object of promoting its use to infringe copyright, as
shown by clear expression or other affirmative steps
taken to foster infringement, is liable for the resulting acts
of infringement by third parties.”32 The Court cautioned
that “mere knowledge of infringing potential or of actual
infringing uses” would not be enough to subject a distributor to inducement liability.33 Instead, inducement
premises liability on “purposeful, culpable expression
and conduct” and thus “does nothing to compromise
legitimate commerce or discourage innovation having a
lawful promise.”34 Based on evidence of the defendants’
support for and encouragement of infringement by users,
the Court reversed the grant of summary judgment. On
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remand, the district court found StreamCast liable after
Grokster settled.35
***
The concept of inducing infringement had long been
a nominal element of the common-law contributory
infringement standard, but it took a clever effort to circumvent Napster and to exploit Sony to prod the Supreme
Court to give new definition to the concept of inducement
in copyright law. In Grokster, the Supreme Court refined
the law of secondary infringement to plug a hole the
lower courts, hewing to Sony, had allowed Grokster and
StreamCast to exploit. Grokster now gives content owners
a new weapon against bad actors whose distance from,
and lack of knowledge of, specific infringing acts otherwise might allow them to escape liability.36 It is a good
example of the legal cat catching the Internet mouse.

III.

Space-Shifting

In Sony, the Supreme Court held that it was fair use
for private individuals to “time-shift” television programs
by taping the broadcasts using the Sony Betamax video
cassette recorder for viewing when they chose programs
they had been invited to view over the air for free. A
variation on this concept informed the business model for
a service offered by MP3.com. In 2000, MP3.com launched
My.MP3.com, which allowed subscribers who could
demonstrate that they owned copies of CDs to listen to
the recordings over the Internet. MP3.com did this by
purchasing thousands of CDs, copying them onto its servers, and streaming them over the Internet at the request
of subscribers. The concept was that the service would
function as a virtual CD “storage locker,” allowing users
to “space shift” their CDs, with MP3.com’s streamed CDs
taking the place of their own.
The service was designed to avoid the legal quagmire
then confronting Napster, which, as discussed above,
allowed users to share music files with others who had
not purchased the songs (which is why its space-shifting
defense failed).37 MP3.com’s service was an effort to enhance the user’s listening opportunities without impairing the market for the sound recordings, since use of the
service was contingent on having purchased the songs.
The problem was that this virtual substitute for
playing one’s own CD involved the making of an unauthorized copy by MP3.com. The district court in UMG
Recordings, Inc. v. MP3.com38 held on summary judgment
that this copying was not fair use because it involved an
unauthorized, commercial, nontransformative reproduction of entire sound recordings that “invade[d] plaintiffs’
statutory right to license their copyrighted sound recordings to others for reproduction.”39 That decision was not
appealed; MP3.com settled for $53.4 million in exchange
for the right to use UMG’s catalogue. The service was
eventually discontinued.
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MP3.com illustrates the limited latitude online service
providers have under the doctrine of fair use to engage in
what is technically a violation of an exclusive copyright
right for a commercial purpose. This is so even where the
defendant attempts to step “virtually” into the shoes of
its users by facilitating acts the users could, in theory, lawfully do themselves—i.e., engage in a private performance
of a sound recording.
Whereas the Supreme Court in Grokster had to craft
what was arguably a new cause of action (inducement) to
capture conduct plainly intended to promote, encourage,
and facilitate infringement, in MP3.com the court simply applied the fair use doctrine in a new context. Some
commentators have argued that Judge Rakoff erred in not
construing fair use to accommodate a socially useful new
service that did not supplant sales of the plaintiff’s CDs.40
Yet the decision shows that just because a commercial
service is innovative and arguably does not displace sales
(as opposed to licensed uses) of the plaintiff’s work does
not mean it will be found to be transformative—the key
to a viable fair use defense. This obstacle to creating an
Internet-based analogue to lawful private conduct is the
kind of issue Congress may well take up as it attempts to
modernize the Copyright Act.

IV.

Search Engines

MP3.com aside, unlicensed digital copying of entire
works for a commercial purpose can be fair use. Notably,
courts have held that search engines and other services
that allow users to locate copyrighted material engage
in fair use when they display thumbnail images or cache
copies of copyrighted works, because uses are transformative and do not usurp the market for the original
works. For example, in Perfect 10 v. Amazon, Inc.,41 the
Ninth Circuit observed that “even making an exact copy
of a work may be transformative” so long as the copy
“serves a different function than the original work.”42
The Court found that Google used Perfect 10’s images “in
a new context to serve a different purpose.”43 In Kelly v.
ArribaSoft Corp.,44 the Ninth Circuit found that the defendant’s search engine functioned “as a tool to help index
and improve access to images on the [I]nternet and their
related web sites” and that the defendant’s use of the
plaintiff’s images served “a different function than [the
plaintiff’s]—improving access to information on the
[I]nternet versus artistic expression.”45
More recently, in Authors Guild, Inc. v. Hathitrust,46 the
district court relied on the search-engine decisions to hold
that a database created by Google that provided snippets
from millions of copyrighted books in response to search
requests was a transformative fair use:
The use to which the works in the [database] are put is transformative because
the copies serve an entirely different purpose than the original works; the purpose
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is superior search capabilities rather than
actual access to copyrighted material. The
search capabilities of the [database] have
already given rise to new methods of academic inquiry such as text mining.47
The court went on to find that the defendants were
engaged in fair use despite the plaintiffs’ contention that
Google made 12 unauthorized copies of each work in the
digitization process. That ruling is now on appeal to the
Second Circuit.
The search engine/searchable database cases demonstrate that fair use is flexible enough to accommodate, under the “transformative” rubric, uses that may seem to be
clearly infringing because they involve exact digital copying. Transformativeness, in these cases, takes the form
of new functionality that enhances access to information
without supplanting the market for the original work
rather than new content creation. The fact that functionally transformative services advance the public interest in
the dissemination of information without displacing the
market for the originals aligns them with the purposes of
copyright law. The search engine cases have moved the
fair use doctrine toward a careful balance of technological
innovation with copyright enforcement along the lines of
what the Supreme Court sought to achieve in Grokster.48

V.

Digital Retransmission of Television
Broadcasts

New digital technology has also tested the limits of
the public performance right, as illustrated by recent lawsuits pitting copyright owners against start-up services
that stream secondary transmissions of television broadcasts to subscribers over the Internet. These cases exemplify the law/technology cat-and-mouse game.
Section 106(4) of the Copyright Act gives copyright
owners the exclusive right to perform the copyrighted
work “publicly.” Section 101 provides that to perform a
work “publicly” means “to transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or display of the work…to the
public, by means of any device or process, whether the
members of the public capable of receiving the performance or display receive it in the same place or in separate places and at the same time or different times.” A
question raised in recent litigations is whether user-specific transmissions of copyrighted programs from unique
copies of programs are public performances within the
meaning of the “transmit” clause. (The cases also involve
claimed violations of the plaintiffs’ reproduction rights.)
In Cartoon Network, LP v. CSC Holdings, Inc.,49 the
§106(4) issue was whether the operation of Cablevision’s “Remote Storage” (RS) Digital Video Recorder
(DVR) system violated the public performance rights
of the copyright owners of the programs transmitted to
subscribers. Cablevision’s remote DVR system allowed
customers who did not have their own DVR to “record

cable programming on central hard drives housed and
maintained by Cablevision at a ‘remote’ location.”50 Users
could play the stored programs on their television sets
using a remote control and a standard cable box equipped
with RS-DVR software. The plaintiffs—the producers of
copyrighted television programs and movies—claimed
that this violated their public performance rights.
Cablevision argued that the transmissions, although
performances, were not “to the public,” because each
transmission “emanates from a distinct copy of a program
uniquely associated with one customer’s set-top box and
intended for that customer’s exclusive viewing in his or
her home.”51 The district court (Judge Denny Chin, who
now sits on the Second Circuit) rejected this argument
on the ground that Cablevision transmitted the same
program to members of the public and that the statute
contemplated viewing of the work at different times and
in different places.52
The Second Circuit reversed. The Court observed that
the statutory language “capable of receiving the performance” being transmitted indicates that “the transmission of a performance is itself a performance.”53 Therefore, the relevant question, in the Court’s view, was who
was “capable of receiving” the particular transmission. The
Court concluded that no public performance occurred because “each RS-DVR transmission is made using a single
unique copy of a work, made by an individual subscriber,
one that can be decoded exclusively by that subscriber’s
cable box,” such that “only one subscriber is capable of
receiving any given RS-DVR transmission.”54
Recognizing that its ruling could become a roadmap
for circumventing the public performance right, the Court
emphasized that its holding “does not generally permit
content delivery networks to avoid all copyright liability
by making copies of each item of content and associating
one unique copy with each subscriber to the network, or
by giving their subscribers the capacity to make their own
individual copies.”55 The Court may have been suggesting that the reproduction right will serve as a brake on
this strategy.
The challenge implicitly presented by Cablevision
was taken up by Aereo, Inc. (Aereo), a service backed by
media mogul Barry Diller, which offers subscribers access
to streamed over-the-air local television broadcasts on
computers or mobile devices. Users can choose to either
watch a program as it is being aired or record it and
watch it later, viewing the transmission on their computers or mobile devices via the Internet. The system was
designed specifically to conform to Cablevision: each customer is assigned its own dime-sized antenna, clustered
on circuit boards maintained by Aereo, each time he or
she uses the system, and Aereo’s system “creates a unique
copy of each television program for each subscriber who
requests to watch that program, saved to a unique directory on Aereo’s hard disks assigned to that user.”56
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The plaintiffs argued that the user-specific copies
made by Aereo “should be viewed as merely facilitating
the transmission of a single master copy…rather than as
copies from which a distinct transmission is made.”57 The
district court disagreed, finding the copies made by Aereo
“not materially distinguishable from those in Cablevision,” where the Court found that the transmission was
made “from those copies rather than from the incoming
signal.”58 Under Cablevision, the Aereo court held, the
relevant performance is not the original broadcast but
the transmission by Aereo to each of its subscribers. As
each transmission to an Aereo subscriber is made from a
unique copy of the program, the performance of that copy
is a noninfringing private performance.59
Echoing the Second Circuit, the Aereo court cautioned that it did not accept Aereo’s argument that “the
creation of any fixed copy from which a transmission is
made always defeats a claim for a violation of the public performance right.”60 Such a rule, it noted, “would
eviscerate the transmit clause given the ease of making
reproductions before transmitting digital data.”61 The
court observed, however, that the use of individual antennas “reinforce[s] the conclusion that the copies created
by Aereo’s system [were] unique and accessible only to a
particular user, as they indicate that the copies are created
using wholly distinct signal paths.”62
Finding the plaintiffs not likely to succeed on the
merits, the court denied the preliminary injunction motion. The plaintiffs appealed, and the Second Circuit
affirmed in a 2-1 decision over a dissent by Judge Denny
Chin (who as a district court judge had been reversed
in Cablevision).63 The majority, in an opinion by Judge
Christopher F. Droney, agreed with the district court that
Cablevision controlled the outcome. Under Cablevision, the
Court held, it is the audience of the particular transmission, not of the original broadcast, that was determinative for purposes of the “transmit” clause.64 As Aereo
used both discrete copies and discrete antennas for each
subscriber’s transmission, its performances were private
and thus not actionable.65 On May 13th, Aereo moved for
summary judgment, arguing that under the Second Circuit’s ruling it is not liable for violating section 106(4) and
that under Sony it is not contributorily liable for copying
initiated by its users.
Meanwhile, a district court in California that was
not bound by Cablevision evaluated a service modeled on
Aereo called Aereokiller and came to the opposite conclusion. In NBCUniversal Media, LLC v. Barry Driller, Inc,66
Judge George H. Wu held that the Second Circuit’s reading of the “transmit” clause was contrary to precedent in
the Ninth Circuit. He noted that neither the statute nor
the legislative history required that members of the public
receive the performance from the same transmission.67 To
the contrary, in Judge Wu’s view, the statute “does not by
its express terms require that two members of the public
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receive the performance from the same transmission”;
rather, the statute is concerned with “the performance of
the copyrighted work, irrespective of which copy of the
work the transmission is made from.”68 Judge Wu’s order
entering an injunction against Aereokiller is on appeal to
the Ninth Circuit.
The potential for a circuit split arising out of Aereo
and Aereokiller raises the possibility of Congress stepping
in to clarify the law applicable to retransmission services
(as well as the possibility of Supreme Court review).
However the issue is ultimately resolved in the courts,
these cases exemplify the dynamic interplay of law and
technology, with aggressive entrepreneurs seeking to
thread a needle in the law technologically in order to offer
third party content in a new way.

VI. Translating the First Sale Doctrine into the
Digital Realm
An effort reminiscent of MP3.com to translate the
first sale doctrine into the realm of MP3 music files is at
issue in Capitol Records, LLC v. ReDigi Inc.69 The first sale
doctrine, codified in §109 of the Copyright Act, allows the
purchaser of a physical copy of a copyrighted work to sell
or otherwise transfer that copy without violating copyright law. Does this defense protect a reseller of “used”
digital music files?
In November 2011, the New York Times reported that
a “legitimate secondhand marketplace for digital music”
had “never been tried successfully,” but that a new company, ReDigi Inc. (ReDigi), had begun offering what it
promoted as “a legal and secure way for people to get rid
of unwanted music files and buy others at a discount.”70
Songs on the service cost 79 cents—as much as 50 cents
less than new tracks at iTunes—and users get coupons
worth 20 cents for each song they upload for sale, with
ReDigi collecting a fee of five to 15% on each sale.71
Capitol Records LLC. (Capitol) sued ReDigi in the
Southern District of New York in January 2012, asserting
claims for direct, contributory, and vicarious infringement, as well as inducement. ReDigi insisted that it
complied with copyright law by allowing users to sell
only files confirmed to have been purchased (such as
from iTunes) and by deleting any copies of the files sold
on users’ computers or accompanying devices—thereby
mimicking the physical transfer of a copy that would be
protected by the first sale doctrine in the offline world.
Capitol contended, however, that §109, which permits
the owner of “a particular copy or phonorecord lawfully
made under this title” to sell that copy or phonorecord,
does not apply to ReDigi because ReDigi does not own
the copies and because it makes new copies rather than
transferring the particular copy sold. Instead, ReDigi and
its users “duplicate digital files both in uploading and
downloading discrete copies distinct from the original
file that originally resided on a user’s computer.”72 The
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analogy to a used record store is inapt, Capitol alleged,
because used record stores “do not make copies to fill
their shelves.”73

realm. It again raises the question of whether the first sale
doctrine needs to be updated to accommodate resales of
digital copies.81

The district court denied Capitol’s motion for a preliminary injunction based on a finding of no irreparable
harm, but in its March 30, 2013 ruling on cross-motions
for summary judgment, the court rejected ReDigi’s first
sale defense. The court found that ReDigi makes unauthorized copies of its users’ music files and that §109(a)
expressly does not apply to the reproduction right. Nor,
the court held, did §109(a) provide a defense to Capitol’s
§106(3) distribution right claims because §109(a) protects
“only distribution by ‘the owner of a particular copy or
phonorecord…of that copy or phonorecord.”74 The court
found that rather than transferring a particular copy,
ReDigi was making an additional copy; the fact that it
may delete the original copy is irrelevant. As the court
stated: “[I]t is the creation of a new material object and not
an additional material object that defines the reproduction
right.”75 Moreover, §109(a) only applies to copies “lawfully made,” and the copies made by ReDigi were not
lawfully made.76

VII. Conclusion

The court pointed out that back in 2001 the Copyright
Office, in its report on the DMCA, considered whether the
first sale doctrine applied—or should apply—to digital
transfers. It concluded that it did not, writing:

Endnotes

The tangible nature of a copy is a defining element of the first sale doctrine and
critical to its rationale. The digital transmission of a work does not implicate the
alienability of a physical artifact. When a
work is transmitted, the sender is exercising control over the intangible work
through its reproduction, rather than
common law dominion over an item of
tangible personal property.77

The cases discussed in this article exemplify the new
challenges with which rapidly evolving digital technology has presented the courts, as well as how innovative
ways of delivering third party content via the Internet
have been shaped—and, in some cases, stymied—by
copyright law. On a case-by-case basis, courts have
sought to achieve the proper balance between allowing
room for innovation while ensuring adequate protection
of the exclusive rights of copyright owners.
In this author’s view, the courts have generally
done a good job of allowing a sufficiently wide berth for
transformative services, such as search engines, without
allowing material harm to copyright owners to go unaddressed. The judicial history sketched here reflects some
of the issues and policy considerations that should come
into play as Congress looks to update the Copyright Act.
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The Intersection of Immigration and
Entertainment Law
By Michael Cataliotti
Introduction
Artists seeking to enter the U.S. to engage in productions requiring their international talents have only so
many visa options available to them: the H-1B, H-2B, P,
and O, the last of which is most often the best option. The
O visa, the visa for individuals of “extraordinary ability,” is going to be the best choice, one might even say the
most extraordinary choice, but because there are potentially other options, this article will review them, even ever
so briefly.

H-1B: The Visa Status for Skilled Workers and
Models
The H-1B is generally inapplicable to most artists,
but there are some—graphic designers readily come to
mind—who will often qualify for the H-1B, thereby making it a feasible option for some. As a result, a brief overview of the options should suffice with the potential for
a more detailed breakdown to come. The H-1B process
requires three key considerations: (1) Does the prospective beneficiary possess a bachelor’s degree or equivalent;
(2) Does the position in which the prospective beneficiary
will work require a bachelor’s degree or equivalent, or
can the position be filled by someone with an associate’s
or practical training; and (3) Is the pay for the position
equal or above that which has been determined by the
Secretary of Labor (of the Department of Labor)?1
Another way in which the H-1B may appear a bit
more frequently for those entertainment or arts attorneys
dealing primarily with fashion is in the representation of
models,2 but being that this is incredibly specific and limited this topic will save for another article. It is important
to note here the simple fact that the H-1B visa may be a
viable option for a model, depending upon his or her credentials and supporting evidence.

H-2B: The Useless Visa
The H-2B is essentially dead due to bureaucratic
backlog and confusion between the Department of Labor
and the Department of Homeland Security. Sadly, there
is nothing more to say about the H-2B other than it was
fun while it lasted, but the good times have since passed.
Most recently, several courts have affirmed the moratorium on processing H-2B labor certifications, and so the
U.S. Citizenship & Immigration Service (the Service),
stopped processing them in March 2013. Since then, it has
resumed processing all H-2B petitions for temporary non-

agricultural workers, but the issues and confusion still
remain.3 As such, for artists, the H-2B is gone.

P: Internationally Renowned Acts…Hello
Siegfried and Roy
P visa classification is most often the visa of choice
for musicians or athletes who are coming to the U.S. for a
tour or season of play.4 The fundamental consideration at
the outset is that “[t]he entertainment group […] as a unit
must be internationally recognized as outstanding in the
discipline and must be coming to perform services which
require an internationally recognized entertainment
group[…].”5 As such, it does not matter so much if the
individual beneficiary has achieved international renown,
but rather the group in which the beneficiary is part of
must have achieved such recognition. To demonstrate
this, the group must be able to demonstrate that it meets
three out of the six designated criteria, as follows:
• Performed and will perform as a starring or leading
entertainment group in production or events which
have a distinguished reputation as evidenced by
critical reviews, advertisements, publicity releases,
publications, contracts, or endorsements;
• Achievement of international recognition and acclaim for outstanding achievement in its field as
evidenced by reviews in major newspapers, trade
journals, magazines or other published material;
• Performed and will perform services as a leading or
starring group for organizations and establishments
that have a distinguished reputation as evidenced
by articles in newspapers, trade journals, publications, or testimonials;
• A record of major commercial or critically acclaimed successes, as evidenced by indicators such
as ratings, box office receipts, record, cassette or
video sales, and other achievements as reported in
trade journals, major newspapers or other publications;
• Receipt of significant recognition for achievements
from critics, organizations, government agencies or
other recognized experts in the field; and
• Commanded and will command a high salary or
other substantial remuneration for services comparable to others similarly situated in the field, as
evidenced by contracts or other reliable evidence.6
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O: Individuals of Extraordinary Ability, Playfully
Nicknamed “Extraordinary Aliens” or “Marvin the
Martians”
Finally, we reach the O visa, the one status that labels
the beneficiary as an individual of “extraordinary ability”
and will most often be the go-to for the non-U.S. artist
seeking to enter America in order to engage in his or her
craft. The O visa comes in three possible classifications:
O-1A (most often utilized for businessmen and athletes);
O-1B (artists, entertainers, performers, and the like of extraordinary ability); and O-2 (an individual who provides
integral or essential support to an O-1 holder). With each
classification comes a specific set of criteria to satisfy and
intricate considerations; however, for the entertainment or
arts attorney who encounters an individual trying to enter the U.S. under O-1B status, here are some basic points
to remember:
1. The beneficiary’s qualifications must satisfy three
out of six evidentiary categories unless he or she
has received an award such as or on the level of a
Grammy, Academy Award, or the like;7
2. The petition requesting O-1B status must be
lodged by a valid U.S. entity, individual, or U.S.
based entity/individual acting on behalf of a foreign company;8
3. The petitioner (a/k/a “sponsor”), must affirm that
it has work for beneficiary throughout the duration of O-1 status;9
4. The petitioner and beneficiary can have three different employment relationships:
a. The petitioner can act as the sole employer of
the beneficiary throughout the duration of O-1
status;
b. The petitioner can act as an agent on behalf
of multiple employers who seek to utilize the
beneficiary’s extraordinary abilities; or
c. The petitioner can both employ the beneficiary and act as an agent on behalf of multiple
employers throughout the duration of O-1
status.10
5. While there is no specified maximum number of
times that an individual may be the recipient of
O-1 status, the longest duration granted for any
one petition is three years;11 and
6. The visa, once approved, belongs to the petitioner
and not the beneficiary.
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To round out this basic introduction to the O-1B visa,
here are the categories mentioned at bullet point 1, of
which the beneficiary needs to demonstrate satisfaction of
three:
• Performed and will perform services as a lead or
starring participant in productions or events which
have a distinguished reputation as evidenced by
critical reviews, advertisements, publicity releases,
publications, contracts or endorsements;
• Achieved national or international recognition for
achievements, as shown by critical reviews or other
published materials by or about the beneficiary in
major newspapers, trade journals, magazines, or
other publications;
• Performed and will perform in a lead, starring, or
critical role for organizations and establishments
that have a distinguished reputation as evidenced
by articles in newspapers, trade journals, publications, or testimonials;
• A record of major commercial or critically acclaimed successes, as shown by such indicators
as title, rating or standing in the field, box office
receipts, motion picture or television ratings and
other occupational achievements reported in trade
journals, major newspapers or other publications;
• Received significant recognition for achievements
from organizations, critics, government agencies or
other recognized experts in the field in which the
beneficiary is engaged, with the testimonials clearly
indicating the author’s authority, expertise and
knowledge of the beneficiary’s achievements; and
• A high salary or other substantial remuneration for
services in relation to others in the field, as shown
by contracts or other reliable evidence.12
You may hear reference to “comparable evidence”
being utilized; however the Service has made it quite
difficult to utilize that category by indicating that it will
only be permissible “[i]f the above standards do not readily
apply to the beneficiary’s occupation in the arts […, however]
(this exception does not apply to the motion picture or television industry)” [emphasis added].13 As those categories
above can work with nearly each and every area of the
arts, comparable evidence is simply a moot point.
Of course, this only scratches the surface, thereby getting the arts-immigration juices flowing. Next time, there
will be a more comprehensive overview of a key aspect of
O visa status.
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Over-the-Top, Over Their Heads:
The Need for Legal Reform in Light of American
Broadcasting Companies v. Aereo
By Joshua Bloomgarden
Introduction
Not so long ago, it would have seemed absurd to
many that someday, a man could watch in real-time
NBC’s “Nightly News” on his cell phone while walking his dog down Broadway, a first-year associate could
momentarily turn her eyes away from document review
to catch a glimpse of CBS’s live coverage of Super Bowl
XLVII on her tablet computer, and a law student could
be watching ABC’s “Jeopardy!” during his evening class.
However, the reality is that this convergent type of media
consumption is increasingly happening every day as part
of a “cord-cutting” phenomenon.1 For many, Internetfacilitated technological convergence represents an exciting shift in the telecommunications landscape, giving the
public a vibrant array of consumption choices.2 Yet, in
spite of the apparent public benefits, cord-cutting presents challenges to the existing legal framework. Indeed,
both communications and copyright law are currently
outmoded and ill-equipped to deal with the potential
policy issues posed by these technological developments,
particularly as they affect broadcast television (broadcast
TV). In view of the public trustee obligations that the Federal Communications Commission (the FCC) has imposed
on broadcasters, the awkward attempt to apply standing
doctrine to previously unknown technology is worrisome. If the current course continues, unintended policy
consequences may result. Thus, a hastened and unbridled
shift to providing broadcast TV content over the Internet
without properly tailored legislation or regulations may
end up harming the interests of the viewing public more
than it furthers those interests.
The ongoing American Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v.
Aereo, Inc.3 litigation provides a paradigmatic example to
help one understand both the threat to the public interest and the corresponding necessity for regulations. At
issue in Aereo is an upstart Internet-based company which
intercepts the free, over-the-air broadcast TV signals,
sending the signals via tiny antennae to its online subscribers, all for a fraction of what a basic cable plan costs.4
While the crux of the broadcasters’ claim in the Aereo
case is grounded in copyright law principles, any decision will have far-reaching implications for communications law and policy inasmuch as it affects the viability
of broadcast TV. Should Aereo win, the broadcasters will
effectively lose considerable control over and value in
their programming. The trouble is, it is not at all clear that
Aereo, despite its free-riding, will be found to be running
afoul of copyright law.5 Consequently, as Aereo and other
68

imitators expand their reach, broadcasters may no longer
be able to economically sustain themselves, thereby
depriving society of the public goods that broadcast TV
provides.
Regardless of the outcome of Aereo, it is clear that
watching television programs over the Internet is not a
transient fad, but rather a phenomenon to be addressed.
Given the enduring importance of broadcast TV to the
public, appropriate legislative or regulatory action should
be taken to harmonize communications and copyright
laws in order to strike a balance which enables the expansion of available programming on the Internet, while
ensuring the survival of both the medium and public
interest obligations of broadcast TV.

“[B]oth communications and copyright
law are currently outmoded and illequipped to deal with the potential
policy issues posed by…technological
developments, particularly as they affect
broadcast television.”
Part I—The Aereo Litigation
On February 2012,6 within a Brooklyn warehouse,
Aereo, a New York City-based technology company,
deployed an army of thousands of dime-sized antennae.
Each was equipped with the ability to receive free, “overthe-air” broadcast TV signals.7
These antennae are connected to the Internet, enabling Aereo subscribers to “rent” them and watch
broadcast TV on laptops, smartphones, tablets, and other
web-enabled devices.8 The Aereo service allows subscribers both to watch live television programming and to
record programming for later viewing, much in the way
any other cable subscriber or over-the-air receiver with
recording capabilities (such as DVR) might.9 “The main
difference between the ‘watch’ and ‘record’ functions is
that the file saved to the hard disk is tagged as permanent while the data saved during the ‘watch’ function are
not automatically retained unless the user clicks ‘record’
while the show is still running on the Web browser.”10
Thus, for New York City consumers seeking access to
broadcast TV without the hassle or expense of wires,
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cable plans, or even television ownership, Aereo provides
an attractive alternative.
From a business standpoint, Aereo is particularly
appealing, as it can provide its services at a low cost.
Indeed, Aereo neither qualifies for the Copyright Act’s
cable compulsory licensing regime for secondary transmissions of broadcast programming by cable systems,11
nor does it need to negotiate a license with broadcasters.12
However, broadcasters were not as enamored: within a
matter of weeks, a series of broadcasters, including CBS,
NBC, FOX, ABC, WNET, Telemundo, and PBS filed suit
in the Southern District of New York, alleging copyright
infringement and moving for injunctive relief.13
The ABC v. Aereo Litigation
Specifically, the broadcasters allege that Aereo violates the exclusive public performance rights it holds in
the various broadcast programming that Aereo makes
available to its subscribers.14 Hence, the broadcasters
argue that Aereo is running afoul of the Copyright Act’s
“transmit clause.”15 Purely from a copyright policy standpoint, this argument seems valid:
A rational resolution of the issue requires
discerning the purpose of giving the
owner of a copyrighted work the exclusive right to perform it. The purpose is
to prevent the form of free riding that
consists of waiting for someone to spend
money creating a valuable expressive
work and then preventing him from
recouping his investment by copying the
work and selling copies at a price below
the price the creator of the work would
have to charge to break even.16
Nevertheless, for its part, Aereo responded that it is
not doing anything illegal and is acting within the established precedent of Cartoon Network, LP v. CSC Holdings,
Inc.17 (Cablevision). In Cablevision, the Second Circuit held
that the defendant’s remote storage DVR service did not
violate the plaintiffs’ public performance rights because
each programming “transmission is made to a single
subscriber using a single unique copy produced by that
subscriber…”18 Thus, Aereo capitalized on the apparent
similarities of the two services, presenting its argument
by linking the two:
[A]s in Cablevision [Aereo] effectively
rents to its users remote equipment comparable to what these users could install
at home, and that its activities are materially identical to those in Cablevision such
that the Second Circuit’s analysis and
holding in that case are directly applicable, precluding any public-performance
liability.19

The District Court agreed with Aereo, denying the broadcasters’ motion for preliminary injunction on the basis of
their being unable to prove the likelihood of success on
the merits.20 In yet another legal victory for Aereo, the
Second Circuit affirmed.21 Thus, given the architecture
of Aereo’s services, modeled on those of the Cablevision
defendant, it seems as if the broadcasters will have a difficult time22 dispelling the notion that Aereo is simply
facilitating private performances.23
The Resulting Harm to Broadcasters
The District Court’s refusal (and the Second Circuit’s
subsequent affirmation) to grant the broadcasters a preliminary injunction unquestionably threatens the survival
of broadcast TV. In that vein, the District Court notably
concluded that the broadcasters satisfied their burden to
prove that they would suffer irreparable economic harm
as a result of a denial of the injunction.24 Despite the fact
that Aereo can increase the number of eyeballs that view
broadcast TV, more viewership will not necessarily translate to a benefit for broadcasters. Indeed, the court highlighted the loss of advertising revenues that broadcasters
will experience from Aereo’s free-riding activities:
Aereo will damage Plaintiffs’ ability to
negotiate with advertisers by siphoning
viewers from traditional distribution
channels, in which viewership is measured by Nielsen ratings,25 into Aereo’
[sic] service which is not measured
by Nielsen, artificially lowering these
ratings.26
Thus, in the absence of a reliable means of quantifying
viewership across distribution platforms, the advertising
revenue generated by broadcasters may be deflated.27
Similarly, the court recognized that the denial of the
injunction against Aereo would hamper broadcasters in
their ability to collect statutorily guaranteed retransmission fees, the product of legislation currently requiring
carriers to secure from broadcasters consent28 to retransmit the broadcasters’ signals engaging in good faith
negotiations.29 Under this legislation, multichannel video
programming distributors (MVPDs)30 are mandated to
negotiate in good faith with broadcasters for the right to
retransmit over-the-air programming, or to carry it at the
broadcasters’ election.31 Thus, “those broadcasters that
felt that they had sufficient leverage to extract compensation from cable systems were free to do so; while those
that did not were able to invoke their (uncompensated)
must-carry rights.”32 Hence, “[r]etransmission consent
payments from [MVPDs] constitute major revenues to
television broadcasting and increasingly, are a source of
concern for some distributors who need the “must watch”
programming on broadcast networks.”33 Yet, given
potentially declining demand for broadcast TV wrought
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by Aereo’s services,34 economics dictate that broadcasters
will lose leverage and MVPDs are likely to pay less for
retransmission consent. This point becomes even more
salient in view of the fact that “Aereo’s service has only
just begun to operate on any significant scale and Aereo
has conceded that…it intends to expand its operations.”35
Moreover, in view of Aereo’s unsanctioned freeriding,
satellite and cable carriers may be less inclined to pay retransmission fees to broadcasters at all, choosing instead
to adapt the same technology that Aereo uses.36
Lastly, Aereo poses a formidable threat to broadcasters as it undermines their ability to control their own
content. Not only do broadcasters “stream their content
over their own websites in which they have invested substantial sums, [providing] an opportunity for [them] to
engage in marketing and demographic research to build
goodwill,”37 but they also “license a variety of entities,
including Hulu.com…and Apple…to distribute programming over the Internet on a time-delayed basis.”38 With
Aereo’s rise, broadcasters’ business arrangements are
adversely affected, potentially disincentivizing further investments to make broadcast TV content available online.
Ultimately, it is clear that Aereo’s very existence
constitutes a serious disruption to broadcasters’ revenue streams, as “[c]ontinued live retransmissions of
copyrighted television over the Internet without consent
would threaten the entire industry.”39 As such, many
broadcasters’ programming quality would suffer while
other local broadcasters would be forced to shut down.
While it is the case that Aereo and similar freeriding services have created new means by which consumers have
expanded broadcast consumption choices, it is also clear
that, under the current regulatory and legal framework,
they are at odds with the public interest.40

Part II—The Public Interest Benefits
of Broadcast TV
Since its inception, broadcast TV has played an indelible role in American society. “[Broadcasters’] television
programming provides a valuable service to the public,
including,…educational, historic, and cultural programming, entertainment, an important source of local news
critical for an informed electorate, and exposure to the
arts.”41 Indeed, the FCC, D.C. Circuit and Supreme
Court have all emphasized this role, viewing broadcasters as public trustees, vested with obligations that they
must fulfill as a “quid pro quo” for receiving free, scarce
licenses to the airwaves.42
Following in this tradition, pursuant to an Executive
Order from President Bill Clinton, an Advisory Committee (the Committee) was established to report on the
public interest obligations of broadcasters in light of the
country’s planned broadcasting transition from analog
to digital signal.43 While this transition helped to make
scarcity arguments supporting the public interest obli70

gations largely illusory, the Committee recognized that
public interest regulations remain justified both by the
benefit broadcasters receive from government-licensed
spectrum44 and the market’s failure to benefit the public
interest.45 In its report, (dubbed the “Gore Report” for
Vice President Al Gore), the Committee identified several
public interest policy concerns46 which it viewed as particularly significant and worthy of attention in the new
era of broadcast TV. Amongst the recommendations the
Committee advanced was a greater commitment to fostering localism, diverse and informed political discourse,
and educational programming for children.47
Though companies like Aereo contribute to the
television-Internet convergence which allow the public
to have more convenient access to broadcast TV in the
short term, such convenience must be stacked up against
long term competing policy considerations embodied
in copyright law. Specifically, “the public has a compelling interest in protecting copyright owners’ marketable
rights to their work and the economic incentive to continue creating television programming.”48 In the absence
of regulations creating an alternate revenue stream for
broadcasters, freeriders will detract from the overall
quality and accessibility of broadcast programming, thus
injuring the public.49 On the other hand, some might respond that broadcast programming is not as significant as
it once was given market changes and the emergence of
cable television. However, these arguments overlook the
market’s shortcomings:
the market alone may not provide
programming that can adequately serve
children, the governing process, special
community needs, and the diverse voices
in the country. To be sure, cable television’s multiple channels have served
commendably some of these needs…
But cable channels…are not available to
a large share of the populace, either because they are not carried on many cable
systems or because cable itself is neither
universally available nor free.50
The following section will examine several specific
broadcast-related public goods—including those identified in the Gore Report—which likely would be severely
compromised if the current legal regime prevails.
Local and Public Affairs Programming
For as long as the federal government has regulated
the airwaves, localism has been viewed as an important
public interest goal to be fulfilled by broadcasters.51 Indeed, both Congress and the FCC have historically sought
to ensure that local communities had access to quality
public affairs programming, whether it be local news,
weather, political coverage, sports, or emergency alerts.
The localism-oriented legislative mandate can be found in
Section 307 of the Communications Act, in which Con-
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gress delegated to the FCC the obligation to make “such
distribution of licenses, frequencies, hours of operation,
and of power among the several States and communities
as to provide a fair, efficient, and equitable distribution
of radio service to each of the same.”52 Accordingly, the
FCC carried out its obligation to ensure that individuals had local access by choosing “to place at least one
television station in as many communities as possible.”53
Thus, the FCC’s decision to place licenses in the hands of
local broadcast licensees meant that programming could
be tailored specifically to the surrounding community’s
needs and interests, while contemporaneously connecting
a national audience.54
Of course, broadcasters’ continued consideration of
local interests was as much a sound business decision as
it was a public service.55 Indeed, paying attention to market forces created a mutually beneficial feedback loop for
broadcasters and the public alike. Thus, with an increase
in audience came an influx of local advertising revenue,
helping to sustain community broadcasters and to provide incentives for continued production and distribution
of quality programming.
Years later, with the rise of cable (and later, satellite)
networks, broadcasters were faced with increased competition which undermined their advertising revenue
stream. Consequently, Congress sought to protect local
broadcasters’ interests while ensuring that those who
could not afford cable had access to over-the-air signal,
and those without access to over-the-air signal could
still be connected with their surrounding communities.56
Hence, “motivated in large part by concerns about localism and the possibility that technological and competitive
changes in the television marketplace might adversely
affect the extent to which local communities were receiving the news and information that addressed their specific
needs, interests, and concerns,”57 Congress enacted the
“retransmission consent” and “must-carry” provisions
as part of the Cable Television Consumer Protection and
Competition Act of 199258 and, later, the Satellite Home
Viewer Improvement Act.59 The results of these new
provisions meant that local broadcasters could remain in
business and deliver quality programming to their respective communities.60
As previously mentioned, the existence of freeriders
such as Aereo upsets the legislative intent behind both
the retransmission consent and must-carry provisions
by undermining broadcasters’ leverage in negotiations,
and potentially, eliminating this revenue stream. As such,
broadcasters will be driven to the brink of financial ruin
and will no longer be able to provide free quality programming—whether local or national—to the communities that the local broadcasters serve. Indeed, just as had
been the case in 1992, “there is a substantial likelihood
that…additional local broadcast signals will be deleted,
repositioned, or not carried…[and] the economic viability
of free local broadcast televisions and its ability to origi-

nate quality local programming will be seriously jeopardized.”61 Even though new technologies connect us with
programming which originate from around the country
if not the world, broadcast still links people to their local
communities, playing an important role today which the
public can scarcely afford to have subverted. In that vein,
contrasted with the motivations of nonbroadcast television providers lies another salient point:
[T]he bedrock principle of the American
broadcast system continues to be localism. Whether it is local news, emergency
alerts, weather information, election
coverage, or sports; local television
broadcasters provide these services and
programming for free to communities
across the country… And, […] locallytailored advertising provides the opportunity for…hometown businesses to
promote their goods and services.62
Under the current legal framework, the millions who depend on over-the-air signals to be connected to their communities may be deprived of their abilities to watch their
local high schools’ State Championship football games, let
alone the Super Bowl.63
News and Coverage of Political Affairs
Related to localism and its goal of disseminating
information to individuals within communities is the role
broadcast TV plays in providing news and access to information regarding issues at all levels of government. As a
result of the FCC’s community-driven approach to broadcast, nearly every American was effectively enabled to
become more involved in and engaged with the political
process. “Broadcast television is an important source of
information to many Americans. Though it is but one of
many means for communication, by tradition and use for
decades now it has been an essential part of the national
discourse on subjects across the whole broad spectrum of
speech.”64
Given the fact that broadcast TV affords a powerful
means of disseminating information and educating the
electorate, it has widely been viewed as providing public
goods. Indeed, this notion is grounded in both Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes and President James Madison’s
conceptions of the First Amendment.65 While Holmes
famously saw the First Amendment as the foundation
for the “marketplace of ideas,” Madison viewed the First
Amendment as being “important as a way to ensure political equality, especially in the face of economic inequalities, and to foster free and open political deliberation.”66
As applied to the medium of broadcast TV, broadcasters
argue these two notions can run counter to one another,
since regulations tend to limit broadcasters’ First Amendment rights, potentially distorting the marketplace. On
the other hand, given the ubiquitous nature of broadcast, regulations encouraging programming can also be
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viewed as supporting the Madisonian concept of the First
Amendment,67 especially where the market fails to ensure
political engagement.68 The legal treatment of broadcasters has been informed by these foundational background
principles.
As compared to other forms of media for mass communication, broadcast TV news programming is particularly unique for the fact that it has historically been
subject to meaningful regulations,69 based largely on the
notion that the public has a stake in the governmentlicensed airwaves:
The people as a whole retain their interest in free speech by radio [and TV] and
their collective right to have the medium
function consistently with the ends and
purposes of the First Amendment. It is
the right of the viewers and listeners, not
the right of the broadcasters, which is
paramount. It is the purpose of the First
Amendment to preserve an uninhibited
marketplace of ideas in which truth will
ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that market,
whether it be by the Government itself
or a private licensee. It is the right of the
public to receive suitable access to social,
political, esthetic, moral and other ideas
and experiences which is crucial here.
That right may not constitutionally be
abridged either by Congress or by the
FCC.70
Though the Supreme Court made this pronouncement
nearly 50 years ago, as long as the federal government
continues to license spectrum, this rationale arguably
remains salient today notwithstanding diminished scarcity.71 In keeping with the concept of affording the public
open access to a breadth of viewpoints, Congress and the
FCC imposed on broadcasters an obligation known as
the “equal time rule.”72 Dedicated to addressing electiontime programming, in relevant part, the equal time rule
sets forth that, “[i]f any licensee shall permit any person
who is a legally qualified candidate for any public office
to use a broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that office in
use of such broadcasting station.”73 Hence, to the extent
in which political candidates are able to take advantage
of the ubiquitous medium of broadcast TV, the public is
benefited by its exposure to the array of candidates’ viewpoints, allowing it to become more engaged. Notably,
broadcasters were also given flexibility in their coverage
of news reporting involving political candidates, as the
equal time rule was made subject to several exemptions.74
Specifically, these exemptions were “aimed to prevent any
possible chilling effects on the news coverage of political
events that might occur from a strict interpretation of the
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equal time rule, thus making it possible to cover the political news to the fullest degree while still preserving licensees’ traditional independent journalistic judgment.”75
Taken together, the equal time rule and its accompanying
exemptions serve both to illuminate and bolster the political value of broadcast television.
[Broadcast TV] plays an integral role in
informing citizens about political happenings, but further, in framing how
these issues should be viewed by the
public. People not only watch political
news on TV, but it is also their conduit for
experiencing actual political events such
as inaugurations, political debates, or
State of the Union addresses.76
Thus, the presentation of broadcast news not only offers a
broad picture of political viewpoints, but also makes the
political issues themselves more accessible. Without regulation, the virtues afforded by political broadcasting may
neither be enjoyed today, nor are they likely to survive
tomorrow.
Surprisingly, in this age of ever-increasing viewing
choices afforded by new modes of mass communication,
far from obviating broadcast news, nonbroadcast political
news actually reinforces the necessity of broadcast for a
well-informed electorate.77 “Despite the massive proliferation of political news outlets, television remains people’s
number one source of national and political news. TV
clearly still holds an important place in the political communications landscape.”78
With the rise of cable news networks and more expansive news coverage on the Internet, one might think
that the marketplace of ideas is as vibrant as ever. While
that might be true when considering the extent to which
a myriad of viewpoints are more easily accessible, in
actuality the deliberate selection of the same ideas to the
exclusion (and ignorance of other ideas) runs counter to
the very conception of the marketplace of ideas.79 “As the
number of available outlets for political news grows, so
does the tendency of citizens to self-select which news to
consume and which to ignore. This news filtering has resulted in media fragmentation.”80 Today, contrasted with
broadcast TV, cable and Internet create a political news
“echo chamber” particularly because unlike broadcast,
there is no obligation to give equal time to candidates.81
Indeed, its character runs counter to the desired impact of
the equal time rule:
[In] this media environment[,] people not
only gravitate towards agreeing news,
but almost entirely ignore news that contradicts their beliefs. Like an echo, beliefs
are amplified or reinforced by transmission inside an “enclosed” space; the beliefs are never challenged and thus have
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a tendency to move towards extreme
positions over more moderate stances.82
The FCC’s continuing obligations on broadcasters serve
to moderate the political discourse, exposing viewers
from all walks of life to a diversity of viewpoints in a
media environment where a mutual understanding is increasingly lacking.83
Notably, even amongst an explosion in news coverage and modes of media consumption, there has been
a general increase in both local and national broadcast
news viewership.84 However, broadcasters are not
reaping the economic benefits from it.85 Of course, this
problem is exacerbated by the fact that Aereo and similar
freeriders threaten the broadcasters’ revenue stream. As
such, broadcasters may neither be able to remain competitive in a media environment increasingly dominated by
cable television and the Internet, nor will they be able to
continue to afford viewers thoughtful political coverage
essential to an informed electorate.
Children’s Educational Programming
Contrary to the “brain-rotting” effect that our mothers warned us about, for many young children, broadcast
TV has and continues to provide quality, affordable educational programming which can be crucial to their social
and intellectual development. As the FCC has noted,
“[s]tudies confirm…that children can benefit substantially
from viewing educational television…. That television
has the power to teach is important because nearly all
American children have access to television and spend
considerable time watching it.”86 Thus, educational (and
even entertainment) programming can rightly be viewed
as being consistent with the public interest.87
Nevertheless, it has not always been the case that the
FCC has imposed meaningful regulations on broadcasters88 designed to influence the amount of educational
content which broadcasters include in their programming. Indeed, despite a series of FCC Reports and Orders89 in the early 1980s and 1990s pertaining to children’s
television programming,90 little emphasis was placed on
the importance of educational programming made available on broadcast TV. Instead, the FCC believed that nonbroadcast networks, such as Nickelodeon and the Disney
Channel, were sufficient sources of educational programming to accommodate, obviating the need to impose requirements on broadcasters.91 Arguably, in making these
decisions, the FCC was protecting the economic interests
of broadcasters by preventing a financially burdensome
result. Indeed, requiring broadcasters to make children’s
programming available to the public would depress available advertising revenue, yielding only marginal profits
for broadcasters:
Over-the-air commercial broadcast
television stations earn their revenues

from the sale of advertising time, [and]
[r]evenues received from the sale of
advertising depend on the size and the
socio-demographic characteristic of the
audience reached by the broadcaster’s
programming[,] [b]roadcasters thus have
a reduced economic incentive to promote
children’s programming because children’s television audiences are smaller
than general audiences.92
However, understanding both the economic realities93
and the enduring importance of children’s educational
programming, the FCC reversed course in 1996, placing a greater emphasis on the value of broadcast TV for
children.
Specifically, the FCC adopted a series of regulations
meant to implement the Children’s Television Act of
1990 (CTA),94 where previous attempts to do so “had not
been fully effective in prompting broadcasters to increase
the amount of educational and informational broadcast
television programming available to children.”95 In so
doing, the FCC pointed out that factoring the availability
of children’s programming on nonbroadcast channels into
decisions regarding broadcast programming standards
provides a myopic view of the American consuming public. “The significance of over-the-air television for children
is reinforced by the fact that fewer children have access
to cable television than to over-the-air television…Hence,
over-the-air broadcasting is an important source of video
programs for children and for all members of low income
families, including children.”96 Additionally, recognizing the advertising-based disincentives for broadcasters
to invest in children’s programming, the FCC created
incentives to comply with the new children’s educational
programming standards, in accordance with the public
interest.97
Most recently, broadcast TV’s public import in offering children’s educational programming was prominently
highlighted in the wake of Governor Mitt Romney’s
comments during a 2012 Presidential debate with President Barack Obama. In particular, Romney pledged that,
if elected to the White House, he would cut government
funding of Public Broadcasting System (PBS), stating,
“I’m gonna stop the subsidy to PBS… I like PBS, I love
Big Bird98…but I’m going to stop borrowing money from
China to pay for things we don’t need.”99 The comment
resulted in public outcry and sparked a frank examination of the role of educational broadcast programming in
the context of an already contentious campaign. Consequently PBS responded forcefully:
As a stated supporter of education,
Governor Romney should be a champion
of public broadcasting, yet he is willing
to wipe out services that reach the vast
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majority of Americans, including underserved audiences, such as children who
cannot attend preschool and citizens living in rural areas…. Big Bird [embodies]
the public broadcasting mission—harnessing the power of media for the good
of every citizen, regardless of where they
live or their ability to pay. Our system
serves as a universally accessible resource
for education, history, science, arts and
civil discourse.100
Notably, PBS’ statement echoes the rationale for supporting children’s broadcasting—whether public or commercial—found in the FCC’s 1996 Regulations implementing
the CTA.
In view of Aereo’s emergence, the fact that considerations from the FCC’s 1996 Regulations remain relevant
today is significant. Indeed, while there has been an increase in the number of nonbroadcast outlets available for
children to receive video programming (including online
video distributors such as Aereo), the educational needs
of many American children remain reliant on broadcast
programming. Today, 54 million Americans, many of
whom are lower income families and minorities, watch
broadcast TV exclusively.101 Hence, while there is no
substitute for a formal education, free educational programming can help to narrow inequality gaps in society.
Accordingly, just as had been the case in 1996, it must be
recognized that “the new marketplace for video programming [should neither] obviate [nor usurp] the public
interest responsibility of individual broadcast licensees to
serve the child audience.”102
Moreover, not only does Aereo present a threat to
broadcasters, but it also undermines broadcasters’ ability
to provide children’s educational programming to the
public. Indeed, broadcasters’ already limited advertising revenue generated during children’s programming
would be further dampened by the uncompensated
online retransmission of broadcast signal.103 As such, it
could potentially upset the incentive-based balance that
the FCC established through its processing guidelines.104
Accordingly, any future regulations should be made with
this balance in mind.

Part III—The Necessity for Legislative or
Regulatory Response
Given the fact that Aereo has managed to operate
without (thus far) running afoul of either copyright law
or FCC regulations, there is little doubt that its entire
business model and system architecture was carefully
designed by lawyers:105
The company is delicately threading the
needle—successfully so far—of several
important court decisions involving
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copyright law. Indeed, it is little stretch
to say that the company’s entire business
is engineered around those decisions.
To make a long story short, it does so by
maintaining a tiny antenna (about the
size of a dime) for each of its customers—
completely unnecessary to accomplish
the technical feat but a handy way to fall
within the “fair use” doctrine established
back when Betamax and Cablevision first
posed their technology-based threats to
broadcasters.106
Thus, Aereo has capitalized on an apparent loophole
lying in a gray area between copyright and communications law.107 “Aereo’s ‘technology platform’ is…a sham…
[I]ndeed, the system is a Rube Goldberg-like contrivance,
over-engineered in an attempt to avoid the reach of the
Copyright Act and to take advantage of a perceived loophole in the law.”108 Still, some argue that this is simply
an instance of following the law. Indeed, Aereo’s lawyer
stated in oral argument before the Second Circuit, “the
[broadcasters] say it is a bad thing to follow the law…
I believe the 2nd Circuit got it right to strike the right
balance between public and private performances that
lawmakers wanted.”109 While this may be the case, this
argument is flawed in that the courts, let alone Congress,
could not have anticipated either this type of technological development or its underlying policy implications.
“Most significantly, Cablevision involved a cable company
that paid statutory licensing and retransmission consent
fees for the content it retransmitted, while Aereo pays no
such fees.”110 Moreover, it should be noted, however, that
no mention is made of the potential impact on communications policy.
Without any response from Washington, broadcasters may soon have incentives to abandon their allocated
radio spectrum and become exclusively cable channels—
particularly if Aereo is found to be operating legally.
“[Broadcast n]etworks are almost wholly dependent on
advertising, which is a scary thing today. This is different
from the cable networks. They get a fee from cable operators for each subscriber…. And so network execs wonder
about tossing the old ways to go cable…CBS chief [sic]
Leslie Moonves has publicly flirted with the idea, saying
switching to cable is a ‘very interesting proposition.’”111
More recently, News Corporation President Chase Carey
voiced a similar warning, stating that Fox may become a
subscription-only channel.112 Indeed, broadcasters could
potentially approach the FCC, offering to give up their
spectrum in auctions.113 As shown in Part II, such a result
could pose a significant harm to the television viewing
public since the weight of the quid pro quo public interest
rationale embodied in the Gore Report would be effectively undermined. However, Aereo and the courts may
be forcing broadcasters’ hands.
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Thus, regardless of the outcome of Aereo, a legislative or regulatory response is warranted to deal with the
looming threat to broadcasters and their revenue stream.
[Online Video Distributors, or OVDs]
cannot be left to retransmit television
broadcast signals online at will, leaving
broadcast stations both unable to control the distribution of their signals over
the Internet and unable to recapture the
value of retransmission and resale of
their signal, as this would have obvious
and potentially devastating consequences
for broadcasters.114
This response should ensure that the existing regulatory
framework is not undercut by parasitic, freeriding activities, such as those from Aereo or subsequent imitators.
Meanwhile, policymakers must keep in mind that the
cord-cutting phenomenon well under way is also in the
public interest. Indeed, greater accessibility to programming—including broadcast programming—will not only
give viewers more flexibility in viewing their favorite
content, but is likely to make cable television packages
more affordable.115 If the broadcasters succeed in securing
an injunction against Aereo, policymakers should aim to
encourage cord-cutting innovations and provide certainty
to companies like Aereo, which may be operating in legal
gray areas. Accordingly, any future responses made by
Congress or the FCC should keep this milieu of policy
considerations in mind in striking a proper balance to
incentivize innovation while protecting the public goods
afforded by broadcast TV. The following section will
analyze the existing proposals, focusing on the extent to
which they efficiently accommodate these dual goals.

Part IV—Proposals to Preserve Broadcast
Television
Within the current framework of federal copyright
and communications laws, two minimal definitional
changes can be made. These definitional changes will
serve to adapt the existing legal framework to the media
environment within which it operates today. Specifically,
one proposal would categorize so-called “over-the-top”
OVDs as multichannel video distributors MVPDs under the Communications Act. Another proposal would
instead require Congressional action to modify the
definition of “cable systems” under the Copyright Act’s
compulsory license, bringing OVDs within the scope of
the compulsory license. While changing these definitions
would only slightly alter the text or interpretation of legislation, they would likely have a broad, lasting impact on
the television industry. Each proposal affords the potential to achieve the twin aims of incentivizing cord-cutting
innovations and protecting broadcasters. This section
will expound on both proposals in turn, exploring their
benefits and drawbacks. Though each proposal has its

own limitations, with minor revisions, the proposals can
be put in place in conjunction with one another, helping
to close the loophole that Aereo has exploited.
Proposal One: Redefine MVPDs to Include OVDs
On the heels of a program access complaint of an
OVD, Sky Angel, against Discovery Channel, which
terminated its affiliation agreement with Sky Angel, the
FCC Media Bureau has recently solicited public comment regarding the proper way to define both “channel” and “MVPD” under the Communications Act.116 At
issue in the program access complaint was whether Sky
Angel qualified as an MVPD, thus entitling it to carry
Discovery Channel programming under current program
access rules.117 Two noteworthy interpretations on which
the Media Bureau has sought public comment are the
following:
(i) interpreting “channel” as used in the
definition of the term “MVPD” to include
the provision of a transmission path, thus
treating as MVPDs only those entities
that make available for purchase multiple
streams of “video programming” as well
as the transmission path; or (ii) interpreting “channel” as used in the definition of
the term “MVPD” to provide that any entity that makes multiple “video programming networks” available for purchase is
considered an “MVPD” without regard
to whether it makes available a transmission path for purchase.
While the former narrow interpretation would preclude
OVDs from achieving MVPD status, the latter broad
interpretation would open the doors to MVPD status.
Indeed, the issue of whether to make MVPD status conditional in part on the provision of a transmission path
separates “traditional” MVPDs, such as cable and satellite
providers, from OVDs, such as Aereo, Hulu and Sky Angel.118 As the FCC has stated, the resolution of this seemingly innocuous issue has the potential to exert sweeping
effects on the television industry.119
Should the FCC be persuaded to adopt the latter interpretation, “more companies could stream TV shows to
computers and smartphones, hastening an industrywide
shift to the Internet.”120 Equally significant is the fact that
this interpretation would make OVDs subject to retransmission consent rules, thus mandating good faith negotiations for broadcast programming and creating a new
revenue stream for broadcasters.121 Hence, both interests
of incentivizing innovation while protecting broadcasters
and the continued availability of broadcast programming
are largely addressed.
The response to a potential expansion of the definition of MVPD has been widely mixed. Leading the
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charge in favor of a broad definition without regard to
the provision of a transmission path are Internet companies and consumer public interest groups. In support of
MVPD status for OVDs, many have argued that, “[g]iven
the market concentration and rising costs to consumers,
it is vitally important to the competitive landscape that
MVPDs include not only those entities that provide the
transmission path but also those that utilize new distribution platforms, such as the Internet, to deliver video
programming.”122 Moreover, this increased competition
is also likely to create incentives to innovate and enhance
efficiency.123
Notably, broadcasters have—with their own interests
in mind—also emerged in favor of a broad interpretation of what constitutes an MVPD, finding themselves
on the same side as some of the very companies that
they have been battling in court. For example, broadcasters have similarly embraced the potential for enhanced
competition and the resulting benefits to the public,124
stating that, “[OVDs] represent other outlets for broadcast programming, including local news and information [which can] provide new opportunities for reaching
more viewers and potentially increase advertising and
retransmission consent revenues. Those revenues…can be
used to enhance news, entertainment and public service
programming—furthering the objective of localism.”125
Moreover, highlighting the threat that uncompensated
online retransmissions of broadcast programming poses
to broadcasters and the public, broadcasters have argued:
Leaving broadcasters unable to control
Internet distribution of their signals and
without the means to negotiate for fair
compensation for use of their signals
would contradict Congress’ mandate
that “anyone engaged in retransmission
consent by whatever means” obtain a
station’s consent, and would seriously
undermine stations’ ability to fulfill their
public service obligations.126
Thus, without an FCC move to broadly define MVPDs
to include OVDs, Aereo and other “over-the-top” providers could continue eluding retransmission consent
rules, which would mandate OVDs to negotiate with
broadcasters for the right to retransmit their broadcasting
programming.127
Strikingly, the proposed move to a broader definition
of MVPDs to encompass OVDs parallels the FCC response to the emergence of cable systems and its subsequent decision to make cable subject to retransmission
consent rules:
[B]ecause the only reason the re-transmission licensing rules came into effect was
due to the rogue history of cable systems
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and broadcast TV. Cable systems largely
began in rural areas where cowboy
entrepreneurs figured out they could
deliver clear TV signals to places that had
a tough or impossible time pulling down
over-the-air broadcasts. So the cable systems put an antenna somewhere central,
then piped the signals to their customers
for a small fee.128
Hence, given the parallel business plans and push to exploit technologically outmoded policies, it is rather fitting
that Aereo and other OVDs might be subject to the same
rules which sought to recalibrate the competitive balance
for cable providers. Just as the retransmission consent
rules emerged in order to protect broadcasters’ vitality129
in the face of new technologies which were essentially
subsidized by broadcasters,130 so too could they be extended to address the threats raised by OVDs such as
Aereo. “[E]xempting Internet program distributors from
the rules governing MVPDs—most importantly, the requirement of obtaining a television broadcaster’s consent
before retransmitting its signal—would not only threaten
to upend a carefully-crafted regulatory scheme, but could
materially affect a revenue stream important to television
broadcasting.”131 Such a loss in revenue would almost
certainly affect the quality of public interest programming
that broadcasters provide.
On the other hand, cable and satellite companies
have come out in favor of a narrow construction of what
constitutes an MVPD, demanding the recognition of a
transmission path requirement. Indeed, seeking to avoid
the entry of new competitors, the traditional MVPDs are
resisting such a definitional broadening that would adapt
existing policy to emerging technology. “De-coupling
MVPD status from facilities ownership or control would
effectively enable anyone to leverage the offering of [several] amateur video clips into a right to demand access
to high quality programming networks, a change of…
far-reaching consequences for the video distribution and
programming industries…”132 Hence, cable titans such
as Comcast, Cablevision, and Time Warner Cable argue
for an outmoded interpretation that fails to adequately
accommodate the policy issues raised by new technologies,133 but prevents entrants of cord-cutting competitors
that could upset the status quo.134
Despite the potential promises of giving OVDs
MVPD status, several pitfalls exist. For one thing, the
current retransmission consent rules have recently been
subject to a great deal of criticism. Specifically, there have
been concerns that broadcasters have abused the retransmission consent rules, increasingly using questionable
negotiation tactics and demanding substantial sums of
money135 for the rights to retransmit broadcast programming.136 “[D]isputes over retransmission consent have
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become more contentious and more public, and [the FCC
has] recently seen a rise in negotiation impasses that
have affected millions of consumers.”137 In particular,
a series of programming “blackouts”138 over the years
has prompted the FCC to revisit the rules surrounding
retransmission consent and negotiations, focusing on a
clarification of the good faith negotiation standard to give
greater certainty to negotiating parties and consumers
alike.139 Additionally, retransmission consent rules may
not even accomplish the localism-driven aims that they
were originally designed to accomplish:
Research on local broadcasters’ provision
of local news and public affairs programming provides little compelling evidence
that retransmission consent revenues are
being utilized by broadcasters to enhance
their provision of local news and public
affairs programming. Rather, it appears
that these revenues are being used in
large part to fund the programming activities of national broadcast networks.140
Absent regulatory action to address the deficiencies in the
current retransmission consent regime, questions remain
about whether broadcasters might similarly abuse these
rules in the face of negotiations with OVDs. Thus, even if
MVPD rules are extended to encompass OVDs, the regulations themselves will need special attention to ensure
that they are performing properly.
Meanwhile, others have even considered doing
away with retransmission consent altogether, arguing,
“[t]he Retransmission Consent right is fundamentally
flawed because it is based on a legal fiction—the notion
that consumers and MVPDs are interested in a broadcast station’s signal rather than in the programs on that
signal.”141 Hence, for some, the better solution may be to
allow companies to negotiate over the right to retransmit
copyrighted programming itself—not the broadcast signal.142 Nevertheless, such a strategy may not provide the
same type of protections available to broadcasters that the
retransmission consent rules afford.
Proposal Two: Make Internet Retransmissions Subject
to the Compulsory Copyright License
For others, the solution to closing the loophole which
Aereo has managed to exploit lies neither within the
Communications Act, nor in the rulemaking power of the
FCC, but rather in the Copyright Act. Specifically, Congress can broaden the scope of the Section 111 Compulsory License143 to apply to over-the-top retransmissions as
well as to MVPD retransmissions, such that “broadcasters, if not cable networks, [w]ould be required to license
their content under fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms to all distributors.”144 As previously
stated,145 the current compulsory license has consistently

been interpreted not to apply to video content transmitted over the Internet—in spite of the fact that the policy
reasons supporting the original adoption of the compulsory license for cable and satellite are the same as those
supporting compulsory licensing for OVDs:
Independent programming creators had
an interest in the continued health of
their primary distributors, the broadcasters. And along with the broadcasters
they believed it was inequitable that a
new, profitable industry should emerge
that used others’ content for free. Both
program suppliers and broadcasters
therefore wanted cable to make some
kind of payment for the use of content,
broadcast signals, or both…. The compulsory license was created because of the
prevailing view that the transaction costs
of each cable system contracting with
each content provider would be too high,
limiting both the growth of cable and the
audience for content.146
Without a compulsory license for OVDs, high transaction
costs pose a barrier to new competitors. Consequently, the
existing, outdated scheme has yielded great uncertainty,
stymieing innovation, and potentially depriving broadcasters of both a justly deserved royalty revenue stream
and the incentives to produce quality programming.
One potential “quick fix” would be to legislatively
overrule the cases and legislative history which have held
that over-the-top programming retransmissions do not
qualify as “cable systems” under the compulsory license.
However, in order for this change to have full effect, the
FCC would either have to authorize this retransmission,
or the language in the statute requiring FCC authorization would have to be removed completely.147 Furthermore, even though this scheme would allow many OVDs
to emerge, it is not clear that the royalty revenue alone
would be sufficient to support broadcasters’ continued
vitality. Indeed, a recently enjoined OVD called “ivi”
would have had to pay a mere $100 annual royalty to the
Copyright Office for the right to retransmit copyrighted
broadcast programming content under the Section 111
Compulsory License.148 Recognizing the inadequacy of
a compulsory license for Internet retransmissions, the
Copyright Office has stated:
Such a measure…would effectively wrest
control away from program producers who make significant investments
in content and who power the creative
engine in the U.S. economy. In addition,
a government-mandated Internet license
would likely undercut private negotiations leaving content owners with rela-
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tively little bargaining power in the distribution of broadcast programming.149
Thus, while an alteration in the existing compulsory
licensing regime would accomplish the goal of encouraging cord-cutting innovations, without a corresponding
change from the FCC with regard to communications policy, a redefined licensing regime is, on its own, unlikely to
support broadcasters and their abilities to produce quality
programming for the public.150
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A Model for Success:
Why New York Should Change the Classification
of Child Models Under New York Labor Laws
By Craig Tepper
“It’s never too late to have a happy childhood.”1

Introduction

exclusion prevents child models from enjoying the physical, educational, and financial protection that New York
labor laws allot to those children the legislature considers
to be performers.8

There are few institutions as rich in history over the
past century as New York’s fashion modeling industry.2
Beginning in 1903, when Ehrlich Brothers, a specialty
store in New York City, conducted what is widely considered to be America’s first fashion show, the fashion and
modeling industries became a national phenomenon.3 A
few decades later, the seeds for what is now known as the
semiannual New York Fashion Week were planted when,
in 1943, a fashion publicist named Eleanor Lambert organized a convention to allow American fashion designers
to exhibit their latest creations, via the use of runway
shows.4

With the average model’s career over by age 20,9 this
quickly extinguishing flame of fame often means that
their stories are never told, that any adversity, mistreatment or unfair labor practices that they were subjected to
will forever be stifled and hidden under the surface of,
say, the latest Louis Vuitton advertisement in last month’s
edition of Vogue. Yet when a young model defeats the law
of averages and continues to model as an adult, his or
her trials and tribulations have a much greater chance of
being heard.10 One young model to accomplish this rare
career feat was Brooke Shields.

“[D]espite the longstanding presence of
the modeling scene in New York, and
the increasing number of youths seeking
to break into the industry, the New
York legislature continues to statutorily
discriminate against child models by
excluding them from the definition of
‘child performers’ under state labor laws.
This exclusion prevents child models from
enjoying the physical, educational, and
financial protection that New York labor
laws allot to those children the legislature
considers to be performers.”

Shields, well known as a model, actress, and former
wife of tennis great Andre Agassi, continued her modeling career in 197511 when, at the tender age of 10, she
was hired to pose nude for a photo shoot in New York
for a publication known as Sugar and Spice.12 The photographs, financed by Playboy Press and taken by famed
photographer Garry Gross,13 portrayed Shields “in thick
makeup and bejeweled, sitting and standing in a steaming, opulently decorated bathtub,”14 all while shockingly
visibly nude. In order for Shields, who was legally considered an infant, to be permitted to participate in such a
risqué, controversial and adult-like display of modeling,15
her mother, Teri Shields, granted written consent to the
defendant in two respects.16 These included both the right
to use, reuse and publish the photographs taken, and the
waiver of any right to approve of the means in which the
photographs were used.17

While the modeling industry may not be novel, in today’s age of social media, the industry is in the public eye
more than ever. Through a growing social and online media presence, the industry is reaching out and connecting
to a wider consumer base;5 due to this increased media
exposure, more young boys and girls may be aware of the
opportunity to try the trade than ever before. In fact, Funnyface Today Inc., a modeling agency in New York, saw
a 50% increase in child model applications between 2006
and 2009.6 However, despite the longstanding presence
of the modeling scene in New York, and the increasing
number of youths seeking to break into the industry, the
New York legislature continues to statutorily discriminate
against child models by excluding them from the definition of “child performers” under state labor laws.7 This

Five years later, after discovering that these photographs, with Gross’s permission, had been published in
a French magazine, Shields brought suit to permanently
enjoin Gross from any future use or distribution of the
photographs.18 Shields claimed that based on common
law and Section 3-105, the section of McKinney’s General
Obligations Law pertaining to the protection of infants,19
a court was required to review the contracts of infants
before any terms could be consented to.20 However, the
Court of Appeals of New York did not agree with Shields,
instead finding that neither the statute in question nor
the common law applied to child models; instead only
the contracts of infant child performers could be reviewed
prior to their inception.21 Therefore, due to Shields’ status
as an infant model, the consent given by her mother was
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valid and could not be negated by the aforementioned
Section 3-105 of McKinney’s, and consequently Shields
was barred from bringing legal action.22 Despite her
deep desire to put these photographs behind her and
move on with what was to become an illustrious career,
due to the state of New York’s labor laws, Shields could
not enjoin Gross from using, reusing or publishing the
photographs.23
On the surface, the Shields case seems to be relatively
procedural: since she was a child model and not a child
performer under the statute, she did not have a claim to
revoke the previously given consent to take and use the
photographs.24 However, the precedent that this case
sets—and its overall impact going forward—speaks volumes. Based on her mother’s consent,25 Shields was, and
remains to this day, barred from preventing the photographs from being used in any and all (non-pornographic) publications and displays.26 Since she was not, as a
child model, provided adequate protection under the law,
Shields will forever be subject to reminders of her participation in an activity as a child that she would not have
participated in as an adult;27 the photographs will forever
remain an albatross on her otherwise illustrious career.28
While Brooke Shields was able to have a successful
and profitable career despite the inadequate protection
available under the labor laws of New York, she is vastly
in the minority.29 Every year, an increasing number of
teen and pre-teen models30 flock to the fashion mecca of
New York City31 in an attempt to break into the industry.
As Amy Odell phrases it in her piece The Struggles of Girl
Models, “like the clothing business, the modeling business
has trends, and the look of very young girls has been a
fairly long-lasting one with troubling repercussions.”32
Unlike Shields, most of them do not go on to glamorous
careers, but rather work for a short period of time, earning a minimal amount of money.33 In New York, these
short bursts occur primarily during New York’s Fashion
Week, which takes place every February and September.34
During all modeling jobs, not just Fashion Week, these
young models are exposed to the sexualized, adult-like
modeling industry at a very tender and impressionable
age.35 This industry is entirely focused upon physical
appearance which, according to Sara Ziff, president of the
Model Alliance,36 “has no restrictions regarding who can
model clothing for adults.”37 These models are regularly
without supervision by parents or guardians, leaving
them exposed to sexual harassment by the fashion designers or photographers who employ them.38 Additionally,
the constant pressure on these young models to be as thin
as possible exposes them to a variety of mechanisms for
losing weight, including anorexia, bulimia, and even hard
drugs like cocaine.39 Aside from this persistent pressure,
these models are simply worked to the bone.40 While on
paper there are restrictions on work hours for models under the age of 18,41 they are rarely adhered to, and “plenty
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of young girls will find themselves working long, late
hours without proper meal and rest breaks or chaperones,
with little or no money to show for it.”42
As highlighted by Brooke Shields’ ordeal, the hardships faced by young models in New York are largely
attributable to the subpar and rarely enforced labor laws
that protect child models.43 Whereas other states, such as
California, include models in their definitions of “minors
in the entertainment industry,” ensuring that they receive
the same protection as other child performers,44 New
York continues to keep models and performers statutorily
separate.45

I.

The Current State of New York Labor Law
Legislation

A.

New York’s Legislation for Child Performers

Before exploring the lack of adequate child model labor protection, it is important to first examine New York’s
existing legislation designed to protect child performers.
1.

Defining “Child Performer”

The Child Performer Education and Trust Act of 2003
(CPETA)46 amended New York labor law by adding Article 4-A, entitled “Employment and Education of Child
Performers.”47 The purpose of this amendment was to
provide detailed regulations of both the employment and
education of these young performers, as well as to outline
civil penalties for failure to enforce the regulations.48
According to former State Senator Guy Velella, who was
Chair of the New York Senate Labor Committee at the
time the bill for this Act was passed, “this bill will ensure
that child performers receive an adequate education and
have better protections for their earnings.”49 Article 4-A
begins with a lengthy list defining what constitutes an
artistic or creative service, which includes “actor, actress,
dancer, musician, comedian, singer, stunt-person, voiceover artist…songwriter, musical producer or arranger,
writer, director,” among others.50 However, the lengthy
list does not include models.51 Article 4-A proceeds to
define a “child performer” as any child younger than 18
years of age who either “resides in the state of New York
and who agrees to render artistic or creative services” or
who “agrees to render artistic or creative services in the
state of New York.”52 This provision has proven particularly frustrating for Model Alliance founder Sara Ziff in
her quest to prove that child models deserve to be on
equal footing with child performers.53 While testifying
in front of the New York State Department of Labor in
September 2012, Ziff stated that “children who are paid
to model render the same ‘artistic or creative services’ as
dancers, actors, and other children who are protected by
the regulations…modeling in a runway show…before an
audience is no different than any other choreographed
stage performance in which a dancer or actor might
engage.”54
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2.

Necessity of Work Permits

Article 4-A also includes a number of requirements
which outline the process for a child to obtain a work
permit, a necessity in order to receive and maintain employment as a performer.55 One such requirement makes
it absolutely mandatory for a child performer to have an
employment permit,56 and another allows that as long as
such a permit has been issued, “a child performer may be
employed, used or exhibited in any of the…performances
set forth in…section 35.01of the arts and cultural affairs
law.”57 In consideration for the safety, physical and educational well-being of child performers, Article 4-A includes
a provision under which the Department of Labor can refuse to grant a permit in the event that granting it would
“allow a child to participate in an exhibition, rehearsal,
or performance which is harmful to the welfare, development or proper education of such child.”58 This provision also grants the Department of Labor the authority to
revoke, for good cause, any permit that may have already
been granted.59 In similar fashion, the Department drafted
a section of 4-A that incentivizes employers to ensure that
their child performers have the required permits.60 Under
this provision, “failure to produce any permit or certificate either to work or to employ is prima facie evidence
of the illegal employment of any child performer whose
permit or certificate is not produced.61
3.

Education Requirements

In addition to employment requirements, the New
York legislature also drafted a number of education
requirements as part of Article 4-A.62 These requirements
mandate that “a child performer shall fulfill educational
requirements as set forth in part one of article sixty-five
of the education law.”63 Should the child performer
be unable to meet these educational requirements, the
employer must “provide a teacher, who is either certified
or has credentials recognized by the state of New York,
to such child performer to fulfill educational requirements pursuant to the education law.”64 In addition, the
legislature included a provision ensuring that the parents
of child performers stay involved in their educational
well-being, mandating that the parents “shall work with
the certified teacher provided to the child performer and
the child’s school of enrollment to fulfill such educational
requirements.”65
4.

Enforcement Mechanisms

While it may be difficult to pass legislation of any
type, it is even more difficult to ensure that such legislation is enforced without the proper mechanisms in place.
The New York legislature created such a mechanism in
the form of civil penalties.66 Should the Department of Labor find “that a child performer’s employer has violated
any provision of this article [4-A],” the Department is
entitled to assess civil penalties of up to $3,000 per violation.67 The money collected for these violations is sub-

sequently placed in the Child Performer Trust Account
(Trust Fund or Trust Account).68
5.

Trust Accounts

In addition to creating Article 4-A of the New York
Labor Law, the CPETA also provided for the creation of a
Trust Fund.69 This provision created a formal procedure,
via the establishment of a trust account, for the handling
of finances for child performers.70 This legislation was
added primarily to avoid a situation in which employers
take advantage of the youth of the performers by withholding money owed to them.71 Under this statute, within
30 days of employment, an employer “is required to
transfer fifteen percent of gross earnings to the custodian
of the child performer’s trust account.”72 If no account
has yet been established by the parents or guardians
of the performer, then the employer must transfer the
money “to the state comptroller for placement into the
child performer’s holding fund.”73 Aside from employers, the custodians or guardians of child performers must
also comply with the “Trust Account” provisions; the law
states that “within fifteen days of the commencement of
employment the child performer’s guardian or custodian must establish a child performer trust account,” and
must subsequently notify the employer of its existence.74
Additionally, as a “safety net” offering further financial
protection, “once the child performer’s trust account
balance reaches two hundred fifty thousand dollars or
more a trust company shall be appointed as custodian of
the account.”75 Once the child performer reaches the age
of 18, the legislation permits him or her to terminate the
Trust Account.76
The passing of the CPETA was undoubtedly a major
recognition by the New York State Senate of the significant problems plaguing children employed in the entertainment industry. As then-State Senate Majority Leader
Joseph L. Bruno stated, “this legislation will protect New
York’s children working in the entertainment industry
while providing them an education outside of their trade
and ensuring their financially stable future.”77 Senator
Bruno also stated that “safeguarding our children has always been a priority of the Senate, as it should be for each
person who raises a child.”78 However, it seems as though
by failing to include child models under this Act, the New
York Senate chose to only safeguard some children, while
leaving those in the modeling industry significantly less
protected.79
B.

New York’s Legislation for the Employment of
Minors

While the CPETA amended the New York Labor Law
to include Article 4-A, which pertains specifically to child
performers, the New York legislature enacted Article 4
in 1962, which pertains generally to the employment of
minors.80
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1.

Limitations Based on Age-Bracket

Throughout Article 4, the legislature drafted a number of different provisions for minors of different age
brackets.81 For minors under 14 years of age, the legislature expressly prohibits the employment of minors “in
connection with any trade, business, or service,” unless
they fall under one of the exceptions listed in the section.82 One such exception allows the employment of a
minor under 14 years of age as a child performer, as long
as such employment complies with the Department of
Labor’s child performer laws (as discussed above in Part
I-A).83 Another exception allows the employment of a
minor less than 14 years of age as a child model, as long
as such employment complies with the Education Department’s child model laws (as discussed below in Part
I-C).84 Whereas Article 4 imposes heavy restrictions on the
employment of minors under 14, it is more lenient for minors between the ages of 14 and 17.85 Article 4 only prohibits the employment of these minors when “attendance
upon instruction is required by the education law.”86
Aside from discussing whether or not minors are
allowed to work, Article 4 also outlines restrictions for
those minors who are permitted to obtain employment.87
Minors 14 and 15 years of age may not work “more than
three hours on any school day,” or “more than eight hours
on any day when school is not in session,” nor may they
work more than “eighteen hours a week,” “more than six
days a week,” or “after seven o’clock in the evening or
before seven o’clock in the morning.”88 However, these
work restrictions do not apply to child models whose
employment is governed by the Education Department’s
child model laws (as discussed below in Part I-C).89
2.

Enforcement Mechanisms

Additionally, Article 4 contains mechanisms to
enforce the previously discussed provisions, in the form
of both civil and criminal penalties.90 If it is discovered
that any provision of Article 4 has been violated by an
employer of minors, the Department of Labor may “assess the employer a civil penalty of not more than one
thousand dollars for the first such violation, not more
than two thousand dollars for the second violation,
and not more than three thousand dollars for a third or
subsequent violation.”91 Additionally, should a minor
suffer serious injury or death in relation to an employer’s
violation of Article 4, “such penalty shall be treble the
maximum penalty allowable under the law for such a
violation.”92 Aside from civil penalties, employers who
knowingly violate Article 4 may face criminal penalties,
as they will be “guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction therefore shall be punished by a fine of not more
than five hundred dollars or imprisonment for not more
than sixty days.”93
As demonstrated by the highlighted provisions of
Article 4 of the New York Labor Law, there are many
enforcement mechanisms in place to ensure a safe en86

vironment for minors in the work force, such as age
restrictions,94 a concern for school days,95 limitations on
working hours,96 and both civil penalties97 (monetary)
and criminal penalties98 (either monetary, imprisonment,
or both) for lack of enforcement. However, the New York
legislature, in every one of the provisions mentioned
above, goes out of its way to state that Article 4 (and all of
its safety mechanisms) does not apply to child models; instead one must look to the Education Department, rather
than the Department of Labor (whose entire purpose is to
regulate the work force) for any law regarding the employment of child models.99
C.

New York’s Existing Legislation for Child Models

Under New York Law, unlike child performers, child
models are not regulated by the Department of Labor;
instead they are regulated by the Department of Education via N.Y. Arts & Cultural Affairs Law § 35.05100 and
the New York Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations § 190.2.101 Not only do these entangled regulations
offer minimal protection for the models, they make it
difficult for people, mainly the employers who are supposed to abide by these laws, to even locate them to
know what the laws mandate.102 Even Sara Ziff, founder
of The Model Alliance and a former child model, had
a difficult time locating the rules contained in the child
model regulations.103 In an interview with Buzzfeed.com,
Ziff voiced her frustrations with the oversight for child
models.104 Ziff stated that “one day she decided to call the
Department of Labor in New York to find out if the laws
for child models are on the books anywhere. Within a few
hours and ‘after getting passed around to like 50 different people’ because ‘no one knew anything’…she found
them.”105
1.

The Education Department’s Work Permit
Requirement

In wording quite similar to that required by the
New York Department of Labor for child performers, the
Education Department mandates that “it shall be unlawful to employ, use, exhibit, or cause to be exhibited a
minor as a model unless…a child model work permit has
been issued.”106 However, unlike the labor laws for child
performers, under this law, employment of a minor as a
model must be “in accordance with the rules and regulations promulgated by the commissioner of education,”107
rather than by the Department of Labor. In order to obtain
a permit allowing a minor to be employed as a model, the
minor or his or her parent or guardian must apply to the
commissioner of education, and must include with the
application a certificate from a physician showing that
the minor is physically fit to be employed or exhibited as
a model.108 Once the child model work permit has been
issued by the commissioner of education, the permit must
be “signed by each person employing, using or exhibiting the minor prior to the commencement of the minor’s
employment,” and such employment cannot commence
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unless the permit has been signed by the employer.109 In
order to enforce these permits, the “commissioner of education may promulgate rules and regulations…designed
to protect the health and welfare of child models,”110 and
the permits “may be revoked by the certificating officer at
any time for good cause.”111 Additionally, the Department
of Education claims that “violation of this section shall
be a misdemeanor.”112 However, despite this declaration,
the Department of Education provides no guidelines or
mechanisms to enforce these requirements.113 While this
law does not state what types of child models it applies
to, it explicitly states that “this section shall not apply to
the employment…of a minor as a model…in a television
broadcast or program for whom a permit has been issued
pursuant to section one hundred fifty-one of the labor
law.”114
2.

Supervision and Age Restrictions

In addition to work permits, the Education Department has also drafted legislation requiring the supervision of child models.115 This law provides that a minor
employed as a model “shall be accompanied by the
parent or guardian of such minor or by an adult designated in writing by such parent or guardian,” and that no
minor shall be employed as a model “during the hours he
is required to be in attendance in the school which he is
enrolled.”116
The Education Department additionally provides a
list of restrictions on working hours for minors employed
as models based on their ages.117 Children under the age
of seven may not be employed as a model “for more than
2 hours in any 1 day and not more than 10 hours in any
1 week, nor shall such minor be so employed…between
the hours of 6 p.m. to 9 a.m.”118 For those child models
between the ages of seven and 13, they may not be employed during the school year for “more than three hours
in any one day in which school is in session or four hours
in any one day in which school is not in session, but not
more than 18 hours in any such week,”119 and “no such
minor shall be employed…between the hours of 6 p.m.
and 9 a.m.”120 For those child models aged 14 or 15, they
may not be employed during the school year “more than
three hours in any one day in which school is in session or
eight hours in any one day in which such school is not in
session, but not more than 23 hours in any such week.”121
When school is not in session,122 they may not be employed “more than 40 hours in any such week,”123 and
they shall never be required to work between the hours of
6 p.m. and 9 a.m.124
For the slightly older models, those between 16 and
17 years of age, they may not be employed as a model
during the school year for “more than four hours in any
one day in which such school is in session or eight hours
in any one day in which such school is not in session,
but not more than 28 hours in any such week.”125 When
school is not in session, no such minor may be employed

as a model “more than 48 hours in any such week.”126
Additionally for this age bracket, “no male minor 16 or
17 years of age shall be employed…as a model between
12 o’clock midnight and 6 a.m. and no such female minor
shall be so employed between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.”127 In
addition, these age restrictions reiterate the necessity of a
child model work permit, stating that these permits “shall
accompany each minor…employed as a model,”128 and
notes that these permits “may be revoked by the certifying officer at any time for any violation of law or of these
regulations or for any other good cause.”129 However
as discussed immediately below, the Education Department has failed to provide a system to enforce these
regulations.
3.

The Lack of Enforcement Mechanisms

While the permit process and the age and hour
restrictions seem thorough on their own, there are practically no mechanisms for enforcement of these provisions
by the Education Department, aside from the vague
threat of a misdemeanor.130 This lack of enforcement
leads to an overabundance of direct violations of these
permit, age and hourly provisions; according to Ziff, “in
my 15 years working as a model, I have never seen a child
model carrying a work permit, nor has a single agent
I’ve asked.”131 A significant part of the problem is that, as
Ziff pointed out earlier, the child model regulations are
extremely difficult to locate, and they are more than likely
unbeknownst to potential employers.132 As Buzzfeed.com
writer Amy Odell notes:
Inspectors certainly don’t roam castings
and fashion shows to make sure 16 and
17-year-old models are getting their permits signed. That’s good for the foreign
models who are just here for a couple
of weeks to see if they can “make it,”
aren’t legal to work here, and probably
wouldn’t be able to get permits—but not
so great for the industry as a whole.133
As a result, countless numbers of these young models, who are simply happy to find employment, even on
short term bases, are more than likely at the complete
control of their employers or photographers, no matter
what that might entail. If by some small chance the model
was aware of these regulations, and attempted to enforce
them, the employer could easily choose another off of the
endless assembly line of young models, one who would
be more willing to adhere to his or her conditions. It is
this fear of unemployment that keeps these models from
protesting,134 and these inadequate and rarely enforced
regulations allow this cycle to continue.

II.

The Detriment Faced by Child Models

In the Brooke Shields case examined above, Shields
was fortunate enough to be in a position to both overcome the adversity she faced as a 10-year-old child,135
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and to continue on to have a celebrated career despite
her unsuccessful suit to enjoin the photographer from
continuing to use the photos.136 However, Shields is in the
minority. The vast majority of young runway and print
models are too afraid—of losing out on an opportunity
to break into the industry, or of being forced to go back
empty handed and unemployed to the country or city
from whence they came—to bring attention to issues that
they might face.137 In her interview with Odell, Sara Ziff
stated, “I don’t think anyone would disagree that really
young models generally are not willing or able to stand
up for themselves or ask to be paid for their work or
set limits on the kind of pictures they want to take and
whether they want to appear nude or not.”138
This article will now examine the physical health
and safety detriment, the educational detriment, and the
financial detriment that regularly plague child models.
Additionally, it will examine how these dangers and
detriments can be diminished to the point of near extinguishment by a classification of child models as “child
performers” under the New York Labor law.
A.

The Physical Health and Safety Detriment

While certainly not the only detriment that child
models regularly face, arguably the most prominent issue
in the public eye is the constant compromise of models’
physical health and safety.139 Due to the lack of legislatively mandated regulation over the child modeling
industry, young models are frequently unsupervised.140
Consequently, these young models are often left to essentially supervise themselves, which leaves them vulnerable to pressures from their employers or the industry in
general.141
1.

Cruel Labor Practices

Of the various harms that frequently envelop these
young models, one of the most significant is the frequency of cruel labor practices.142 According to Sara Ziff,
16-hour work days were common for her and her peers
when she was a 15-year-old model in the late 1990s.143
Additionally, according to Amy Odell, the majority of the
teenage models hired to work during New York Fashion
Week do not have the required permits, and are often
required to work until extremely late hours,144 which
blatantly ignores the regulations for child models145 as set
out by the New York Education Department.146 For many
young models, the extended working hours simply mean
they will get back to their homes at a later time than they
anticipated. Yet there are just as many of these young
models who come from around the world seeking to
break into the modeling industry, and these unfair labor
practices have significantly more of a detrimental effect
upon them.147
This behavior by the modeling industry and the
impact it has on foreign child models is at issue in the
2012 documentary Girl Model.148 The film provides an
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unflattering and realistic depiction of the exploitive
nature of the modeling industry, focusing in particular
on very young models who travel to faraway countries
“without chaperones or things as basic as work hour
limits and monetary compensation.”149 The film focuses
on a 13-year-old aspiring model from Russia named
Nadya. Naïve Nadya, who speaks no language but her
native tongue, is plucked from her home by an intimidating Russian agent and whisked to Tokyo, because “the
Japanese like their models young and fresh.”150 Young
Nadya has an ominous first experience in Tokyo, where
she is dragged to the city morgue by the Russian agent,
a common practice of his that he claims to do to “show
them just how badly things can end for a recruit who
doesn’t do what she is told.”151 The film proceeds to follow Nadya to casting calls, where she is forced to stand
in a skimpy bathing suit amongst hundreds of similarly
clad girls.152 These girls are required to stand in front of
a panel of casting directors and judges who take their
measurements with a tape measure and poke and prod
them like farm animals.153 At one of these casting calls,
one man, while helping Nadya with her wardrobe and
makeup, suggests that she tell the casting directors she
is 15 rather than 13, as it would be easier for her to find
work that way.154 Throughout the film, 13-year-old Nadya
is seen trying to navigate Tokyo by herself, in order to
make it from one casting call to another, while failing to
receive monetary compensation from any of them.155 In
fact, she is forced to live in a tiny apartment with other
aspiring models while paying rent directly out of her
pocket, a pocket that, as a poor 13-year-old from Russia,
is not particularly deep.156 In one heart-wrenching scene,
Nadya, after leaving a casting call, is seen hysterically
crying on the phone to her mother and begging to come
home, while her mother insists that she stay.157 While the
film is left open-ended regarding Nadya’s career prospects, the statistics are not encouraging. According to
Ashley Arbaugh, a modeling scout featured in the film,
“fewer than a handful of recruits will ever actually make
it as a model,” and subsequently the rest of these aspiring models are sent home to their parents in severe debt,
without any of the money that they may have been promised at the outset.158
Girl Model, while not taking place in New York,
should, as Amy Odell writes, “resonate with a lot of models currently walking the runways at New York Fashion
Week.”159
2.

Sexual Exploitation and Harassment

In addition to cruel labor practices, another constant
threat to the physical harm and safety of child models
is the ever-present threat of sexual exploitation and
harassment.160 Whereas New York’s labor laws require
a highly strict degree of supervision for actors, singers,
and other types of child performers, due to the lack of
regulation of the child modeling industry, models often
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find themselves unsupervised at a very young age (like
Nadya in the Girl Model documentary), leaving them
quite vulnerable to advances by agents, employers, or
photographers.161 These young models are often put into
compromising positions where they feel that, out of fear
of losing out on a job or modeling opportunity, they are
not in a position to reject such advances, no matter how
unwanted they may be.162
In a recent survey conducted by the Model Alliance,
an astounding 87% of the underage models surveyed
claim that they have been asked to pose completely nude
during a modeling job or a casting session without any
form of advanced notice; of those models put in such an
uncomfortable position, 27% agreed to the request, because they felt that they had to out of fear of losing their
job.163 Additionally, not only did 30% of the models surveyed say that they have been touched inappropriately
during modeling jobs, but an eye-opening 28% confessed
that they had actually been pressured to engage in sexual
acts with someone at work.164 While New York’s labor
laws provide child performers with an outlet, in the form
of unions,165 to bring forth their problems, no such outlet
exists for child models.166 In the same survey, only 29% of
models who had been sexually harassed during a modeling job felt that they could tell their agencies, and twothirds of those who had the courage to speak up found
that their agents failed to take any action.167 The fact that
over 70% of the models surveyed felt that they could not
come forward to their agencies168—the very entities that
matched them up with their sexually exploitive employers in the first place—speaks volumes about the need for
reform, so that these young models can have powerful
outlets to bring forth their problems and concerns without fearing for their jobs.
3.

The Presence of Cocaine

Aside from overbearing labor practices and the
constant presence of sexual harassment and exploitation
by employers, child models regularly face a plethora of
other threats and exposures that put their health at risk.
Young models are regularly pressured to lose weight by
both their agencies and employers.169 In fact, according to
the survey conducted by the Model Alliance, over 64% of
models have been asked to lose weight by their agencies
or employers, and over 31% have subsequently developed an eating disorder.170 Due to the constant threat to
lose weight, young models are regularly exposed to the
dangerous drug cocaine.171 Since suppressed appetites
are a major side effect of the drug,172 it is quite commonly
found throughout the modeling industry.173 In the Model
Alliance’s survey, over 50% of the models surveyed claim
to have been exposed to cocaine in the workplace, and
almost 25% surveyed say that such exposure has led to
a development of a drug or alcohol problem.174 As child
models are not protected by New York’s labor laws, they
do not have outlets such as labor unions to turn to with
their issues or who will negotiate solutions for them.175

Consequently, almost 30% of these young models lack
health insurance,176 causing the metaphorical knife of the
health risks of the modeling industry to dig even deeper.
B.

The Educational Detriment

In addition to the various physical health and safety
issues that could be significantly mitigated by the reclassification of child models, these models are also at risk
of being educationally disadvantaged by their exclusion
from the labor laws. As examined above, the CPETA
requires that the employers of child performers provide
a teacher to the performers if the minors are required to
miss a substantial amount of normal schooling, and the
employers must also coordinate with the child’s school to
ensure that all educational requirements are being met.177
However, there exists no such requirement for child
models.178
With days routinely extending to 16 hours179 there is
not much time left in the day to devote to studying, and
without supervision, these young models are likely to
advance into adulthood without much of an education.180
With the nature of the modeling industry being competitive, and with careers being short-lived,181 countless
former child models are left facing the majority of their
lives with their intended career already in the rearview
mirror, and due to their minimal education, there are not
a surplus of doors open to them. According to Ziff, “without provisions for tutors, many young models drop out
of school to pursue short-lived careers that leave them in
debt to their agencies.”182 By classifying child models as
child performers under New York labor laws, it would go
a long way towards ensuring not only that these children
who find themselves in the modeling industry keep up
with their schoolwork, but that they also are put on a path
to succeed in the inevitable life after modeling.
C.

The Potential for Financial Exploitation by
Parents

A major issue regarding the financial well being of
child models involves the potential for financial exploitation by their own parents. While Brooke Shields certainly
may have been a photogenic child, she most certainly
did not approach photographer Garry Gross or Sugar and
Spice magazine183 as a 10-year-old seeking to be photographed nude in a bathtub for national publication.
Rather the “method behind the madness” was Shields’
ambitious mother, Teri.184 Teri Shields began exploiting
her daughter’s photogenic qualities when Brooke was
only 11 months old, putting her in magazine advertisements and television commercials.185 The exploitation
continued as Brooke aged, as in addition to the infamous
bathtub photo shoot, Teri also helped Brooke land roles
in the movies Pretty Baby, where as an 11-year-old she
played a prostitute, and Blue Lagoon, where at 14 years
old she was required to repeatedly be nude186 (although a
body double was used for the nude scenes). When interrogated about her decisions regarding her daughter, Teri
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responded that “fortunately, Brooke was at an age where
she couldn’t talk back,” and that “people who accused
her of exploiting her child were jealous.”187
While some parents, like Teri Shields, might exploit
their children as models out of greed, many force their
children into modeling out of economic necessity.188
In the wake of the economic downturn of recent years,
many parents are signing their children up with modeling agencies to add some extra income to the household.189 In an interview with the Wall Street Journal, the
mother of a 4-year-old girl said of signing her up with
a modeling agency, “in a weak economy, with five kids’
college tuitions to plan for…I want to make the most out
of whatever resources we have.”190 Consequently, with
more parents out of work during harsh economic times,
they have more free time to take their children to modeling auditions.191 Therefore the competition is stiffer, and
parents are more likely to put their children in less-thanideal situations in order to bring home a paycheck.192
Essentially these parents are admitting to exploiting their
children as models for monetary purposes, but using the
rationale of economic necessity to shield themselves from
liability or criticism.
Whether the child models later become famous (like
Shields) or are attempting to break into the industry,
there is an actual danger of financial exploitation by these
models’ parents.193 If child models were to simply be included under the classification of child performers under
New York Labor Laws, then the CPETA would apply to
them, thus requiring these ambitious parents to establish
a trust.194 By requiring a large percentage of the model’s
earnings to be placed in the trust, becoming accessible
only to the model upon his or her 18th birthday,195 it
would essentially add a speed bump between a child
model’s earnings and the parents’ bank accounts, and
it might make some of these parents think twice before
thrusting their children onto runways in provocative outfits,196 or into the pages of magazines wearing little to no
clothing,197 and would further protect the young models
of New York.
D.

Potential for Financial Exploitation by Employers
and Agents

Under current New York law, child models are left extremely vulnerable to the possibility of financial exploitation by not only their own parents, but their agencies and
employers as well.198 Due to the youth of these models
and their lack of life experience, they rarely have the upper hand in any sort of financial negotiation.199 Says Amy
Odell, “many of these young girls haven’t had more than
a babysitting job, much less the experience to know how
to negotiate complicated contractual agreements with
their agencies and clients as freelance workers.”200
For every legitimate agency on the market there are
a number of “scam” operations, which take advantage of
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naïve young models.201 One such operation commonplace
in the modeling industry is the “photo mill” modeling
scam, where models are recruited by an “agent” to have
expensive photographs taken on site.202 These operations
“travel the country setting up shop in a mall, a convention hall, a hotel, a studio, or any other venue that they
can fit many people into.”203 The models are required to
both pay for the photographs up front and to leave their
contact information so the “agency” can find placements
for them, which of course they rarely do.204 Aside from
high start-up costs,205 it is common for agencies to take
advantage of young models, who either through naïveté,
a language barrier, or some combination thereof, are
oblivious of the specifics of the financial arrangements
into which they are contracting.206 When disputes arise,
these models are left unaware of how to handle them.207
In 2012, Anderson Cooper conducted an expose of the
child modeling industry in order to illustrate the expenses
that parents are willing to incur to break their children
into the business, as well as the frequency of agency
scams that these parents are likely to encounter along
the way.208 In one segment of the show, a hidden camera
was set up in a fake modeling agency office in midtown
Manhattan, where parents, with young children by their
side, met with an “agent” (played by an actor).209 The
parents were asked questions pertaining to what their
children would be comfortable doing for a modeling opportunity.210 One parent, when told that before any casting decisions for her daughter would be made, she would
need to pay $750 to $1,000 up-front to have photographs
taken, agreed without hesitation.211 Subsequently one of
Cooper’s correspondents entered the room to explain the
ruse, pointing out that the parent did not make any effort
to research who this modeling agent was before either going to speak with him or offering to hand him large sums
of money up-front.212 While Cooper’s hidden-camera
experiment may have saved a few young models from
financial exploitation by agencies, countless others will
not be as fortunate, and will naïvely end up paying large
sums of money to agencies for little to no return on their
investment.
Aside from modeling agencies, child models in New
York are often left extremely vulnerable to financial exploitation by their employers.213 A main reason for such
exploitation is that due to a lack of a governing agency,
union, or regulator over the models, there is no industry
standard that mandates how models receive payment for
their work.214 Consequently, at many modeling jobs and
opportunities, especially during New York’s high-paced
Fashion Week, “payment for runway modeling often
comes in the form of clothing or accessories (known as
“working for trade”) instead of actual money.”215 While
on paper, receiving free clothing may seem like a nice
perk that comes with the territory of being a model, when
it comes in substitution of an actual paycheck, it is blatantly problematic.
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It would be easier to rationalize the “working for
trade” phenomenon if it was being orchestrated by upand-coming companies, who might not have the disposable income necessary to pay their models at events such
as New York’s Fashion Week. However, this practice is
widely conducted by large-name brands in the fashion
industry.216 One top designer, Marc Jacobs, whom Ziff
describes as “at the helm of a big global brand,”217 is
notorious for this behavior.218 This issue was brought to
the forefront when a 17-year-old model named Hailey
Hasbrook publicly complained about her treatment when
employed by Marc Jacobs.219 Hasbrook complained that
she was required to often work until 4:30 in the morning
while working with the Jacobs team.220 Marc Jacobs himself, in response to Hasbrook’s accusations, responded
seemingly indifferently, stating that “models are paid in
trade. If they don’t want to work with us, they don’t have
to.”221 According to Odell, there was a rumor in the industry that the Marc Jacobs label was to begin paying its
models in 2013.222 However, one young model told Odell
that the Jacobs label has regularly made such promises,
but has never made any significant attempts to follow
through.223 A consequence of this behavior by Marc Jacobs, and other large brands in its class, is a trickle-down
effect.224 If these large, global brands are not paying their
models, it takes away the incentives for smaller brands
to do so, leading to this behavior becoming the standard
within the industry.225
Unfortunately, in New York models are legally
treated as independent contractors, making it impossible
to unionize.226 Without unionization, there is neither a
governing body nor a negotiating committee to ensure
that models are even paid in actual currency.227 Therefore,
even if child models were included in the definition of
child performers under New York labor laws, there would
still be a significant amount of loopholes for employers
themselves to continue to financially exploit child models.228 Additionally, the modeling agencies cannot guarantee employment to the child models they represent, so
even if child models were reclassified as performers, there
is no guarantee of income that would be protected by the
CPETA.229 Amending New York’s labor laws would contribute significantly to reducing the potential for physical
and educational harm, and would substantially hinder
financial exploitation by the parents of models. However,
making such an amendment would not cut off all avenues
of exploitation, and it is conceded that other avenues of
progress must be considered in order to pave the way for
complete protection of New York’s child models.

III.

Looking to California as a Standard

Aside from the state (and city) of New York, the
most prominent state in the entertainment industry is
California.230 With Los Angeles, its most populous city,231
producing a significant quantity of the world’s television shows, films, stage productions and music, there is

a substantial need for proper labor laws to ensure that
the industry continues to run smoothly. In response to
this need, California’s Department of Industrial Relations
(Division of Labor Standards Enforcement) decided, unlike its East Coast counterpart, to classify models under
its definition of the “Entertainment Industry.”232 Under
these regulations, the division lists minors engaged in
“modeling” alongside those engaged in motion pictures,
theatrical or musical performances, photography, circuses, rodeos, and “any other performances where minors
perform to entertain the public.”233
One of the most prominent features of these California laws is the institution of what they refer to as a “studio teacher.”234 A studio teacher, by definition, is a “certified teacher who holds one California teaching credit…
that is valid and current, and who has been certified by
the Labor Commissioner.”235 Additionally, employers of
minors in the entertainment industry are required to provide a studio teacher on “each call for minors age fifteen
(15) days…to age eighteen (18).236 However, in addition
to being an actual teacher of educational material, studio
teachers also serve as a general guardian for the minors
in their care.237 The studio teachers “shall also have responsibility for caring and attending to the health, safety,
and morals of minors under sixteen (16) years of age for
whom they have been provided by the employer, while
such minors are engaged in or employed in any activity
pertaining to the entertainment industry.”238
Additionally, whereas the models of New York are
regularly exposed to dangerous working conditions,
cruel labor practices, drugs and sexual exploitation,239 in
California the studio teachers can act as a buffer to shield
young models from such perils.240 In the course of his
or her employment, “the studio teacher shall take cognizance of such factors as working conditions, physical
surroundings, signs of the minor’s mental and physical
fatigue, and the demands placed upon the minor in relation to the minor’s age, agility, strength, and stamina.”241
Subsequently the studio teacher, if he or she feels that
working conditions are not or are no longer ideal for the
minor, “may refuse to allow the engagement of a minor
on a set or location and may remove the minor therefrom,
if in the judgment of the studio teacher, conditions are
such as to present a danger to the health, safety, or morals
of the minor.”242 California’s labor laws also require an
employer in the entertainment industry to obtain permits
from the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement.243
Whereas the permit process for models outlined by the
New York Department of Education244 has no true enforcement mechanism, any violation of California’s child
labor regulations by an employer can result in the revocation or suspension of a permit.245 Additionally, such
employers are prohibited from taking action against any
studio teacher who may have reported such a violation of
the labor laws.246
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IV.

Why Child Models Should Be Classified as
Child Performers Under New York Labor
Laws

In order to ensure their utmost protection from the
perils of the modeling industry, New York’s Department
of Labor should classify child models under the definition of child performers. Procedurally, this reclassification
would have the effect of providing child models with
the protections granted by the CPETA.247 Under this Act,
child models, like their child performer counterparts,
would be required to obtain permits from the Department
of Labor, which employers would be mandated to check
at the risk of facing civil penalties.248 Additionally, this
Act would ensure that child models would receive proper
education, by requiring employers to provide teachers
to the model minors if their modeling schedule prohibits
them from receiving adequate and regular schooling.249
This teacher would also serve as a supervisor or chaperone of sorts, and would provide a buffer between the
child models and an array of dangerous or exploitative
behavior. This Act would also establish a trust account
for child models, which would help reduce the incentive
for, and results of financial exploitation by parents and
employers.250
Without proper protection, or mechanisms to enforce those protections, young models will continue to
be vulnerable to a number of dangerous physical workplace situations. Sexual exploitation or harassment by
employers who threaten that the models could lose their
jobs unless they comply, or the ever-present access and
pressure to use cocaine to aid in weight loss, will continue
to run rampant throughout the industry.251 Additionally,
for models who proceed to illustrious careers, like Brooke
Shields, or those who find less success, like Nadya from
the film Girl Model, the possibility of financial exploitation by parents, employers, and agents will continue to
be a persistent threat.252 Aside from physical and financial detriment, these young models will continue to be
educationally disadvantaged, as there will be nothing to
require them to keep up with their schooling.253 This lack
of educational supervision could prove extremely disadvantageous for aspiring models, who more often than not
are subject to short-lived careers.254
Despite the dangers and detriments child models
regularly face, a significant reason why they continue to
be statutorily segregated from child performers is due in
large part to the inherently fleeting nature of the modeling industry.255 Unlike actors or other performers who
work on either a movie or television studio or at a theater
or concert venue for long periods of time, modeling jobs
are quite irregular.256 Due to this irregularity, New York
seems, in the opinion of this author, reluctant to subject
the employers of models to the same high standards that
it has for the employers of other performers. A major
reason for this could be that if all of these employers are
suddenly subject to significantly more liability, it could
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subsequently lead to an influx of litigation against such
employers. This added liability could cause a massive
hindrance to not only the modeling industry, by introducing many obstacles to the process of hiring a model for
such a short period of time,257 but to the court system as
well, due to the flood of litigation that is sure to occur
against modeling agencies and employers by jilted models who wish to take advantage of their new-found legal
basis.258
If the New York legislature is not willing to change
the statute completely, thus holding employers to a much
higher burden, it should at least institute a more strict
policy of checking the permits for child models required
under N.Y. Arts & Cultural Affairs Law 35.05,259 similar
to that required by the New York Labor Law. Under this
law, “no permit shall allow a child to participate in an
exhibition, rehearsal, or performance which is harmful
to the welfare, development, or proper education of such
child. A permit may be revoked by the department for
good cause.”260 By strengthening the permit-checking and
monitoring process, especially at major events such as
New York Fashion Week, it could at least lighten the load
of child models who are unfit to be working or who are
forced to work under dangerous conditions.261
Additionally, New York should take a page from
California’s book and institute a version of the “studio
teacher” required by the latter’s labor laws.262 In California, these studio teachers are required not only to serve
as tutors for the child performers, but they also must
keep up with the physical and mental well-being of the
performers, as well as monitor the environment in which
they work.263 If a problem arises, these studio teachers
have the ability to report it directly to California’s Division of Labor Standards Enforcement.264 If the New York
Department of Labor were to require some form of a
guardian akin to these studio teachers to accompany underage models, even if feasible at only larger events, such
as runway shows or photo shoots for major publications,
it would be a step in the right direction. These guardians
would go a long way towards protecting young models
from the perils of the modeling industry, while holding
employers to a higher standard of accountability.265 The
presence of such protective figures could also contribute
significantly towards the educational well-being of underage models, by ensuring that they obtain the appropriate
schooling, and subsequently remain on a positive educational track.266

Conclusion
The New York Department of Labor should amend
its labor laws, specifically the CPETA, to include child
models under the definition of child performers. This
amendment would substantially protect child models
from the physical, financial and educational perils they
regularly face, while granting them the same privileges
and protections allotted to their colleagues in other areas
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of the performance industries.267 If the New York legislature is not willing to fully amend the statute, it should
look to California’s standard of requiring a studio teacher
to chaperone child models, which would go a long way
towards protecting the overall well-being of young
models.268 As the opening quote of this article states, “It
is never too late to have a happy childhood,”269 and by
reclassifying child models as child performers, New York
could do its part to ensure that such a mantra for child
models remains true.
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Redefining the Reel Residual Problem:
An Analysis of DMCA § 4001 and an Alternative Approach
to Union Residual Payments
By Marissa Crespo
Introduction
The growth in the independent film market over the
last decade has changed the economic infrastructure of the
movie industry in the United States. New distributional
mediums—from DVD, video-on-demand, and online distribution to creative film content on mobile devices—have
altered the way independent producers control their works
and introduce them into the marketplace for a more globalized audience.1 With the growth trend of U.S. independent
films in international markets, an increased presence of
such has also brought heightened pressures from U.S. labor
guilds to pay residual payments to their members.2 Despite independent filmmakers’ attempts to pay residuals to
comply with their collective bargaining agreement(s) with
one or more unions, issues arise from their inability to pay
these residuals for non-profitable films. To exacerbate the
problem further, complex financing structures with foreign
distributors and sub-distributors who implement creative
accounting pitfalls leave independent producers with few
dollars to pay residuals.3
In 1998, Congress sought to remedy the problem of
unpaid residuals by implementing an Assumption of Contractual Obligations provision in the Digital Millennium
Copyright Act (DMCA).4 The purpose of the provision was
to require distributors to assume a producer’s obligations
of paying residual payments for a license or assignment in
the film.5 While the statute created an enforceable tool for
unions to use against signatory producers, its operating
effect detrimentally impacted independent producers and
failed to remedy the problem of getting distributors to assume the responsibility of residual payments.

I.

Industry Operation

To understand better the current plight of the relationship among independent film producers, the entertainment
labor unions/guilds and foreign film distributors, a general explanation of the significant agreements and financing landscape must be presented.6 The primary guilds in
the film industry are Directors Guild of America (DGA),
Writers Guild of America (WGA) and Screen Actors
Guild-American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
(SAG-AFTRA).7 These guilds are some of the most pervasive in the entertainment industry that require exclusivity
and contractual obligations to utilize the services of their
members.8 As entertainment attorney Schulyer M. Moore
articulately states:
The guilds require exclusivity—the
members of the guilds may work only
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for companies signing with the guilds
(“guild signatories”), and guild signatories may only employ guildmembers.
Film companies are thus forced to become
guild signatories in order to engage guild
members as talent, and talent are forced to
become guild members to work for guild
signatories.9
For independent producers, to hire union talent is a very
serious economic and artistic choice that must be considered thoughtfully. Hiring guild talent drastically increases
the cost of producing a film, as the collective bargaining agreements set the minimum pay scales, and require
producers to pay pension and health contributions and
residuals.10
Residuals are a form of contingent compensation.
Guilds require production companies to pay them when
the production companies receive any form of revenues
for exploitation of the film in other markets outside of the
initially agreed upon territories and medium (i.e., film to
pay TV, DVD, and cable TV).11 Residual calculations vary
according to the different collective bargaining agreements
of the DGA, WGA, and SAG-AFTRA, but they all base the
calculations on the production company’s gross revenues.12
In other words, regardless of whether a producer makes a
profit, the production company must still pay the residuals
owed to performers.13 For independent producers, residual
payments are taken off the top and paid even before paying back investors, which demonstrates the entertainment
guilds’ power over the financial success of a film project.14
Therefore, it is generally a producer’s responsibility to
make sure to properly budget for a film, including any
union residuals that may be due if hiring union talent.
A.

Signatory Documents: The Ties That Bind

For independent producers who seek to hire union talent for the production of their films, the signatory process
involves much administrative paperwork and specific
obligations in order to comply with the collective bargaining agreements. The specific terms depend upon the type
of film created, its purpose, and the type of union agreement. For instance, if an independent production company
wants to hire SAG-AFTRA union actors for a low-budget
independent film, the producer must submit the following forms of documentation, among others: (1) a theatrical
information sheet that specifically asks who has financed
the film, (2) the chain of title of the film and any distribution agreements,15 (3) a theatrical distribution checklist
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which specifically requires information of all the domestic
distributors, foreign distributors and sales agents who
have ownership rights in the film,16 and (4) two executed
copies of an Independent Producers of Motion Picture
Adherence Letter, which specifically binds the producer to
comply with the SAG-AFTRA Codified Basic Agreement,
as well as requires the producer to obtain signed Distributor Assumption Agreements from all distributors associated with the film.17
In the SAG-AFTRA Distributor Assumption Agreement, it requires any distributor associated with the
particular film “to make the additional compensation
payments required thereby, if any, and the pension and
health contributions required thereby, if any, with respect
to the territories, media and term referred to above [in the
agreement]…(all such payments are collectively hereinafter referred to as “Residuals”).18 In order for an independent producer to comply with the guild regulations, the
producer must obtain executed distribution assumption
agreements from every distributor that seeks to exploit
the film. A producer who fails to secure the proper forms
of documentation could be at risk of having his or her
signatory application denied by the union,19 or if signatory documents are accepted, the union may prohibit the
union performers from performing in the film, place a lien
on the film, or seek injunctive relief to stop the film from
completion or distribution.20 The dire risks involved for a
producer failing to complete a film without securing such a
document creates an added pressure for independent film
producers to be astute in complying with guild guidelines
when hiring union talent.
B.

Film Distributors and Distribution Agreements:
Collateral Damage

Independent producers are in the business of creating and exploiting films for profit. Thus, one of the most
significant agreements independent producers execute
is the distribution agreement.21 Some of the most common distribution agreements are pre-sale agreements and
international sales agent agreements.22 A pre-sale agreement is a limited distribution agreement that an independent producer enters into with a foreign distributor for a
specific country or multiple international territories.23 In
exchange for a license in the applicable territory, foreign
distributors pay a minimum guarantee (also known as an
advance) once the film is completed and delivered to the
foreign distributor.24 A pre-sale agreement with a foreign
distributor is one of the most critical agreements for independent producers to secure financing for their films.25 A
foreign distributor’s primary concern is the marketability
of the film to sell and retain a profit.26 Factors considered
are generally the track record and reputation of the director; any named actors attached to the film, the genre of the
film, and any festival awards the film may have received.27
There is no exact science as to how distributors evaluate a
film—therefore, independent producers are subject to the

aesthetic tastes and marketing business plan of distributors
to successfully distribute their films.28
An international sales agent agreement, on the other
hand, is an agreement for the sales agent company to render its services to find foreign distributors for a producer’s
film and negotiate the terms of the distribution deal on behalf of the producer.29 International sales agents represent
the producer at major film markets, such as the Sundance
Film Festival, Cannes, Toronto Film Market, MIPCOM, and
the American Film Market, among others.30 Although they
generally do not acquire distribution rights in the film,
foreign sales agents have considerable power negotiating
with foreign distributors for producers in a distribution
agreement and collect the money due for indie producers,
given their knowledge and expertise of the foreign territories, as well as their knowledge of top distributors to
potentially exploit the film.31
Given their special importance for film producers to
gain exposure and potentially profit from their own films,
both foreign distributors and international sales agents
have great bargaining leverage to negotiate the terms of
their respective agreements. Such bargaining leverage has
resulted in the contentious battle and abuse of power over
the issue of guild residual payments.32 Desperate to have
their films successfully distributed, independent producers
are in less of a bargaining position to negotiate terms of a
distribution deal even if distributors select their projects.
Film finance attorney John W. Cones depicts the industry
environment for the independent filmmaker in his book
The Feature Film Distribution Deal:
In the first place the basic economic law
of supply and demand is working against
the independent producers (i.e., there are
too many films being produced each year).
More films are being produced than there
are available distributors who are willing to distribute and even though many
of the films being produced arguably do
not deserve to be released, there are still
too few distributors that are both capable
and willing to distribute the worthy films.
Thus, even though the available distributors may be willing to negotiate on certain
aspects of the distribution deal…distributors pretty much have the power to say
“take it or leave it.”33
Cones’ description of the unequal bargaining leverage between producers and distributors demonstrates the
information asymmetry and unequal bargaining power
of the parties that make it more difficult for independent
producers to negotiate for distributors to assume a producer’s residual payment obligations to guilds. Desperate
to have their films distributed, independent producers are
more prone to forgo contracting for such provisions, even
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though it ultimately is to their own detriment. Refusing to
pay guild residuals, foreign distributors shift the burden
to independent producers, who are contractually bound to
the unions to pay the residual payments.34 Stuck with the
high costs of residual payments they cannot afford, independent producers increasingly breach their union contracts. As a result, independent production companies fail
to make residual payments, are taken to arbitration by the
guilds, dissolve their production companies, and/or move
their film projects overseas to avoid hiring union talent.35

II.

DMCA § 4001: A Windfall Solution to the
Residual Problem

After unions lobbied Congress over the issue of
recouping residual payments from signatory producers,
Congress enacted language within the DMCA, obligating
transferees of motion pictures to assume the obligations
under the applicable assumption agreements, regardless of
whether the transferees sign the actual assumption agreements under the applicable union.36 The language of the
Act specifically states the following:
In the case of a transfer of copyright ownership under United States Law in a motion
picture…that is produced subject to 1 or
more collective bargaining agreements
negotiated under the laws of the United
States…shall be deemed to incorporate
the assumption agreements applicable to
the copyright ownership being transferred
that are required by the applicable collective bargaining agreement [emphasis
added].37
The statute also requires that the transferee has either actual or constructive knowledge that a collective bargaining
agreement is applicable to the motion picture so the transferee has notice of whether the particular motion picture
contracted for will require the payment of residuals.38 The
statute allows for constructive notice through either publicly available information, such as a recordation of a document through the Copyright Office, publicly available information on the relevant union’s website acknowledging
whether the particular film is a signatory production, or
“awareness of other facts and circumstances” that would
give a transferee constructive notice.39
In spite of Congress’ attempt to obligate distributors
as transferees to pay residuals, its overall effectiveness was
futile. In a 2001 General Accounting Office (GAO) report,
Congress acknowledged that the legislation’s impact on
the film industry within those three years was small, yet
its greatest impact was felt by independent producers, to
their detriment.40 In between the reported years of 1996
through 1998, Congress’ study found 771 films that had
neither paid residuals nor had distributors assume the
obligations of residuals.41 Of the 771 films, about 87% fell
into the category of independent productions.42 Although
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the report was limited to three years within its study, and
to a small sample of union arbitration claims (as it generally takes 18 months to two years from a film’s production
to when residuals are owed), the report still concluded that
the legislation’s impact would perilously affect independent producers.43
Questions also arose as to the applicability of the
DMCA provision against foreign distributors and international sales agents.44 The plain language of the statute
states that transfers of copyright ownership “under United
States Laws” are bound to the collective bargaining assumption agreement obligations.45 In the case of foreign
distributors, although they receive a license transfer to distribute the film in specific territories, questions remained
as to whether they were bound to United States law.46 For
international sales agents, because they generally do not
receive an assignment of the film or a license, they are not
bound to pay residuals under the DMCA provision.47 Some
international sales agents who have the authority to enter
into agreements on behalf of independent producers, however, act more like licensees in these scenarios.48
Moreover, even though the 2001 GAO report on this
issue was the only one conducted, the challenges facing the
independent filmmakers persist.49 For example, in 2007,
independent production company 10th & Wolf, LLC filed a
lawsuit in federal court under § 4001 against U.S. distributor ThinkFilm, LLC.50 In its complaint, the independent
producers argued that ThinkFilm flatly refused to negotiate inclusion of the assumption of obligations, as required
under the DMCA.51 The first and only case to address this
issue in federal court, 10th & Wolf’s complaint sought to
have the federal judge address the question of whether
it was illegal for distributors to contract out of assuming
residuals obligations, as required by the DMCA.52 The presiding judge never answered the legal question, however,
as the case ultimately settled.53 As the case dealt with the
applicability of the DMCA provision against a U.S. distributor, it also left unanswered whether the DMCA would
apply to foreign distributors as well.
With the problem continuously growing for independent producers, a greater solution must be presented.
Congress’ creation of § 4001 of the DMCA was an initial
attempt to remedy the problem; however, the current
language of the statute fails to address the core problem
between independent producers and foreign distributors
over residual payments. A modification to the statutory
language addressing this problem could help alleviate nonpayment of residuals; yet additional solutions must also
accompany a legislative amendment to the DMCA provision, which shall be explored further below.

III.

Potential Solutions

Although the current legal issues and business relationships involved in the independent film market are
seemingly tenuous and complex, there are both short- and
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long-term solutions to mitigate at least the current issues
involved with the arm’s-length relationships among the
unions, independent producers and distributors over the
issue of residual payments. For purposes of this article, the
solutions offered will only address SAG-AFTRA as a union
representative, even though they are suggested for the
other major unions as well. The suggested solutions presented in this section are not meant to be exhaustive, and
may even be ambitious in their attempt to restructure the
infrastructure of the independent film market. The purpose
of the offered solutions is meant to initiate a more thoughtful examination into the current business and legal issues.
A.

Short-Term Solutions: Best Practices for
Independent Producers

The most critical skill of independent producers to successfully complete even a potentially profitable film project
is their ability to appropriately budget for a film. Despite
the known secret in the independent film market world
that most films do not make money and almost always go
over budget, it is still paramount that producers constantly
consider the cost of producing and distributing films.54 As
the budget plays the most critical role in the lifecycle of
a film,55 it is crucial that producers take training courses
or continuing education courses on film budgeting and
finance. Even though budgets vary drastically from film
to film, there are still above- and below-the-line costs that
are customarily viewed as a percentage of the budget that
producers should factor into their initial budget projections.56 Independent filmmakers have at their disposal
specific budgeting software systems like Movie Magic
Budgeting and Scheduling and Media Service’s Showbiz Budgeting and Scheduling.57 To assist producers in the creation
of an estimated budget, website services such as Entertainment Partners have a service called Paymaster to include
all current contracts and labor rates in the entertainment
industry for producers to utilize in exchange for a nominal
fee.58 Another great resource is The Industry Labor Guide,
which also contains pertinent information on rates, rules
and practices of all union agreements.59 Utilizing these
services would create a more successful ex ante approach to
the residuals problem by shifting producers’ paradigms in
crafting informed decisions in hiring union talent and fully
understanding the costs associated in such hiring decisions. Incorporating these estimates into the initial budget
would also distinguish independent filmmakers in business affairs to at least prevent or mitigate any reputational
harm.60
Another short-term solution to the problem of an independent producer having to pay for residuals is to comply
with its contractual obligation as a signatory producer and
obtain distribution assumption agreements from each and
every distributor with which the production company contracts the specific unionized film. The producer should also
negotiate a provision in its distribution agreements that the
distributor shall be bound to the DMCA provision. Current
boilerplate provisions in sample distribution agreements

fail to include any mention of the DMCA provision that
would enforce distributors’ contractual liabilities is to pay
residuals under U.S. Copyright laws. Even the standard
terms and conditions in the Independent Film & Television
Alliance’s (IFTA) sample international distribution licensing agreement fail to make any mention of the DMCA
provision to protect some of its production company members against distributors, despite the association’s mention
that California law shall govern contractual interpretation under IFTA’s own arbitration proceedings (it may be
because the association wants to refrain from any political
dissonance among its members).61 Independent producers
should skillfully negotiate arbitration and choice of law
clauses, and try to include language in their contracts that
foreign distributors shall be subject to U.S. copyright laws
to ensure that they are contractually bound to the DMCA
provision.62
This short-term solution, however, is wrought with a
few complications and assumptions that must be acknowledged. Independent producers must first be made aware
of the DMCA provision as a potential legal argument
against distributors. There is no empirical study evaluating
whether independent producers are aware of the legislative provision, but it is very likely that most are not aware
of the copyright provision that could protect them, as only
one producer known to date has made an attempt to use
this argument in federal court since the law was codified in
1998.63
Producers should also attempt to negotiate each of
these contract provisions into their international sales
agent agreements. To support their position, they should
specifically include mention of the DMCA provision
into their contracts, binding such parties to the payment
obligations. Moreover, producers should pay particular
attention to the arbitration clause that is generally found in
their agreements and research which arbitration body and
state law shall govern under such agreements. As courts
and arbitrators typically assume the intent and sophistication of the parties designing the contracts, it is in the best
interest of independent producers to take great precaution and spend some time thinking about the “boilerplate
provisions” of the international sales agent agreements and
distribution agreements before executing said contracts.
Even though questions arise as to whether the DMCA
provision actually applies to sales agents in particular,
given the fiduciary duty sales agents adopt when representing producers’ interests and negotiating distribution
agreements for independent filmmakers, the DMCA provision should bind them. Sales agents have stronger negotiating power and leverage within the industry to secure
such a provision in the contracts, and create more of a
viable option to transfer the risk allocation of the payment
of residuals, since sales agents have prominent business
contacts in the industry and knowledge about residual
payment obligations to allocate the risk management to
distributors. Producers should enforce this aspect of the
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fiduciary relationship with sales agents to gain a better
chance of transferring the residuals payment obligation to
distributors in business practice. In order for independent
filmmakers to have a chance in securing and enforcing
such provisions in their sales agreements and distribution
agreements, however, a greater solution involving IFTA
and SAG-AFTRA may need to be formulated to enforce the
residuals payment obligations within these contracts.
B.

Long-Term Solutions: Best Practices and
Collaborative Agreement Model for IFTA
and SAG-AFTRA

To enforce the legal remedies of independent producers while securing residual payments to SAG-AFTRA
performers, a collective bargaining agreement must be
formulated between SAG-AFTRA and IFTA to appropriately address the interrelationship between the interests of
independent filmmakers and the union. Currently, SAGAFTRA collective bargaining agreements, including the
SAG Indie and Low-Budget Agreements, are negotiated
between the union and the Alliance of Motion Pictures
and Television Producers (AMPTP).64 Although AMPTP
states that it represents “certain independent producers,”
the organization primarily represents movie and television
studio producers, broadcast and cable network production companies.65 As SAG-AFTRA continues to increase its
pressure in enforcing the residual payment obligations on
independent producers and their production companies,66
a collective bargaining agreement between the union and
IFTA must be negotiated.
Claiming itself as “The Voice for Independents” with
its mission “to foster broad-based growth of the industry”
worldwide, IFTA is the appropriate trade association to
negotiate a collective bargaining agreement on behalf of
independent filmmakers.67 Despite the differing political
interests of both organizations and their constituents, residual payment obligations is one issue in which producers
and union members share similar interests. For the union,
its interest is in securing the payment of residuals for its
performers through signatory agreements and distribution
agreements (regardless of whether producers or distributors pay them in practice); for producers, however, their
interest is in making sure that distributors pay these residuals as opposed to absorbing the costs themselves. Both
organizations working together could increase the probability of securing such payments from foreign distributors
and establish an industry-wide norm through its collective
bargaining agreement. Given IFTA’s international presence in at least 23 countries, as well as its relationship with
foreign distribution companies and international sales
agents, such information and relationships could benefit
SAG-AFTRA.68 Though many points would need to be
negotiated within the collective bargaining agreement,
some potential resolutions to discuss regarding residual
payments could include the following: for producers, a
recalculation of residual payment percentages that accommodate independent film budgets (rather than the same
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calculations for studio budgets). This should be based
upon the type of agreement an independent producer uses
to become a signatory producer with the union for his or
her particular project, as well as the estimated budget for
the film. In exchange, the union should continue to require
independent producers to secure distribution assumption agreements from distributors and sales agents. The
union should also negotiate to include in the collective
bargaining agreement that IFTA should be responsible for
enforcing penalties against member production companies,
distributors and sales agents who fail to execute agreements and make timely payments. Such penalties could
include notices and information posted online, similar to
the operation of the Better Business Bureau, reporting production companies, sales agents and distributors.69 Veteran
entertainment attorney Mark Litwak has created a similar
concept regarding reports on distributors. In his model, he
creates reports on whether distributors timely filed reports
and payments. IFTA and SAG-AFTRA should pool their
funding for research purposes and adopt a more expansive
reporting model than solely distributor-only based; they
should include information on sales agents and production
companies as well.
In addition to reportings of production companies,
sales agents and distributors failing to make timely residual payments, IFTA should also ban these companies from
participating in IFTA’s American Film Market festival for
at least a year. Since all parties are interested in marketing
and exploiting the films, banning them from an industrywide annual event and reporting their conduct could create a potential harm to their businesses, as well as reputations. From the union’s perspective, this could create the
incentive for all of these parties involved to make timely
payments of residuals or settle rather than arbitrate these
claims. Granted, these suggestions may create contentious
negotiations, as such solutions could have a detrimental
effect on the business IFTA itself generates in its creation of
the American Film Market, as well as with its own constituents; yet these are provisions proposed to generate
discussion of potential solutions to encourage international
sales agents and/or distributors to execute assumption
agreements to pay residuals.
IFTA and SAG-AFTRA should also consider collaborating in the long term to create a collective management
agency that specifically collects residuals. While SAGAFTRA has an established residuals department to handle
the calculations and collection reports, IFTA has a collections department, though it only handles foreign royalties
and levies.70 Pooling these current systems would prove
beneficial in tracking residual payments that are due to
performers. An exemplary model is American Federation
of Musicians’ (AFM) Film Musicians Secondary Markets
Fund (the Fund).71 Created in 1972, the Fund originated
out of AFM’s collective bargaining agreement with
AMPTP.72 The Fund acts as an agent for producers in
collecting residuals payments that are owed to member
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Residuals are compensation paid to performers
for use of a theatrical motion picture or television
program beyond the use covered by initial compensation. For TV work, residuals begin once a show starts
re-airing or is released to video/DVD, pay television,
broadcast TV, basic cable, or new media. For film
work, residuals begin once the movie appears on
video/DVD, basic cable and free or pay television, or
new media.

musicians whose music is used in motion pictures and
television.73 Using this model, IFTA and SAG-AFTRA
could negotiate their own collective bargaining agreements
for independent producers, negotiate provisions detailing
how the fund would be administered, and merge a uniform database system for both organizations to access and
report residual payments that are owed to performers.
12.

Conclusion
These proposed solutions and best practices are only
recommendations to alleviate the problem of unpaid
residual payments. Though some of the solutions may be
broad-stroked, theoretical in their approach, and thus, difficult to implement in practice (i.e., political considerations,
current business practices, and lack of resources), their
purpose is only to initiate negotiations and further collaboration among organized parties for a more functional
approach to the independent film community.
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Digital Music Thrift Stores Violate Copyright Law
By Jessica Jones Ross
Like most female, teenaged to 20-something Americans, this author purchased the entire Twilight series the
second I heard “vampire love story.” After several (embarrassingly) cannot-put-them-down days, I finished them.
As the Twilight series is not exactly Pulitzer Prize winning
prose, they then sat in a corner of my dorm room gathering dust. When I moved to an apartment, I sold them to
make extra space. However, according to the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York, if I had purchased an audio file of the Twilight books being read to
me by Robert Pattinson himself, I would not have been
able to sell the collection so easily.
In Capitol Records, LLC v. ReDigi Inc., a case that was
partially decided at the end of March, District Court Judge
Richard Sullivan held that the multi-million dollar record
company copyright holder’s reproductive and distribution
rights were violated by a small start-up that facilitated
the sale of used digital music.1 The court’s analysis revolved around the definition of “material object” and the
seemingly nonexistent difference between transferring a
protected work digitally versus physically. The court also
struck down defendant ReDigi Inc.’s (RiDigi) affirmative
defenses of fair use and first sale, ruling that the first sale
doctrine only applied to physical works.
Capitol alleged that as the copyright holder of several songs offered for sale by ReDigi, its exclusive rights
to reproduction and distribution were infringed. ReDigi
touts itself as “the world’s first pre-owned digital marketplace.”2 Essentially, ReDigi acted as a broker for websitegoers wishing to buy and sell previously purchased MP3s
by facilitating the resale transaction in exchange for a
small commission.
If users have songs on their computers they wish to
sell, they can sign up for ReDigi and download the ReDigi
Marketplace app. This app installs software on the users’
computers that formulates a list of songs from their iTunes
libraries that are eligible for resale. Users have the option
to use ReDigi’s Cloud Locker to store songs, which can
later be replaced on their devices, or to make the songs
available for sale to another ReDigi user. Once a user selects songs to be sold, those songs are transferred “digital
bit by digital bit” (i.e., not as a whole) onto ReDigi’s Cloud
Locker.3 Once a song is inventoried for sale, ReDigi’s software ensures that the song is completely deleted from the
seller’s machine. If ReDigi software finds that a user has a
copy of a song elsewhere on his or her machine, the user
is prompted to delete it. If the rogue copy is not deleted,
the user’s account is suspended or terminated. A song
inventoried for sale remains in the Cloud Locker until
another ReDigi user purchases it. Once purchased, the

song is again transferred “digital bit by digital bit”4 from
the Cloud Locker to the buyer’s machine. The seller then
receives 20% of the sale price, the artist/copyright holder
receives 20% of the sale price as deposited into an escrow
account, and ReDigi receives the remaining 60% of the sale
price.5
According to the court, this operating system violates
the copyright holder’s exclusive rights of reproduction
and distribution by taking an audio file from one system,
transferring it to the ReDigi Cloud Locker, and allowing
another user to download the file from the cloud. The
court focused heavily on precedent involving peer-topeer file sharing systems and on the impact that ruling
for ReDigi would have had. ReDigi argued that because
only one file is in existence at all times, therefore unlawful
reproduction could not have occurred. ReDigi conceded
that audio files were distributed, but argued that the distribution was protected by the first sale doctrine. It held
that a decision in favor of ReDigi would have required an
amendment to the Copyright Act itself, and would represent a “legislative prerogative that courts are unauthorized and ill suited to attempt.”6
The decision garnered a wide array of reactions from
media outlets, prompting headlines such as “ReDigi
Loses: You Can’t Resell Your MP3s (Unless You Sell Your
Whole Hard Drive)” and “The Double Standard in the
Room: ReDigi and the (Now Illegal) Resale of MP3s.”7
Proponents of the decision—mainly large record companies that stand to lose millions of dollars in profit if resale
of digital music were allowed—said that allowing digital
works to be resold in a virtual music thrift store would
cripple the primary market for music, namely iTunes and
record sales. Opponents argued that there is a vast amount
of value in secondary markets and that the ruling barred
consumers from exercising the rights they have by being
the lawful owner of a music track through its purchase.
In an interview with Time Magazine, the CEO of ReDigi, John Ossenmacher, said that the ruling has brought ReDigi a “deluge” of business and an outpouring of support
from consumers.8 ReDigi remains in business on its website, and now runs a second version of software which is
not the subject of this ruling.9 “I guess any ruling against
[ReDigi] is a ruling against consumers,” Ossenmacher
said when asked about the ramifications of the decision,
“because after all we’re just a marketplace and we invest a
whole lot of time, effort, and money to protect consumers’
right to resell.”10 Despite the fact that ReDigi is still up and
running, the future of consumers’ rights with respect to
goods legally purchased in the digital market is extremely
uncertain.
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In its opinion, the court fails to adequately address the
obvious analogy of reselling used books or records. Selling
a used book and selling a used MP3 both use secondary
markets to dispose of otherwise unwanted goods. Both
actions result in one product changing hands. Whether the
goods are digital should not make such a crucial difference. The ReDigi court, however, tells us otherwise.
This article intends to explain the reasoning set forth
in the District Court’s opinion and to embark upon a discussion regarding the future of the secondary marketplace
of digital works. The first section focuses on the exclusive
right of reproduction, as defined by the Southern District
of New York, and provides a discussion of notable weaknesses in that definition. The second section focuses on
the first sale defense as asserted by ReDigi. The third
section discusses the potential meaning of this ruling for
the future of digital markets, copyright law, artists, and
consumers.

Lawful Versus Unlawful Reproduction—
What Is a Material Object Anyway?
In order to state a meritorious claim for copyright
infringement, Capitol had to show that it was the rightful
holder of the copyrights at issue and that ReDigi violated
one or more of the exclusive rights it held as the copyright owner.11 A copyright holder enjoys certain exclusive
rights when it owns the copyright to a protectable work.
Title 17 of the United States Code codifies these rights. A
copyright owner has the exclusive right to reproduce the
copyrighted work, to distribute the work by sale or transfer
of ownership, and to perform and display certain works.12
Capitol, the owner of several songs marketed and sold on
ReDigi’s website, alleged that ReDigi infringed its right to
reproduce and distribute the copyrighted phonorecords.
According to the Court, and evidently based on the
“plain text of the Copyright Act,” “reproduction occurs
when a copyrighted object is fixed in a new material object.”13 An electronic file has qualified under the Copyright
Act as a material object for some time. Additionally, courts
have long held that the definition of a material object is
not limited to an “object with a certain heft.”14 As there is
no doubt ReDigi deals in material objects, our quandary
revolves around whether a new material object is created
when a user allows ReDigi to transfer an audio file to its
Cloud Locker and make it available for sale. If ReDigi’s
services do not in fact produce a new material object, reproduction cannot have occurred and the Court’s ruling is
erroneous.
It is well settled that the “duplication of digital music
files over the Internet infringes a copyright owner’s exclusive right to reproduce.”15 Herein lies the issue: ReDigi
does not duplicate copyrighted works. The novel issue
presented by ReDigi’s services is whether reproduction
rights are violated when duplication does not explicitly
occur. Unlike the previously litigated cases involving
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file sharing websites, in which duplicates are created,
two identical audio files are not created when using ReDigi’s services. The file that goes into and out of a ReDigi
transaction is the same file. Two identical files never exist
throughout the process. Reproduction, reasoned the court,
occurred when the file moved from one user’s computer
to another location. It held that a file cannot be transferred
without becoming “new,” and therefore must be a reproduction. The court split hairs in favor of Capitol by adding
a new synonym to the word duplication: transfer.
Indeed, the court determined that ReDigi’s services do
in fact create a new material object based on the “law of
physics,” and that “it is simply impossible that the same
“material object” can be transferred over the Internet.”16
Even though the tune, quality, beat, and lyrics are the
same from one end of a ReDigi transaction to the other, the
court felt that the same good did not result—just a very,
very convincing reproduction. It is, however, difficult to
comprehend how an encoded sequence on one computer,
that is transferred to another computer with the same resulting product, creates something new under the law. It is
additionally difficult to determine why the laws of physics
ought to apply to the laws of copyright at all.
In London-Sire Records v. Doe I,17 the defendant attempted to convince the court (in order to avoid infringement) that electronic files were not material objects. The
court quashed this argument, stating that the defendant
“relie[d] on an overly literal definition of ‘material object,’
and one that ignores the phrase’s purposes in copyright
statutes.”18 From this, it is clear that the proper formulation of a legal definition ought to take into account the
overall phrase’s purpose. Taking that tact here, in concluding that ReDigi created a new material object, the court
relied on an overly literal definition of the word “new.”
The protected material object disembarks in a different location, this is true, but it has not been altered or reborn in
such a way as to claim it is a new material object under the
purposes of the Copyright Act. By ruling that transferal of
a file from one computer, to a cloud, to another computer
creates a new material object and therefore represents an
unlawful reproduction of a copyrighted work, the court
failed to honor the purpose of the Copyright Act and the
statutory interpretation of reproduction.
Further weakening the court’s ruling is the fact that
ReDigi’s services are distinguishable from the services
provided by most of the defendants in the cases cited in
the decision. The majority of precedent dealt with peer-topeer file transfer systems, such as Napster or Grokster.19
These systems allowed one user to copy a song from another user’s computer. The first user retained the song,
and the second user gained the song, resulting in the existence of duplicates. Unlike peer-to-peer software, ReDigi
acts as a broker for previously owned audio files, placing
songs in its Cloud Locker and monitoring whether a user
has retained a copy of the song on his or her machine. ReDigi’s process involves “migrating a user’s file, packet by
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packet—“analogous to a train”—from the user’s computer
to the Cloud Locker so that data does not exist in two
places at any one time.”20 There can be no duplicate or reproduction if data always exists solitarily.

court failed to undertake its task with an emphasis on a
case-by-case basis.

To continue to illustrate the important distinction between the services ReDigi provides and the typical re-sale
of a good, consider an example. Suppose one decides to
sell a well-loved, lawfully acquired copy of Pride & Prejudice & Zombies21 by taking it to a local used book store, giving it to the sales person, and awaiting commission from
its sale. One has not created a new material object—a new
book—and therefore has not illegally reproduced a copyrighted work. Simultaneously, I decide to sell my (also
well-loved and lawfully acquired) copy of “No Scrubs”
by TLC by downloading ReDigi’s software, which takes
the file from a computer into its Cloud Locker, holds the
file until another user purchases it, and one then awaits
commission. A new material object—a new copy of “No
Scrubs”—was not created, yet ReDigi has illegally reproduced a copyrighted work. In both examples, possession
of the material objects was transferred from one entity to
another. Just as a new copy of the book was not made by
the resale, neither was a new copy of the song. Distinguishing between the two examples to find that the former
is never an infringement, and the latter is an infringement “under any description of the technology,” is simply
impossible.22

The first sale doctrine is an affirmative defense recognized at common law and codified in Section 109 of the
Copyright Act that can be used by a defendant when a
copyright holder alleges infringement of his or her exclusive right to distribution. The first sale defense states that
the owner of a lawfully made copy, or any person authorized by that owner, may resell the copy without permission from the copyright owner.25 The purpose of the first
sale defense is to avoid the rigmarole that would result if
every owner of a lawfully made copy of a protected work
were forced to request permission of the copyright holder
prior to resale. Seemingly rejecting the purpose of the first
sale doctrine, the ReDigi court determined that because
ReDigi unlawfully reproduced the copyrighted work,
the copy was not lawfully made and therefore ReDigi
could not be a bona fide owner under Section 109 of the
Copyright Act and the first sale defense could not apply.
If, as argued in the first part of this article, ReDigi did not
violate Capitol’s reproduction right, since no new material
object was created through its services, then the first sale
doctrine would undoubtedly protect ReDigi from Capitol’s claim.

Despite the clear and fundamental difference in ReDigi’s operating system and those at issue in precedent,
the court relies heavily on the treatment of peer-to-peer
file transfer systems in its opinion. In this, the court fails
to consider the vast differences between those systems,
ReDigi’s services, and the advancements in technology.
The court also does not distinguish ReDigi as a watchdog
that keeps file sharing available to consumers, while supporting the user and artists by compensating both and
ensuring that once a user sells a file, he or she no longer
has access to it. Previously litigated file sharing companies
provided no such protections and were much more dangerous to copyright holders and artists than ReDigi’s services, yet ReDigi was treated identically under the law.
The exclusive right of reproduction is characterized by
the creation of a “new material object and not an additional material object.”23 ReDigi neither creates a new material
object, nor an additional material object; it simply takes
and retains possession of a lawful owner’s pre-existing
material object until a new owner acquires it. It is important that the interpretation of the law is able to coincide
with advances in technology while staying true to its legislative purpose. In this, “the task is not to be simplified by
bright-line rules,”24 but rather should be undertaken with
an emphasis on case-by-case consideration and analysis.
By positing an extremely narrow definition of a material
object, failing to consider the difference in ReDigi’s operating system from previously litigated file sharing systems,
as well as the current differences in technology, the ReDigi

The Defense of a Defense: First Sale

Admittedly, there is a potential weakness in applying
first sale to ReDigi, but the court hardly discusses it. Section 109 also proclaims that first sale doctrine does not apply to “any person who has acquired possession...by rental, lease, loan, or otherwise, without acquiring ownership
of it.”26 As ReDigi acquires possession in a very roundabout way, it is arguable whether ownership does indeed
transfer. If ReDigi never acquires ownership of the copy,
then first sale cannot apply, even if the copy was lawfully
made. In a ReDigi transaction, the original buyer of the
phonorecord acquired possession from iTunes, which acquired possession of the work with permission from the
copyright owner. When the original buyer permits transfer
of the phonorecord from his or her machine to the Cloud
Locker, ReDigi definitely has possession of the file.
However, it is uncertain whether ReDigi owns the file
due to its brokerage role in the transaction. Consider the
typical broker relationship of a real estate broker and person searching for an apartment. It is never contemplated
that the broker owns the apartment while attempting to
make the sale. The broker is a third party in the transaction between a buyer and seller. If ReDigi, as a broker of
used digital music, does not in fact acquire ownership
of the music during the transaction, then the first sale
defense could not apply. Again, this is a caveat worth discussing with regards to future cases in this area, but not an
argument made by the ReDigi court.
The court’s argument that ReDigi violated Capitol’s
distribution rights collapses in on itself as it cites a case
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stating that “once the copyright owner places a copyrighted item [here, a phonorecord], in the stream of commerce
by selling it, he has exhausted his exclusive statutory right
to control its distribution.”27 When applied to the case at
hand, that means that once Capitol placed its copyrighted
phonorecord in the stream of commerce by selling/licensing it to iTunes, it exhausted its exclusive statutory right to
control its distribution. Since Capitol benefits by allowing
its copyrighted work to be placed in the stream of commerce, whether by sale or licensing, it should not retain
a completely exclusive right to distribution. Based on the
court’s own argument, Capitol should not have a claim
against ReDigi because it already availed itself of its exclusive right to distribution by placing its protected work into
the stream of commerce.
Despite its previous insistence that the definition of
a material object does include electronic files, the court
also ruled that the first sale defense does not include electronic files.28 Evidently, the “first sale defense is limited
to material items, like records, that the copyright owner
put into the stream of commerce...the first sale defense
does not cover [ReDigi] any more than it covered the sale
of cassette recordings of vinyl records in a bygone era.”29
Put another way, there is no distinction between a physical and digital work with regards to the rights afforded
a copyright owner, but there is a distinction with regards
to an accused copyright infringer. If the first sale defense
only extends to physical works placed in the stream of
commerce by the copyright owner, then an owner of a
lawfully made copy of any digital work will never be able
to sell or dispose of that copy without permission.
The United States Copyright Office (USCO) also declined to allow the first sale doctrine to protect digital
owners of digital works in its 2001 report on the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act. The main reason cited for refusing to extend the defense to digital works was based on
the differences in digital and physical markets. Essentially,
the USCO decided that a secondary digital market would
unacceptably hinder a primary digital market in a way for
which the market for physical works is incapable.
According to the USCO, the market for a physical
work changes as the quality of the embodiment of the
work degrades with time. A secondary market cannot affect a primary market negatively when the qualities of
goods that trickle down into it are never as good as their
primary market counterparts. Basically, a premium is paid
for a new physical work. In the digital market, however,
things ostensibly transpire differently. A digital work retains its character and proverbial shine for an unlimited
amount of time.
The USCO failed to consider that the ability to carry
out the purpose of the Copyright Act is severely handicapped when digital works are not treated the same as
physical works. The Constitution seeks to promote the
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progress of arts and science by endowing Congress with
the power to protect the rights that innovators and artists have to a copyrightable work. Arts and science have
progressed greatly since the Constitution was written,
however. Neglecting to treat digital works as identical to
physical works under every auspice of the Copyright Act
offends the sanctity of the Constitution of our country.
The soul of the Copyright Act protects the copyrighted
expression—the lyrics, the words on a poster, the content
of a book. The pages of a book may yellow in a secondary
marketplace, but, like a digital work, the content remains
the same. Again, an attempted distinction between physical and digital works falls short.
The court notes that the “first sale doctrine was enacted in a world where the ease and speed of data transfer
could not have been imagined.”30 That may be true, but it
is now possible to imagine how the speed of data transfer
and the digital universe will grow and change. The digital
market is quickly becoming the only market in many industries. A principle of copyright that contemplates something as transient as technology must be able to endure as
the world around it changes and matures.
To conclude, the ReDigi court determined that the first
sale defense could not apply because ReDigi unlawfully
reproduced a copyrighted work. The court also noted that
the first sale defense does not apply to digital works, effectively silencing any secondary marketplace for digital
goods. Once again, this represents a failure to properly
consider the underlying purpose of the Copyright Act and
to allow the law to change appropriately to fit our society.

The Future of the Digital Marketplace
Although the decision in ReDigi only applies to a certain type of software, and could therefore be construed as
narrow, its implications are actually quite large. Digital
music sales accounted for more than half—55.9%—of
United States music sales in 2012, according to Reuters.31
Since, according to the ReDigi court, any type of digital
transfer between one machine and another constitutes unlawful reproduction and therefore infringement, the type
of goods that can be sold in a secondary digital market are
now severely limited. MP3s, audio books, E-books and
movies are all digital files that, due to this ruling, may not
be resold by an owner of a lawful copy without first acquiring permission from the copyright holder(s).
It is worthwhile to appreciate and mourn the death
of ReDigi’s syndication system, in which artists and/
or copyright holders would have received a portion of
the commission of a sale of a used digital file. Artists and
copyright holders are not paid any percentage of the price
of sale for a used book or record sold at a thrift store. In
this way, ReDigi’s secondary market is actually more
beneficial to the promotion of arts and sciences than a
secondary physical market. In its navigation of a new and
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treacherous territory—digital resale and copyright protection—ReDigi nobly sought to protect the rights of all involved and to compensate copyright holders.
Interestingly, ReDigi’s software was accepted immediately in Europe, and ReDigi operates a secondary marketplace there without any copyright issues. According to
ReDigi, Europe accepted the system on the premise that
ReDigi maintains ownership of the “digital bits” it transfers, and therefore no issues arise.32 Apple Inc. (Apple)
and Amazon have applied for patents for systems that
permit the sale or transfer of digital goods. Amazon’s patent was granted, and Apple’s is pending. The future of
both systems is in jeopardy in the aftermath of the ReDigi
ruling.
Many media outlets have noted that ReDigi has
brought to light an issue that was going to have to be
dealt with sooner or later. Indeed, it is true that it is “left
to Congress, and not [the] Court, to deem [the laws] outmoded.”33 While the decision is not a good start towards
the formulation of a secondary marketplace for digital
works, ReDigi is at least the start of a conversation about
these advances. Hopefully, the decision will be the starting
bell for a national discussion regarding how copyright law
must change with the technology it serves in order to protect the rights it grants and properly serve its purpose.
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The Right and Ability to Sue:
Redefining “Control” Within § 512(c) of the Copyright Act
and a Plan to Revive a Right of Action for Restitution
By Matthew R. Yogg
Section 512(c)1 of the Copyright Act (Storage Harbor) immunizes from liability service providers that host
infringing material on a system or network “by reason of
the storage at the direction of a user.”2 One condition of
protection, codified at § 512(c)(1)(B), provides that the beneficiary “not receive a financial benefit directly attributable
to [ ] infringing activity,” where it has “the right and ability to control such activity.”3 In Viacom Int’l, Inc. v. YouTube,
Inc.,4 the Second Circuit pronounced that a service provider’s “right and ability to control [infringing] activity”
requires “something more” than the ability to block users
or delete content.5 Notably, the Court’s holding avoided a
statutory superfluity that resulted from the Ninth Circuit’s
decision in UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners
LLC,6 which held the provision to demand knowledge of
specific instances of infringement.7 The Second Circuit’s
alternate standard, however, compromises much of the
predictability that the Storage Harbor intended to create.8
Accordingly, it risks chilling the conduct of good-faith
service providers, which are unaware of what the Court
contemplates by “something.”
This article advocates for the replacement of § 512(c)
(1)(B) with an inducement liability standard derived from
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd.9 Moreover, in order to rebalance the inequities resulting from an
even stronger safe harbor protection, it also suggests that
a claim for restitution be made available to parties that
are barred from suit by the Storage Harbor. Part I outlines
the current state of the law, presenting the flawed interpretation originally adopted by the Ninth Circuit, as well
as the ambiguous interpretation adopted by the Second
Circuit. Part II discusses the potential benefits resulting
from explicitly replacing the current § 512(c)(1)(B) with
the purposeful inducement standard. It argues that this
proposed codification both ensures the internal coherence
and predictable interpretation of the Storage Harbor, while
guaranteeing new protections against substantial threats
to intellectual property. Part III outlines the proposed right
of action for restitution. It argues that a more inclusive
Storage Harbor necessitates an equitable counterbalance
to recoup the losses suffered by content owners. Finally,
Part IV summarizes the discussed proposals in light of the
demands levied by the relentless evolution of technology.

I.

Current Law

The text of § 512(c)(1)(B) mirrors the doctrine of
vicarious copyright liability created by the Second Circuit
in Shapiro, Bernstein & Co v. H.L. Green Co.10 The doctrine
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implicates any party gaining “an obvious and direct financial interest in the exploitation of copyrighted materials,”
where that party has “the right and ability to supervise”
the infringing activity.11 Generally, any showing that the
defendant received a monetary benefit and exercised the
“‘ability to block infringers’ access to a particular environment for any reason whatsoever,’” satisfies the doctrine.12
Accordingly, vicarious liability creates an affirmative
duty to survey and police for infringing activity.13 For this
reason, § 512(c)(1)(B) cannot assume the standard of its
counterpart in vicarious liability.14 This practice would
derogate § 512(g)(1), which unequivocally protects a
party’s “good faith disabling of access to, or removal of”
infringing material.15
In an attempt to create a new standard, courts have
struggled to adequately reconcile the text of § 512(c)(1)(B)
with the policy objectives of the Storage Harbor. No proffered reading adequately addresses both concerns. Recent
decisions of the Ninth and Second Circuits best illustrate
this difficulty.16
Approach 1: UMG II
In UMG Recordings, Inc. v. Shelter Capital Partners LLC17
(UMG II), the Ninth Circuit held that a service provider
must be aware of specific infringing activity in order to
have the right and ability to control it.18 In addition to
largely affirming the district court’s judgment, the Court
endorsed the Southern District of New York’s analysis in
Viacom Intern. Inc. v. YouTube, Inc.19 (Viacom I), which found
that a service provider without knowledge of specific infringements lacked “the kind of ability to control infringing activity the statute contemplates.”20
The specific knowledge requirement has since been
abandoned. As noted by the Second Circuit in Viacom II,
“importing a specific knowledge requirement into
§ 512(c)(1)(B) renders the [subsection] duplicative of
§ 512(c)(1)(A),” a qualification that already exempts
service providers with specific knowledge of infringing
activity.21 Federal courts disfavor any legislative interpretation that “renders superfluous another portion of that
same law.”22 A specific knowledge requirement, however,
permits no scenario in which a service provider that violates § 512(c)(1)(B) would not also violate § 512(c)(1)(A).23
Moreover, the plain meaning of “control” does not require
specific knowledge of content. Using a Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary, the Ninth Circuit defines
control as the “power or authority to guide or manage: directing or restraining domination.”24 It purportedly used
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this definition to find that Veoh’s lack of actual knowledge of infringing activity made the exercise of “control”
a practical impossibility.25 The Court limited its analysis,
however, to Veoh’s “restraining domination” over infringing content, excluding the remaining measures of control
within the dictionary definition.26
Even assuming that “restraining dominion” requires
actual knowledge, the Court ignored Veoh’s right and
ability to “guide” or “manage” infringing content, both
measures that have independent connotations within its
selected definition. Remarkably, they appear to closely
characterize the automated processes that service providers employ to administer user-uploaded content. For
example, Veoh’s software appears to “guide” content
by designating server destinations and web addresses
that uniquely identify location.27 Moreover, it appears
to “manage” content by sectioning video files into 256–
kilobyte parts, converting videos into Flash 7 or Flash
8, and tagging the content with metadata conversion.28
Veoh completes these procedures on all user-uploaded
content—infringing and non-infringing—by means of
automated processes that lack the capacity to ascertain
actual knowledge of infringement.29 Generally, where a
statutory interpretation exists that “respects the words of
Congress,” a federal court must favor it over an alternative that defies those same words.30 “Control” connotes a
wide range of definitions, many of which do not require
specific knowledge. Accordingly, those definitions that do
not demand specific knowledge must apply to the Storage
Harbor.
Approach 2: Viacom II
In Viacom II,31 the Second Circuit interpreted the “right
and ability to control” as not requiring specific knowledge, choosing instead to define the applicable standard
as “something more” than a service provider’s ability to
block users or delete content.32 The Court’s judgment reversed the Viacom I court, and subsequently influenced the
Ninth Circuit to withdraw and reissue its UMG II decision
(UMG III), which substantially adopted the “something
more” standard.33 Accordingly, it remedied the statutory
superfluity and incongruence resulting from a requirement for specific knowledge. The Second Circuit’s “something more” standard, however, abrogates the intended
predictability of the Storage Harbor. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) sought to support electronic
commerce through the free operation of online services.
It provided this support through its “greater certainty
to service providers concerning their legal exposure for
infringements that may occur in the course of their activities.”34 By imposing a new and undefined risk to service
providers, the Court greatly compromises the underlying
objectives of the DMCA.
In dicta, the Court offers two decisions that it suggests might embody a proper measure of control under
§ 512(c)(1)(B).35 Perfect 10, Inc. v. Cybernet Ventures, Inc.,36

and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd.37 In
subsequent decisions, both cases have been cited by courts
attempting to define the “something more” standard.38
Approach 2-A: Perfect 10, Inc. v. Cybernet Ventures,
Inc.
In Perfect 10, Inc. v. Cybernet Ventures, Inc.,39 the Central District of California found that the operator of an
age-verification service for infringing adult websites had
exercised sufficient control to disqualify it from Storage
Harbor protection.40 The Second Circuit identified language within the Cybernet court’s opinion, discussing the
defendant’s “detailed instructions regard[ing] issues of
layout, appearance, and content,” as well as its practice of
excluding “certain types of content and refus[ing] access
to users who failed to comply with its instructions.”41
Incredibly, the Cybernet court’s interpretation of
§ 512(c)(1)(B) furthers no cognizable interest of either content owners or service providers.42 In contrast to § 512(c)
(1)(B), vicarious liability contemplates how those having
the right and ability to control content should exercise
a duty to survey and police for infringing activity.43 As
noted in Shapiro, Bernstein & Co v. H.L. Green Co.,44 vicarious liability is a policy decision to benefit the protections
of copyright law.45 In theory, vicarious infringers are in the
best position to guard against infringement.46 It follows
that their failure to prevent detectable acts of infringement
signifies “pervasive participation in [its] formation and
direction.”47 The DMCA safe harbors, however, contradict
vicarious liability by refusing to place any affirmative duty
upon service providers.48 Section 512(c)(1)(B)’s measure
of “pervasive participation,” therefore, must hinge upon
a party’s affirmative actions, rather than its unwillingness
to police its network or server.49 The Cybernet language selected by the Second Circuit, however, does little to distinguish between permissible and impermissible affirmative
actions. It cites instructions on appearance, layout, and
restricted content—all features that are familiar practices
of good faith service providers.50 The resulting Storage
Harbor, therefore, risks deterring good faith acts that do
no harm to content owners or copyright law. The scope of
deterrence may cover anything that resembles this ubiquitous notion of “control.”
Approach 2-B: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v.
Grokster, Ltd.
In Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd.,51
a conglomerate of copyright holders brought suit against
the distributor of peer-to-peer file sharing software.52
The defendant sought protection under Sony Corp. of Am.
v. Universal City Studios, Inc.,53 which limits distributor
liability for products that are capable of substantial noninfringing uses.54 A unanimous Supreme Court found
the defendant ineligible for Sony Corp. protections on the
narrow grounds that “one who distributes a device with
the object of promoting its use to infringe copyright, as
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shown by clear expression or other affirmative steps taken
to foster infringement, is liable for the resulting acts of
infringement by third parties.”55 In its analysis, the Court
first introduced its threshold requirement that there be
“clear expression or other affirmative steps taken to foster
infringement.”56 Next, it balanced three additional factors
for final determination: (1) proactive attempts to solicit the
market of a former infringing service; (2) the failure to develop tools to screen infringing content; and (3) a financial
benefit directly attributable to the infringing activity.57
Grokster would provide the Storage Harbor with
a novel instrument.58 The Storage Harbor’s plain text
unequivocally bars all “monetary,” “injunctive,” or “other
equitable relief” for infringement arising out of user storage.59 Moreover, the Grokster Court explicitly limited its
holding to parties that distribute a product or device.60
Accordingly, the current Storage Harbor has no defense
against parties that purposefully induce infringement.61

II.

The Inducement Exemption

By substituting the current text of § 512(c)(1)(B) with
a standard based on purposeful inducement (hereinafter
the “Inducement Exemption” or “Inducement Standard”),
Grokster serves the Storage Harbor by both adding a good
provision and subtracting a bad one.62 The resulting
statute would ensure the internal coherence and predictable interpretation of the Storage Harbor, while awarding
new protections against substantial threats to intellectual
property. The following sections outline three arguments
supporting this substitution: (a) coherence, (b) predictability, and (c) protection.
A.

Coherence

The Inducement Exemption respects the Storage
Harbor’s statutory text. First, it retains independent significance within § 512(c). Unlike the Ninth Circuit’s initial
decision in UMG II, the Inducement Exemption does not
render § 512(c)(1)(B) superfluous.63 Rather, it can be met
without actual knowledge, relieving § 512(c)(1)(B) from its
necessary implication of § 512(c)(1)(A).64 Second, unlike
UMG II, the Inducement Exemption does not unnaturally
restrain the meaning of “control.”65 Rather, it reflects the
natural interpretation of a generally accepted dictionary
definition.66
B.

Predictability

The Inducement Exemption makes the Storage Harbor
predictable. Unlike the ambiguity created by Viacom II, the
Standard proscribes well-defined conduct having obvious culpability.67 Additionally, its explicit inclusion within
the Storage Harbor resolves any uncertainty regarding its
applicability.
Critics claim that Grokster’s holding has chilled electronic commerce.68 Shortly after its rendering, Professor
Lawrence Lessig noted that its uncertainty will enable
“great opportunities to defeat legitimate competition.”69
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Yet, after nearly eight years, no good-faith martyr has ostensibly languished or faltered. A likely explanation is the
manifest threshold for the Inducement Standard, which requires a showing of “purposeful, culpable expression and
conduct.”70 By refusing to presume or impute fault, the
Inducement Standard settles ambiguity in favor of protection, largely endorsing good-faith conduct. Moreover,
the standard seeks out “active steps…taken to encourage
direct infringement.”71 As inducing parties rely on infringing user-uploaded content to generate traffic and revenue,
active steps to solicit user infringement reflect rational behavior. Accordingly, the standard logically tracks common
indicators of inimical intent.
C.

Protection

The Inducement Exemption excludes from the Storage Harbor services that levy the greatest harm on content
owners. While Grokster’s factors help deduce intent, they
also correlate to aggravated harms that disproportionately
affect content owners.72 Consequently, a party that satisfies these factors not only demonstrates a likelihood of
inimical intent, but also threatens a disproportionate harm
to content owners. First, the appropriation of an infringing service’s market can illustrate intent to continue the
former service’s business.73 These services, however, often
fail due to their high incidence of user infringement. Accordingly, a new service, which is designed to appropriate
the former market, will likely succeed by appealing to users that seek to continue infringing practices. Second, the
failure to develop screening tools can illustrate intent to
entice infringing users.74 The resulting service also permits
more unchecked user infringement because it lacks the
tools to prevent it. Third, the resulting financial benefit can
identify a business model that encourages user infringement.75 A significant benefit, however, also implicates a
comparable collective harm upon content owners.
Perhaps the best illustration of the Inducement Exemption’s financial impact is the story of Grokster itself.
At its peak, users shared billions of files each month across
the FastTrack and Gnutella networks, nearly 90% of which
were infringing works.76 After the Court’s decision, the
media market experienced a noticeable benefit, with pure
play services benefiting the most.77 Today, new peer-topeer software circumvents Grokster’s protections by using
decentralized networks and web-based applications.78
These new practices align many new peer-to-peer services with the DMCA’s definition for “service provider,”
a prerequisite for Storage Harbor eligibility.79 Accordingly, the Inducement Exemption would adapt Grokster’s
protection to better meet the evolving threat of changing
technologies.80

III.

The Harbor Action

While an inclusive Storage Harbor is necessary for
service provider viability, its implementation—even
with the Inducement Exemption—threatens to further
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the inequities suffered by content owners. In 2007, Veoh
allegedly hosted over 60,000 unauthorized works.81 In
the same year, YouTube disclosed that 75% to 80% of its
content streams contained infringing content.82 In suits
against these services, however, the pervasive incidence
of infringement excluded neither defendant from Storage
Harbor protection, demonstrating the judiciary’s persistent intent to uphold its protections.83
The inequities resulting from the necessary protection
of service providers continues to grow. Mobile technology
poses the greatest threat to the increased dissemination of
infringing content.84 On demand video services such as
Veoh and YouTube represent the greatest share of mobile
web traffic and continue to drive network forecasts.85 The
Storage Harbor’s current legal framework, however, can
do little to correct the imbalance. The rapid globalization
of mobile technology foreshadows an unchecked rise in
infringing user-uploaded content that will exacerbate
these existing inequities.
A.

The Revival

The revival of a right of action for restitution (the Harbor Action), made available to parties barred from suit by
the Storage Harbor, is a necessary recoupment of content
owner losses.86 The Harbor Action leaves the Storage Harbor’s protection against conventional forms of copyright
liability unaffected. The resulting framework strikes a viable compromise that sustains the interests of both service
providers and content owners.
Adjudicatory efficiency must be a primary Harbor
Action concern. In copyright, restitution typically represents a mere fraction of available infringement damages.87
Accordingly, wasteful litigation expenses would likely
subsume any equitable benefit. The Uniform Dispute
Resolution Policy (UDRP) offers helpful guidance.88
B.

UDRP Tenents

The UDRP provides an alternative forum for disputes
arising out of registered domain names that are identical or confusingly similar to another’s trademark.89 The
system facilitates efficient resolution through its narrowly
tailored structure.90 In contrast to the UDRP, the Harbor
Action is not an alternative procedural mechanism for
the enforcement of existing rights, but a new action to
strengthen the substantive rights of content owners. Nonetheless, the UDRP’s proven success remains a valuable
aid.
Three UDRP tenents advance the Harbor Action.
First, proceedings must avoid federal courts. By limiting
its forum, the UDRP remains unburdened by procedural
hurdles that generate years of costly litigation.91 Second,
proceedings must have a narrow scope. The UDRP’s
custom-tailored procedure facilitates focused proceedings
and specialized judges.92 Moreover, by adjudicating only
one type of claim, the UDRP considers limited questions

of fact.93 Third, proceedings must have a simple remedy.
The UDRP’s limited pallet of equitable remedies avoids
the burdensome task of calculating abstract monetary
judgments.94
1.

Forum

Informal settings are effective alternatives for resolving online disputes.95 The UDRP recognizes this benefit by
requiring that all domain name registrants agree to submit
to arbitration if registration is alleged to have been made
in bad faith.96 Additionally, the UDRP incentivizes complainant participation. While a complainant’s pursuit in
federal court may permit more expansive remedies, it also
requires the expenditure of substantially more time and
money.97
Unfortunately, Harbor Actions cannot rely on controlling agreements to limit either party’s choice of forum.
Nonetheless, by vesting administrative courts with
exclusive original jurisdiction, complainants have no other
available option.98 Respondent compliance presents the
greater challenge. The Harbor Action incentivizes compliance, however, by conditioning Storage Harbor protection against conventional infringement upon respondent
submission.99 A non-compliant service provider would be
estopped from employing the Storage Harbor in a subsequent infringement action arising out of the same Harbor
Action facts. Additionally, the Harbor Action incentivizes
service provider accessibility. It requires that the designated agent for receipt of take-down notices also be available
for receipt of Harbor Action summonses.100
2.

Scope

Focused proceedings promote efficiency. The UDRP
remedies issues involving one type of claim, not all domain name misconduct.101 Moreover, it resolves claims
using three prima facie elements, which isolate particularized conduct that is familiar to the court.102 The resulting system is a model of institutional efficiency and
effectiveness.103
Similarly, the Harbor Action limits its scope by hearing only Harbor Action claims. Each prospective complainant must stipulate that the respondent is protected
from conventional liability under the Storage Harbor.104
Evidence related to infringement, therefore, becomes irrelevant to proceedings. Additionally, the forced stipulation
deters complainants from seeking two bites at the apple;
where a complainant subsequently pursues infringement
damages in federal court on the facts of an adjudicated
Harbor Action, the signed stipulation admitting Storage
Harbor protection would likely be admissible hearsay as a
party admission.
The Harbor Action further limits its scope by restricting proof to three prima facie elements: (1) the complainant owns the registered copyright, (2) the subject of the
copyright was disseminated without authorization, and
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(3) the respondent administered the service during the
period of unlawful dissemination.105 These elements do
not lend themselves to broad factual dispute. Complainants may satisfy factor one with any document proving
registration with the Library of Congress. The exclusion of
unregistered works diminishes factual issues of copyright
validity and priority. Complainants may satisfy factor two
using generally recognized practices for the calculation of
webpage impressions. Despite the seeming complexity,
webpage impression calculations are a ubiquitous element of Internet commerce, with commercial advertisers
and sponsors relying on the accuracy and integrity of the
statistics.106 Finally, complainants may satisfy factor three
with any document proving domain name registration
during the period of unauthorized dissemination.

Restatement (Third) of Restitution and Unjust Enrichment
(Restatement) argues that conscious-wrongdoers should
relinquish the “net profit attributable to the underlying
wrong,” in order to “eliminate any profit from wrongdoing while avoiding…the imposition of a penalty.”112

In contrast to the UDRP, the Harbor Action requires
no evidence of knowledge or intent.107 Accordingly, it
avoids costly inferential evidence, mirroring the simplicity
of strict liability.

The Restatement defines conscious-wrongdoers as
parties “enriched by misconduct,” while acting “despite
a known risk that the conduct in question violates the
rights of the claimant.”113 While it is often difficult to
prove actual knowledge under § 512(c)(1)(A) of the Storage Harbor, most service providers warrant “consciouswrongdoer” status under the Restatement. For example,
YouTube likely meets the standard.114 The Viacom II court’s
findings establish an undisputed financial benefit from
infringing conduct, while illustrating not only an awareness of risk, but also constructive knowledge of rights
violations. Accordingly, the presumptive rate must reflect
conscious-wrongdoer status, implicating the reallocation
of net profits directly attributed to infringing activity.115

3.

2.

Remedy

The UDRP limits available remedies to the transfer or
cancellation of domain names.108 The system maintains
efficiency by avoiding the evidentiary factors necessary to
prove a money judgment. In contrast, the Harbor Action
requires money judgments that approximate the respondent’s level of unjust enrichment. Consequently, it risks
costly litigation on the subjective value of the award. The
use of a damage algorithm that calculates presumptive
restitution rates, however, mitigates much difficulty resulting from determining judgment sizes.
When appropriate, the administrative judge will
calculate a presumptive rate that represents the product
of two factors: (1) the number of unauthorized disseminations of an infringing work, and (2) a per-stream statutory
rate set by copyright royalty judges (CRJs).109 Parties to
the Harbor Action may argue for a per-stream rate that
differs from the statutory rate so as to more accurately
reflect the respondent’s unjust enrichment. If no argument
persuades the judge, the per-stream statutory rate will
prevail and the presumptive award will stand.110
C.

The Per-Stream Statutory Rate

As the only adjustable factor, the per-stream statutory rate will become the primary means to manipulate
presumptive Harbor Action awards. This rate will likely
dictate the general size of Harbor Action judgments. Accordingly, the per-stream rate must carefully balance the
financial interests of content owners against the resulting
effects on service providers. Two factors are relevant to
this rate:
1.

Restitution establishes its measure of reallocated
profits based upon the culpability of a defendant.111 The

114

CRJs must ascertain an average per-stream net profit
attributable to the presence of an infringing work. While
restitution may reflect any benefit attributable to infringement, advertising revenue remains the primary benefit
enjoyed by service providers.116 Sponsors often make
payments pursuant to a CPM rate, which represents their
pecuniary compensation for every 1,000 users that encounter a sponsor’s advertisement.117 By discerning an
average CPM associated with each stream, CRJs can approximate the gross profit generated by a user visit. Some
financial benefit, however, may also result from factors
that are independent of the infringement.118 For example,
users may seek a hosted video containing an infringing
song to see the synchronized home video. Alternatively,
users may merely wish to study a service provider’s video
portal layout. Like an infringing work, these factors draw
user traffic. They contribute to the service provider’s
monetary gain by generating additional advertisement
impressions. Their monetary contributions, however, cannot serve as a basis of restitution because they cannot be
attributed to the infringement. Accordingly, they must be
deducted from the average gross revenue. Nevertheless,
these deductions—however abstract—are severable from
the benefits derived from the infringement, even within
the disjointed mixture of commerce and art.119 After
deducting an average associated expense, CRJs will have
an average net profit that will approximate each service
provider’s net gain directly resulting from an infringing
dissemination. This figure will serve as the functional perstream statutory rate.
D.

Extent of Restitution

Net Profits

The Ex Post Statutory License

The Harbor Action resembles an ex post statutory
license by encouraging constructive negotiation and
compromise after a right has accrued. One such statutory
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license, the compulsory or mechanical license, affords
the prospective right to record and distribute any nondramatic musical work previously released in the United
States.120 Parties rarely effectuate this statutory license,
however, more often preferring the individualized tailoring of private agreements.121
Similar to the compulsory license, the Harbor Action
is a “one-size-fits-all” approximation of desirable procedures and party interests. While its universal applicability
is necessary, the Harbor Action may become a penalty
default that encourages individual negotiation and settlement. Moreover, the predictability of liability and awards
may make formal proceedings futile. Parties would always have the right, however, to pursue a formal action in
case of gridlock. The resulting framework would facilitate
individualized remedies and proceedings, while avoiding
an excessive burden on administrative courts.

IV.

provides greater certainty to service providers concerning their
legal exposure for infringements that may occur in the course of
their activities.”).
9.

545 U.S. 913 (2005).

10.

316 F.2d 304 (2d Cir. 1963).

11.

Id. at 307.

12.

Arista Records LLC v. Usenet.com, Inc., 633 F.Supp.2d 124, 157
(S.D.N.Y. 2009) (quoting A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc., 239
F.3d 1004, 1023 (9th Cir. 2001).

13.

Gershwin Publishing Corp. v. Columbia Artists Management,
Inc., 443 F.2d 1159, 1163 (2d Cir. 1971) (indicating that a duty exists
where a party is in a position to police the infringing activities of
others).

14.

See UMG II, 667 F.3d at 1042 (explaining that § 512(c)(1)(B) would
be internally inconsistent if it replicated vicarious liability). One
additional argument advanced by both the Ninth and Second
Circuits against this reading was that if Congress had “intended
that the § 512(c)(1)(B) ‘right and ability to control’ requirement
be coextensive with vicarious liability law, the statute could
have accomplished that result in a more direct manner.” Id. at
1045. This argument presumes that Congress intends to abrogate
the meanings of common law terms written into statutes, a
presumption completely in opposite with the federal court practice
to presume that congressional use of common law terms signifies
Congress’ intent to employ the common law meaning. See, e.g.,
Wallace v. Kato, 549 U.S. 384, 127 (2007); Community for Creative
Non-Violence v. Reid, 490 U.S. 730, 739 (1989). Moreover, the
argument ignores the fact that the § 512(c)(1)(B) Benefit Provision
is coextensive with vicarious liability law without any explicit
statement to that effect in the statute. See § 512(c)(1)(B).

15.

See § 512(g)(1).

16.

See generally UMG II, 667 F.3d 1022; Viacom II, 676 F.3d 19.

17.

UMG II, 667 F.3d 1022.

18.

Id. at 1042.

19.

718 F. Supp. 2d 514 (S.D.N.Y. 2010), aff’d in part, vacated in part,
remanded, 676 F.3d 19 (2d Cir. 2012) (hereinafter “Viacom I”).

20.

See UMG II, 667 F.3d at 1041.

Conclusion

The last 15 years have seen innovation that dwarfs the
22 years that followed the passage of the original Copyright Act.122 The DMCA’s Storage Harbor has become a
notable casualty of Congressional inaction. The circuit
split on the outcome-determinative “right and ability to
control,”123 coupled with growing inequities placed on
content owners, illustrate the need for amendment to the
Storage Harbor. The replacement of § 512(c)(1)(B) with
the Inducement Exemption rectifies the Storage Harbor’s
language, and forestalls a major threat to content owners.
Moreover, the added Harbor Action better preserves the
channels of electronic communication, while continuing
to stimulate the creation and exploitation of content. Upon
its growth, the Harbor Action will incentivize the resolution of accrued disputes through private agreement, leaving administrative courts unburdened. These changes124
will help realign the balance between content owners and
service providers in light of the demands levied by the
relentless evolution of technology.
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(B) does not take active steps to encourage direct infringement;
(i) Where a service provider does take active steps to encourage
direct infringement, the following factors shall be considered in
determining amenability to suit:
(I) proactive attempts to solicit the market of a former infringing service;
(II) the failure to develop tools to screen infringing content; and
(III) the financial benefit directly attributable to the infringing
activity; and
(C) upon notification of claimed infringement as
described in paragraph (3), responds expeditiously to
remove, or disable access to, the material that is claimed
to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity.
(D) voluntarily submits to and complies with administrative
proceedings for the award of restitution upon a complainant’s
service of the appropriate summons.

(B)(i) Subject to clause (ii), a notification from a copyright
owner or from a person authorized to act on behalf of the
copyright owner that fails to comply substantially with
the provisions of subparagraph (A) shall not be considered under paragraph (1)(A) in determining whether
a service provider has actual knowledge or is aware of
facts or circumstances from which infringing activity is
apparent.
(ii) In a case in which the notification that is provided to
the service provider’s designated agent fails to comply
substantially with all the provisions of subparagraph
(A) but substantially complies with clauses (ii), (iii), and
(iv) of subparagraph (A), clause (i) of this subparagraph
applies only if the service provider promptly attempts
to contact the person making the notification or takes
other reasonable steps to assist in the receipt of notification that substantially complies with all the provisions of
subparagraph (A).

(2) Designated agent.— The limitations on liability established in this subsection apply to a service provider only
if the service provider has designated an agent to receive
notifications of claimed infringement described in paragraph (3) and summonses for Harbor Actions as in paragraph
(4), by making available through its service, including on
its website in a location accessible to the public, and by
providing to the Copyright Office, substantially the following information:

(4) In general. Notwithstanding the exclusion from remedies
against a service provider that meets the qualifications of this
subsection, a right-of-action for restitution shall be available,

(A) the name, address, phone number, and electronic mail
address of the agent.

(B) where evidentiary rules mandate that:

(B) other contact information which the Register of Copyrights may deem appropriate. The Register of Copyrights
shall maintain a current directory of agents available to
the public for inspection, including through the Internet,
and may require payment of a fee by service providers to
cover the costs of maintaining the directory.

(A) in administrative courts, which:
(i) shall be vested with the exclusive power of original jurisdiction; and
(ii) shall not hear ancillary causes of action in conjunction with
the action for restitution;
(i) claimants stipulate that the defendant satisfies all provisions
of § 512(c)(1)-(3), excluding § 512(c)(1)(D), with regard to the
facts upon which all claims for restitution under this subsection
are brought; and
(ii) complainant be able to prove a prima facie case upon proof
that

(3) Elements of notification.—

(I) the complainant owns the registered copyright;

(A) To be effective under this subsection, a notification of
claimed infringement must be a written communication
provided to the designated agent of a service provider
that includes substantially the following:

(II) the subject of the copyright was disseminated without
authorization; and

(i) A physical or electronic signature of a person authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an exclusive right
that is allegedly infringed.

(C) based upon a presumptive restitution award to be calculated
by finding the product of:

(ii) Identification of the copyrighted work claimed to
have been infringed, or, if multiple copyrighted works at
a single online site are covered by a single notification, a
representative list of such works at that site.
(iii) Identification of the material that is claimed to be infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity and that
is to be removed or access to which is to be disabled, and
information reasonably sufficient to permit the service
provider to locate the material.
(iv) Information reasonably sufficient to permit the service provider to contact the complaining party, such as an
address, telephone number, and, if available, an electronic
mail address at which the complaining party may be
contacted.
(v) A statement that the complaining party has a good
faith belief that use of the material in the manner complained of is not authorized by the copyright owner, its
agent, or the law.
(vi) A statement that the information in the notification is
accurate, and under penalty of perjury, that the complaining party is authorized to act on behalf of the owner of an
exclusive right that is allegedly infringed.

(III) the respondent administered the service during the period
of unlawful dissemination.

(i) the per-stream statutory restitution rate as set by the Copyright Royalty Board,
(I) both petitioner and respondent shall be given limited opportunity to rebut the presumptive statutory rate used for the
calculation of restitution; and
(ii) the total number of unauthorized disseminations of an
infringing work.

Matthew Yogg earned his J.D. Candidate in May
from St. John’s University School of Law and his B.A. in
Music from Boston College in 2008. Matthew would like
to thank and dedicate this article to his faculty advisor,
Joseph R. Gagliano, Jr., who passed away on May 19th.
Professor Gagliano’s guidance, insight, and encouragement were instrumental to the author’s successful
completion of this work. He will be sorely missed by
Matthew and the St. John’s University School of Law
community.
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Will the U.S. Supreme Court Provide Insight
to Nazi-Era Looted Art Disputes?
By Leila Amineddoleh
After seven years of contentious litigation, the battle
over an Egon Schiele drawing entitled “Seated Woman
With Bent Left Leg” (Seated Woman) may continue if the
United States Supreme Court grants a writ to hear the
case, Bakalar v. Vavra. If granted, this will be the first time
in nearly a decade that the nation’s highest court will hear
a case related to Nazi-era looted art.1
The claimants, heirs of a Holocaust victim, are
requesting Supreme Court review under the theory that
the Egon Schiele sketch central to this controversy was
an art object looted by the Nazis. The claimants in Bakalar
assert that prior to World War II, the drawing belonged
to Viennese cabaret singer and art collector Fritz Grunbaum. (This assertion was disputed during trial by the
current owner, David Bakalar.) Grunbaum was arrested
in 1938, after which time the Nazis permitted an Austrian
shipping company to export Grunbaum’s extensive art
collection. It is not known whether “Seated Woman” was
among the 420 pieces taken. In 1941, Grunbaum died
in the Dachau concentration camp. The following year,
Grunbaum’s wife, Elisabeth, died in Munich. For years,
objects in Grunbaum’s collection could not be traced;
however, “Seated Woman” reappeared in 1956 when it
was acquired by Eberhard Kornfeld. Kornfeld, a partner
in the Swiss gallery Gutekunst & Klipstein, claimed that
he purchased the work from Elisabeth’s sister, Grunbaum’s sister-in-law Mathilde Lukacs. The work was
eventually sold to New York gallery owner Otto Kallir,
who then sold it to Boston philanthropist David Bakalar
in November 1963. Bakalar had this work in his collection
for over four decades. In 2005, Bakalar sold the drawing
at Sotheby’s in London. Shortly afterwards, Fritz Grunbaum’s heirs (New York resident Leon Fischer and Czech
citizen Milos Vavra) informed Sotheby’s of their claim
that the drawing was rightfully theirs because it was
stolen by the Nazis. Sotheby’s reacted by voiding the sale
and notifying Bakalar that his ownership was disputed.
Bakalar filed for declaratory judgment in New York
district court to assert that as a bona fide purchaser, he
was the rightful owner of the Schiele drawing. The heirs
counterclaimed, asserting that under New York law, even
a good faith purchaser cannot acquire good title to a stolen work. The general rule is nemo dat quod non habet2 (no
one can give what one does not have). However, there are
exceptions that allow good faith purchasers to obtain title
to improperly acquired works. These exceptions include
equitable estoppel, a defense that prevents a person from
asserting rights that would cause fraud and injustice.
In Bakalar, the district court ruled in favor of Bakalar,
the good faith purchaser, based on the affirmative defen120

sive of “laches.” While New York law generally favors the
rights of the original owners over the rights of good faith
purchasers of stolen property, the laches defense tempers
this favoritism and provides a measure of balance so
that good faith purchasers can protect their title against
stale claims. Laches is an equitable doctrine. In order to
successfully assert it, one must prove that the claimant
inexcusably delayed in taking action and that the defending party was prejudiced due to the delay.3 Bakalar’s
attorneys asserted that the heirs’ delay in bringing suit
prejudiced the collector. In response, the heirs asserted
that they could not have filed suit earlier because they
were unaware of their claim to the drawing. They also
argued that laches placed excessive difficulty on them,
and that the burden should be shifted onto the buyer to
demonstrate that he exercised the proper due diligence
in acquiring the work. The claimants argued that Bakalar
should have further investigated the drawing’s provenance in light of the fact that Schiele was a popular artist
amongst Jewish collectors, and that many of Schiele’s
works were seized by the Nazis. They claimed that the
burden of laches is unreasonable, particularly for heirs of
Holocaust victims who must grapple with the tragedy of
their families’ pasts.
The district court held that Grunbuam had most
likely owned the sketch at some point in time, but that the
work was not looted by the Nazis. Rather, the court found
that the work had stayed within the family, as it was sold
by Grunbaum’s sister-in-law after the end of World War
II. The court also ruled that Grunbaum’s heirs “were
aware of—or should have been aware of—their potential
intestate rights to Grunbaum property,” and that their ancestors “were not diligent in pursuing their claims to the
drawing.” The delay in making a claim against now-deceased Lukacs (Grunbaum’s sister-in-law) allowed critical
evidence to disappear, which unduly prejudiced Bakalar.
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the district
court’s decision in October 2012.
However, Grunbaum’s heirs are still fervently pursuing their ownership claim. Raymond Dowd, counsel for
the heirs, asserts that the district court and appellate court
incorrectly decided this case due to Due Process Clause
violations. He argues that the heirs were never given notice of their inheritance rights, and were unaware of their
potential ownership claims. The heirs are appealing to the
U.S. Supreme Court to hear this matter, with the central
issue being whether a federal court can impute knowledge of “potential intestate rights” to deceased Jewish
owners to strip heirs of their property rights. On March
28, 2013, Petitioners Milos Vavra and Leon Fischer sub-
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mitted three questions to the Supreme Court: (1) Does the
Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment require the
U.S. federal court to apply the forum’s issues preclusion
rules when hearing a foreign judicial act? (2) Does the
application of a local law applied to rights vested under
a foreign law and the disregard for the local choice of law
and state’s interest which result in a forfeiture…constitute
arbitrary and unfair violation of the Due Process Clause
of the 14th Amendment? and (3) May a federal court
use the Declaratory Judgment Act (28 U.S.C. § 2201) to
interpret state law in a manner forbidden by the National
Stolen Property Act (28 U.S.C. § 2314)?
Art lawyers, heirs to Holocaust victims, collectors,
and dealers are all closely watching this case, as the
Supreme Court’s decision will provide insight into laches
determinations and the imputation of knowledge of intestate rights.
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The “Suite” Smell of Success: A Potential Change to
Chinese Law and Its Impact on the U.S. Art Market
By Amber J. Slattery
Droit de suite laws entitle artists to a portion of the
profits from every sale of their works subsequent to the
initial sales. They are also known as Artist Resale Royalty laws, and require purchasers of a piece of artwork to
make a payment to the original artist. Without such laws,
artists do not continue to profit from their art, even when
the works significantly appreciate in value. Thus, droit
de suite laws enable an artist and his or her heirs to profit
from appreciation in his or her work even after title has
passed to a buyer, for a period of 70 years following an
artist’s death.1
The practical effect of droit de suite laws is to raise
the price of artworks, frustrating the seller and surprising
the buyer. The financial implications for the buyers and
sellers in such transactions should be made clear to the
participants and, if possible, be avoided.
China is considering adopting droit de suite laws
with the intent of increasing regulation of the art market.2
Chinese legislators hope that publicly recording artwork
will make it easier to spot when forged art enters the
market. Those who object to the proposed law fear it will
stifle international art commerce, which has become big
business in recent years.
China’s interest in droit de suite is likely spurred by
the country’s contemporary art market, which was until
only recently the strongest art market in the world.3 The
international art market has seen an overall boom in
recent years, but in no place so heavily as contemporary
Asian art.4 Many sales in the Chinese art market take
place via public auction, at international auction houses
such as Sotheby’s and Christie’s.5
The 2013 season saw a downturn in China’s art market.6 Additional laws adverse to Chinese market success
could suppress the sensitive market even further, eventually rendering it nothing more than a bubble. In a culture
of instability, art buyers and sellers must make these
costly decisions even more carefully.
As art investment grows in popularity, practitioners
who usually have no relationship with the art market
should be cognizant of the potential financial implications of dealing with droit de suite countries. Selecting the
country in which to engage in an artwork transaction can
have significant effects on the ultimate cost of the endeavor, and ultimately can alter the likelihood of a successful
transaction. Thus a basic understanding of the droit de
suite and tax implications in the major art markets—China, the United Kingdom (UK), the European Union (EU),
and the United States—is required.
122

I.

Droit de Suite: A Private Tax on Art
Purchasers

The imposition of a droit de suite fine is considered
a royalty. Royalties share many traits in common with
taxes. A royalty is a payment for use of property, paid by
the user to the legal owner.7 The amount is usually a percentage of revenues obtained through use, or in the case
of artwork, a percentage of the selling price. Droit de suite
laws elsewhere typically impose a 1% to 5% cut.8 Typically, items that sell for under a certain threshold amount
are not subject to droit de suite. In the European Union,
this threshold is €1,000.
A royalty differs from a tax because of who is doing
the imposing. Taxes are levied by all levels of government: federal, state, or local. In contrast, royalties are
levied by the owner upon any party who desires use
of the owner’s private property. Royalties are common
in the music industry and other industries that involve
licensing.
The cost of droit de suite laws ultimately falls on the
purchaser. Sotheby’s auction manual explains that when
lots are subject to Artist Resale Rights, that charge will be
added to the purchaser’s invoice.9
The added cost has an implicit effect on the behavior
of sellers. Sellers benefit from selling in non-droit de suite
countries because the ultimate price remains lower, making it easier to find a willing buyer.

II.

Effects of Droit de Suite: Public Sales Go
Private and Little Money Goes to Artists

Droit de suite laws gained initial popularity in France
in the 1920s, when works by famous artists were being
resold for high multiples of the initial selling price. The
artists, many of whom were still living, were unable to
financially benefit from the significant appreciation of
their works. Therefore, the laws were created to funnel a
portion of these large sums back to the individuals who
were responsible for their creation in the first place.
The laws drive art to private sales rather than auctions. Many countries’ droit de suite laws only apply to
public sales, thus only sales at auction houses are affected. Sales through private dealers are not subject to the
royalty.
Additionally, the royalty is difficult to enforce and
inefficient because of the complexity in the collection process.10 Collection agencies hired to oversee the procure-
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ment and dispersal of the royalties can take up to 25% of
the money before it reaches the artist.11

III.

The United States Draws a Firm Line Against
Droit de Suite

VAT is imposed in France, China, and the UK, the
three other major art markets other than the U.S.23 The
United States has no VAT. As such, auction sales occurring in the United States are unencumbered by the extra
fee.

The United States does not have droit de suite laws,
thus making the U.S. a preferable jurisdiction for artwork
sales. The Equality for Visual Artists Act was proposed to
install such legislation in 2011, but failed.12 The bill would
have required large auction houses to pay a 7% royalty
whenever selling a work for over the price of $10,000.13

Both buyers and sellers can be subject to VAT. Christie’s notes that it may pass on the VAT to the seller by
adding to the commission rates,24 or to the buyer by adding to the hammer price and buyer’s premium.25 International auction houses pay a different VAT rate depending
on at which office the transaction takes place.

California had its own version of droit de suite with
its Resale Royalties Act,14 which was struck down as
unconstitutional May 2012.15 The United States District
Court for the Central District of California held that the
Resale Royalties Act served as an attempt by a state to
control commerce outside of its borders, thereby violating
the Commerce Clause.16

Whereas droit de suit obligations are imposed only
at public auction sales and not at private sales, VAT is applied to both. Therefore, even a sale with a private dealer
will still impose a fine that would not be assessed in a
U.S. sales transaction.

The law extended to claims by artists’ family members 20 years after the artists’ deaths, but excluded
artworks that sold for under $1,000.17 The law imposed
a royalty on transactions occurring in any state when the
seller resided in California, regardless of where the artist
lived or where the transaction took place.18 As the court
noted, a sale in a New York auction house, selling a New
York artist’s work to a New York resident would be subject to the royalty if the seller were a California resident.19
The court ultimately held that the entire statute should
fail, solidifying California’s end of the droit de suite law
in the United States.20

IV.

International Popularity of Droit de Suite
and the Value Added Tax

Despite the absence of U.S. droit de suite laws, the
laws are commonplace internationally. Droit de suite was
established in the EU in 2001 with the Resale Rights Directive, which all EU countries were mandated to accept
by 2010.21 The UK implemented the resale right in 2006
and expanded its provisions in 2012.22
Most droit de suite laws operate differently from California’s former royalty provision. Whereas California’s
law was imposed on any transaction where the seller was
from California, droit de suite laws usually only look to
the country where the sale takes place. Thus the location
of the auction house is critical in assessing whether a droit
de suite will be imposed.
The country in which the auction takes place also
determines whether a Value Added Tax (VAT) will be assessed. A VAT is a government-imposed tax that ultimately acts as an additional sales tax. In countries with a VAT,
an additional tax is levied for each instance that a new
individual purchases a good in the supply chain of sale.
Essentially, VAT imposes a new tax on every middleman.

In the EU and the UK, droit de suite is only collected
on items with a hammer price over €1000.26 The term
“hammer price” refers to the final bid price, before other
fees are assessed. The hammer price does not consider
buyer’s premium or VAT. Therefore, droit de suite royalty
liability is assessed against the before-tax cost and does
not consider additional fees the buyer must pay.

V.

Other Taxes and Fees in Chinese Art
Transactions

Persons interested in exploring China’s art market
should also be made aware of additional taxes and fees
imposed on auction houses and galleries that will be
passed on to the consumer. Dr. Clare McAndrew’s comprehensive report on the Chinese art market elucidates
some of the important tax considerations. Chinese auction
houses pay a transaction tax of 5% on sales and pay the
3% income tax for the seller.27 The 3% tax is levied against
the hammer price of the artwork, minus its original value
and “reasonable expenses.”28 The rate drops to 2% if the
item is a ‘returned Chinese cultural relic lost overseas’
or works that are over 100 years old.29 Presumably, these
costs are absorbed by the buyer in the transaction.
McAndrew’s findings also suggest that Chinese galleries are not a cost-effective consideration for foreign art
market participants. Chinese galleries pass on a 17% VAT;
however, galleries with annual incomes of under €100,000
may charge only 3% VAT. Chinese galleries have tended
only to sell Chinese art, as until 2011, all imports were
subject to a 30% tax.30 Imports are now subject to a 17%
VAT and a 6% import duty.31 While the rate has decreased
since 2011, it is still steep.

VI. Conclusion: Art Transactions Should Take
Place in the United States
The imposition of droit de suite laws in China could
shift a substantial amount of art sales out of China and
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to the only remaining art world powerhouse without
VAT and droit de suite laws—the United States. China’s
already vulnerable market could take a nosedive with the
passing of this potential legislation, creating a unique opportunity for international commerce to move to auction
houses situated in the United States.
Those engaging in a public art transaction with a
country that engages a droit de suite nation will need to
recognize that a percentage of the cost goes toward paying the droit de suite royalty and a VAT. U.S. practitioners
should advise international clients who have the option to
conduct sales in a variety of locations that the sale should
be conducted in a country that neither has droit de suite
nor VAT, so that fewer profits will be lost. Both buyers
and sellers would be wise to recognize the cost savings of
engaging in art transactions in the United States. Those
who must engage in public art sales abroad should consult the specific auction house rules to see who ultimately
absorbs the cost of droit de suite and VAT provisions.
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TV 101
Fairly Fair Use
By Nima Daivari
Many attorneys fear making a fair use argument. The
notion of admittedly and willfully infringing on a copyrighted work is more risk than many attorneys would
like to take. That said, as advocates of the law, it is not
only our job to take on the responsibilities of the law, but
we and our clients and companies should be able to gain
from the protections the law affords us as well.
Copyright law exists to protect content creators. The
purpose of copyright, which is set forth in the U.S. Constitution, is to provide an incentive to creators by codifying
law that helps “…promote the Progress of Science and useful
Arts.…”1
In order to promote the progress of the arts, copyright
law grants incentive to art creators by granting the creators certain protections for their ideas that are in fixed,
tangible form. Such rights include the exclusive right to
the following:
(1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies or
phonorecords;
(2) to prepare derivative works based upon the copyrighted work;
(3) to distribute copies or phonorecords of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or another transfer of ownership…;
(4) …to perform the copyrighted work publicly;
(5) …to display the copyrighted work publicly; and
(6) in the case of sound recordings, to perform the
copyrighted work publicly by means of a digital
audio transmission.
At first blush these exclusive rights make complete
sense. If the promotion of art is the purpose of copyright
law, then certainly by granting creators certain exclusive
rights, the law is encouraging them to continue to create
with the knowledge that their creative endeavors are protected and have value.
Yet further analysis begs the question: if the purpose
of copyright law is to promote the creation of more art,
then does not granting a monopoly over the created art in
many ways hinder the development of further art?
The answer is yes, copyright law can actually hinder
further art creation. That is why the courts have found2
fair use to be a defense to copyright infringement.

17 USC 107 states that…”the fair use of a copyrighted
work, including such use by reproduction in copies or
phonorecords or by any other means specified by that
section, for purposes such as criticism, comment, news
reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement
of copyright. In determining whether the use made of a
work in any particular case is a fair use the factors to be
considered shall include—
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including
whether such use is of a commercial nature or is
for nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used
in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for
or value of the copyrighted work.
There are many prominent fair use cases, including:
Harper & Row v. Nation Enterprises,3 Campbell v. Acuff-Rose
Music,4 Dr. Seuss Enterprises v. Penguin Books,5 Suntrust
v. Houghton Mifflin Co.,6 Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corporation,7 Blanch v. Koons,8 and most recently the ongoing Patrick Cariou v. Richard Prince.9
The Cariou decision is an interesting read. As the case
demonstrates, a fair use argument is incredibly fact sensitive, and thus a ruling can be very hard to anticipate.
That said, as attorneys one of our many duties is to make
difficult calls. We have to make a thoughtful analysis and
then back up our analysis by pointing to legislation and
case law. As attorneys, we have to be comfortable making these types of analyses instead of repeatedly seeking
licenses for uses that do not require licensing.
In order to walk through some fair use analyses, below are a few recurring types of issues that arise in television production.

Criticism
This is one of easier analyses to make, because it
falls under one of the clearest and most protected fair
uses—criticism. For example, imagine a program entitled
Discussions with Daivari. This exercise will review the four
factors and come to a decision.
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Purpose and Character of Use
Discussions with Daivari is a television program that
reviews upcoming feature films. The purpose of using
the copyrighted work (say, clips from the feature film being discussed) is to critique the film. Criticism of works
is rooted in the First Amendment right to free speech and
thus highly protectable. The intent behind the series is
to generate revenue for its producers and exhibitors. It is
a for-profit television series that airs on a for-profit network. While a non-profit use tends to be more defensible,
a for-profit use is not dispositive of a fair use. As such,
we should feel comfortable that this use passes the first
factor.10
Nature of Copyrighted Work
The nature of the copyrighted work is a fictional, forprofit feature film. It is highly creative and neither contains factual information nor is there a need for the public
to be informed about the contents of the film, as opposed
to a situation like the one in Time Inc. v. Bernard Geiss Associates,11 where the court found that the public interest in
a video recording of the assassination of President John
F. Kennedy outweighed Time Inc.’s copyright interest in
the acquired footage. However, a strong copyright interest does not exempt the copyrighted work from a fair use
argument.12

tion in a movie theater displaces the market for the feature film.
We should be comfortable with this being a fair use.

News Reporting
The next style of show to look at is a fictitious entertainment news series, Nima Nightly.
Purpose and Character of Use
Nima Nightly features sit-down interviews with celebrities, follows them around as they go about their days,
and discusses current events in Hollywood. The purpose
of using the copyrighted work (say, trailers for upcoming
television series, movie posters, and concert footage) is to
break news and disseminate it to Nima Nightly’s viewers.
Again, the purpose of the series is to generate revenue for
its producers and exhibitors. It is a for-profit television
series that airs on a for-profit network.
Nature of Copyrighted Work
The nature of the copyrighted work in this example
can vary. It could be a book cover, a movie poster, audiovisual clips from a television series or film, or a litany of
other copyrighted material. Nonetheless, even protected
works are subject to fair use, lest we forget Campbell.

Amount and Substantiality

Amount and Substantiality

The last two factors, amount and substantiality and
effect on the market place are the trickier two factors in
this instance. The first, amount and substantiality, is the
part where the largest margin of error can exist. If we look
to Harper we can see that the substantiality of the material used matters just as much as the amount. In Harper
fewer than 300 words were taken out of 500 pages. However, the words taken were of key interest. If Discussions
with Daivari airs the twist ending for a film like The Sixth
Sense or Psycho, it does not matter that only one minute
out of 120 minutes (less than 1%) of the original copyrighted work was used, because it went to the “heart” of
the work, and thusly affected the marketplace (discussed
more in next step). It is the attorney’s job to review the
amount and substantiality of the source material used to
ascertain if too much was used. When in doubt, err on
the side of caution. One of the best ways to do this is to
advise the production to revolve the discussion around
material that is displayed in the feature film’s trailer. If
the studio released those story points or clips, it is safe to
say that those clips do not get to the heart and soul of the
work, lest the studio undercut the value of its own film.

This factor can cause some issue with respect to static
images like a book cover or film poster. By its nature,
depicting a static image requires showing the image in
its entirety unless it is cropped, covered, blurred, or in
some other way manipulated. However, by not depicting the image that is being discussed one runs the risk
of not making clear the subject matter at hand. Luckily,
the freedom of the press is steeped in our First Amendment rights, and news reporting is generally considered
a fair use. Again, it is the attorney’s job to advise his or
her client to balance the amount of copyrighted material
shown with the amount necessary to depict what is being
discussed.

Effect on Potential Market for Copyrighted Work
This factor looks to substitution in the marketplace,
and not the effect of criticism. One would be hard-pressed
to argue that a television show that airs one to two, nonkey minutes of a feature film that is intended for exhibi-
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Effect on Potential Market for Copyrighted Work
The same points that were established in the previous
example can be made here. The likelihood that a news
program would displace the marketplace for a book or a
concert is slim.
Thus, when reporting on a newsworthy matter, we
can feel comfortable that it is a fair use.

Teaching/Educational Use
The last example is a fictional educational video for
non-profit use.
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Nima’s Neighbors is a not-for-profit television series
that educates young children.
Purpose and Character of Use
Nima’s Neighbors is a television program that attempts
to teach young children basic life and education skills.
The purpose of using the copyrighted work (say, the song
Happy Birthday) is to teach young children early language
and music skills. Nonprofit use and educational use are
both strongly favored by the courts and public policy,
which leads us to believe this factor has been met.
Nature of Copyrighted Work
Putting aside the dubious legal status of the song
Happy Birthday and assuming that it is indeed a copyrighted work that is not yet in the public domain, the nature of the copyrighted work is a song. Music and lyrics
are considered to be two separate copyrightable ideas. A
song is protectable, which makes this factor less likely to
be fulfilled.
Amount and Substantiality
The song consists of a mere four lines and is one of
the first songs many children learn. Using anything less
that the song in its entirety would defeat the purpose
of teaching the child viewer the lyrics and tempo of the
song. This factor might weigh the heaviest against a fair
use, in that the entire copyrighted work is being exploited. However, looking to Arriba, one can see that the use
can take the original work in its entirety but still be found
to be fair.
Effect on Potential Market for Copyrighted Work
There is no risk in displacing the marketplace for
the song Happy Birthday when depicting it in a television
series. Certainly no one would believe that having heard
the song once on Nima’s Neighbors would stop others from
seeking out the song. However, an argument could be
made that a fair use finding displaces the marketplace for
the revenue generated from license fees. If every use of
Happy Birthday was found to be a fair use, then the rights
holder to the song would not be able to generate revenue
from the copyrighted work. Nonetheless, in this particu-

lar instance the totality of the circumstances (i.e., nonprofit use, educational use, minimal market displacement)
leads to the conclusion that it is likely to be a fair use.
It is important to remember that the fair use factors
are just that—factors. As is evidenced by the above and
the cases listed, a fair use argument is highly fact sensitive
and a thorough analysis must be made in each instance.
It is also important to remember that fair use is a
defense to a copyright infringement claim. As stated at
the beginning of the column, the use is indeed a willful
infringement and fair use is merely a shield if a claim is
filed. A good attorney will balance the necessity of making a fair use argument against the necessity of using the
copyrighted material. Would blurring be appropriate?
How about cropping the shot? Does the song really need
to be played or will a sound-alike suffice? How litigious
are the rights holders for the material one is looking to
use? These are just some of the many questions to ask
when making the analysis.
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Krell’s Korner is a column about the people, events, and deals that shape the
entertainment, arts, and sports industries.

Babe Ruth: Sultan of Sweets
By David Krell
Baseball’s treasure chest of lore rests on
the achievements of standouts, those players
that break records, win championships, and
exemplify excellence. From Al Kaline to Zack
Wheat and everyone in between, baseball’s
greatest players define, enhance, and, in some cases, revolutionize the National Pastime.
In the 1993 film The Sandlot, a great player’s ghost
advises Benny Rodriguez—the best of the sandlot players—
“Remember, kid. There’s heroes and there’s legends. Heroes
get remembered, but legends never die. Follow your heart,
kid. And you’ll never go wrong.”
Heroes and legends. The baseball player fell into both
categories
George Herman Ruth.
The Babe.
Beginning his career with the Boston Red Sox in 1914 as
a pitcher, Babe Ruth found himself in a New York Yankees uniform for the 1920 season. The reason for the trade
stemmed from Red Sox owner Harry Frazee’s financial situation. Simply, he could not afford to keep Ruth on the Red
Sox payroll because of debts due plus financial interests in
the theatrical arena.
Baseball lore depicted Frazee as bargaining Ruth for
money to invest in the Broadway musical No, No, Nanette.
The story appeared logical. But it’s only half true.
No, No, Nanette debuted on Broadway in 1925—five
years after the trade to the Yankees. Its genesis, however,
was another play that sourced Frazee’s reasons for getting
rid of Ruth. Waite Hoyt explained the details in an interview for the Baseball Hall of Fame. Hoyt was on the Boston
Red Sox roster for the 1920 season.
Before the season opened, we played an
exhibition series with the New York Giants at
the Polo Grounds. There was a notice posted
on our bulletin board that we were invited
to a theatrical performance, a light comedy,
called My Lady Friends, that Harry Frazee was
producing. There would be tickets at the box
office.
We went to the show, and it was quite amusing, very good. We enjoyed it a great deal.
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That show was put to music in 1924 and
became No, No, Nanette…. If you trace it back,
it was the sale of Babe Ruth that provided
Harry Frazee with the $125,000 to produce
that show.1
Ruth found a home in New York City, a metropolis
where exploits appeared larger. In Ruth’s case, the appearances were not deceiving. A 22-year career from 1914 to
1935 yielded a .342 batting average, 714 home runs, and
2873 hits.
His record of 714 home runs stood for nearly 40 years
until Henry Aaron broke it in 1974. Aaron ended his career
with 755 home runs. Barry Bonds ended his career in 2007
with 762 home runs, but the verdict is shaky regarding acceptance by baseball historians, scholars, and fans because
of Bonds’s controversies regarding steroid use.
In 1927, Ruth crashed 60 home runs. It was a feat that
remained unreachable till Roger Maris hit 61 in 1961. Hank
Greenberg came close in 1938 when he hit 58 home runs.
Ruth dominated the 1920s, a gust of fresh air after the
Black Sox scandal of 1919 tarnished the game when eight
players from the Chicago White Sox were accused of fixing the World Series so the Cincinnati Reds could win it.
Though the players were acquitted, the black mark left on
the game inspired the newly hired commissioner, Kenesaw
Mountain Landis, to bar them from baseball for life. Ruth’s
success brought people back to the ballpark and inspired
the nickname “The House That Ruth Built” for Yankee
Stadium.
Ruth’s exploits provided a new chapter for baseball
and a much needed distraction. The 1920s matched him
perfectly—a free-wheeling era in cities where speakeasies
violated Prohibition. “In a time of venial sin in a city of venial sin, the man of magnified venial sin would become the
Sultan of Swat, the Caliph of Clout, the Wizard of Whack,
the Rajah of Rap, the Wazir of Wham, the Mammoth of
Maul, the Maharajah of Mash, the Bambino. The Bam. The
Big Bam.”2
Babe Ruth found that the sweetness of success could
turn bitter, though. When Ruth tried to register “Ruth’s
Home Run” and “George H. ‘Babe’ Ruth” as trademarks for
candy in 1926, he struck out.
In George H. Ruth Candy Co., Inc. v. Curtiss Candy Co.,3
the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals held that Cur-
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tiss Candy Company’s “Baby Ruth” mark for candy bars
trumped Babe Ruth’s name because of prior use.
Appellee sets up adoption and use,
through predecessors in business, of the
notation “Baby Ruth” as early as 1919, and
use continually since said year, upon the
same class of goods, viz., candy. Ownership of registration of said mark “Baby
Ruth” for chocolate coated candy bars is
also set up by appellee, said registration
having been issued on May 27, 1924.4
The court addressed the trademark examiner’s view
of Babe Ruth’s trademark rights regarding registration.
The rights were strong, but not limitless—the trademark
examiner had found that the name “George H. ‘Babe’ Ruth
was registrable under the Trade-Mark Act of February 20,
1905 (15 USCA § 85) because it was written in a “particular
or distinctive manner.”5
The Commissioner of Patents, however, reversed the
examiner’s ruling because of the similarities between the
words “Babe” and “Baby” despite Ruth’s universal association with the former.
The commissioner held that while the name
“George H. Ruth,” so written, would be registerable under said provision, the nickname
“Babe” should not be regarded as a part of
the name of the athlete George H. Ruth to
the extent of permitting registration of it long
years after another has used the quite similar
word “Baby” in connection with the word
“Ruth” as a mark for this common class of
goods, and it was upon this ground that the
decision of the examiner was reversed.6

after-shaving cream or lotion, was likely to
cause confusion with a registration of the
word “Williams,” used upon shaving soap
and an after-shaving preparation prior to
any use by the appellee, E.W. Williams, of
his mark, and therefore its registration was
barred by the first proviso of said section 5
(15 USCA § 85).9
Ruth, despite enormous name recognition concerning
the “Babe” nickname, could not contravene the principles
applied in Williams and the cornerstone of trademark law—
likelihood of confusion.
That confusion is likely between appellee’s
mark, “Baby Ruth,” and appellant’s mark,
“Ruth’s Home Run, George H. ‘Babe’ Ruth,”
is apparent. It is clear from the testimony that
the connection of George H. Ruth with appellant was for the purpose of capitalizing his
nickname “Babe” Ruth, used upon candy.10
Babe Ruth was an icon responsible for perpetuating the
popularity of baseball in the 1920s by smashing home runs,
setting records, and leading the Yankees to dominance.
Yet in the field of trademark law, Babe Ruth struck out.
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